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Effect of Season of Year on Pavement Response
ROY F. BIBBENS, CHRIS A. BELL, and R. GARY HICKS

ABSTRACT

The effect of season of year on pavement
response in terms of changes in subgrade
resilient modulus should be known for effective pavement design and management. To measure changes in modulus, deflection, subgrade moisture content, and subgrade soil
suction were monitored at two locations in
the Oregon Cascade Range.
Changes in deflection were measured with a Dynaflect,
Benkelman beam, and falling weight deflectometer. Changes in suction and moisture
content were measured with resistivity cells
installed in the subgrade. Frost tubes were
also installed to record any frost penetration into the subgrade. Each site was monitored at least six times during 1981, mostly
during the spring (the season of lowest subgrade strength) • The collected data were
used to develop a method for predicting subgrade modulus from suction and moisture content and for estimating subgrade modulus
from surface deflection. The results indicate that measuring suction, moisture content, and deflection can result in reasonable estimates of subgrade modulus, with
deflection measurements from the falling
weight deflectometer being the quickest and
most reliable.

STUDY APPROACH
The experimental program used in this study for the
evaluation of changes in pavement strength included
identification of two test sites and the measurement
of
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Surface deflection,
Subgrade moisture,
Subgrade suction,
Frost penetration, and
Resilient modulus determination.

The field data collection consisted of a minimum
of six visits during 1981, spread to touch all four
seasons, with the majority of the site visits being
in the spring in an attempt to measure reduced pavement strengths as observed by other studies (1-3).
The results of the deflection measurements were- us ed
to back-calculate the subgrade moduli, which were
then compared with laboratory-determined values corresponding to the in situ moisture contents measured
at the same time as the deflections.
In addition to measurements of deflection, moisture, suction, and frost penetration, each site
visit required measurements of air, pavement, and
subgrade temperatures for use in deflection corrections and monitoring of freezing conditions. Details
regarding the measurement of all parameters may be
obtained by referring to Bibbens (_!) •

Site Descriptions
In many areas of the Pacific Northwest seasonal variations in soil moisture cause a reduction in pavement system strength. This contributes to increased
maintenance
costs,
inconvenience,
and
economic
losses to organizations and people that use or depend on the transportation facility.
(Note that
this assessment was made by David B. Trask, Director
of Engineering, Pacific Northwest Region, Forest
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, during a
seminar at the Transportation Research Institute,
Oregon State University, February 22, 1978.)
In Region 6 of the Forest Service, transportati0n
managers are concerned with seasonal variation in
the strength of their service roads, particularly
the impact of heavy truck loads during spring thaw
periods, a time when pavement strength is greatly
reduced. Currently, the thickness design used incorporates regional factors developed from experience,
in an attempt to account for seasonal factors that
result in lowered pavement strength. However, regional factors are not applicable to the evaluation
of relative pavement damage during spring periods,
and the utility of seasonal versus all-year haul alternatives.
The purpose of this investigation was to (a) measure changes in pavement strength, in the form of
deflection, with changes in season, and (b) develop
a method of predicting seasonal changes in mo~ulus
from easy-to-measure field data (i.e., deflection,
soil moisture, and soil suction). With this development it should then be possible to assess pavement
damage during spring periods and from various timber
haul activities.

To select appropriate test sites for the study,
three basic criteria for site selection were considered: (a) accessibility; (b) that they be representative of forest road subgrades, climate, and topography in the areai and (c) availability of weather
data.
On the basis of these criteria, two sites
were identified, one in the Deschutes National
Forest and the second in the Willamette National
Forest (Figure 1) •
The site in the Deschutes National Forest (USFS
Road 2301) was approximately 4,420 ft (1350 m) above
sea level, with an average annual rainfall of 25 in.
(64 cm). The Willamette National Forest location
(USFS Road 2233) was about 2,000 ft (610 m) above
sea level, with an average annual rainfall of 70 in.
(180 cm). Figure 2 shows the respective typical section and subgrade soils of each site. Location of
the test sites on opposite sides of the cascade
Range results in sampling two of the more common
climates and topographies in the Oregon Cascades and
two of the more common subgrade materials in the
region.

Deflection Instrumentation
Deflection of pavement sections was recorded on all
site visits by a Dynaflect, a Benkelman beam on several occasions, and once by a falling weight deflectometer (FWD) • Established points were used for
all devices because deflection values vary with
position because of pavement variables.
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Soil cells have been successfully used to measure
suction in the field by various researchers (6-8).
Soil cells measure electrical resistivity of- the
soil as a function of moisture content. Those used
(shown in Figure 3) were a modified version of a
gypsum block and were chosen because of simplicity
of operation, relative durability, resistance to
damage during handling, fairly wide range of operation (approximately 2 to 5 pF), and low cost (6).
Soil cells have the disadvantage in that salts -in
pore water affect resistivity and cause hysteresis
effects between wetting and drying cycles, but they
are well suited for in situ measurements under
existing roadways.
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FIGURE I Partial map of Oregon showing location of test sites.
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FIGURE 2 Typical cross sections for
each test site.

Soil Suction and Moisture Measurement
Soil cells were used to measure soil moisture and
soil suction in the field.
Total soil suction has
components of osmotic soil suction and matrix soil
suction.
If a soil is extremely low in dissolved
salts or the amount of salts is a constant, then
osmotic soil suction is zero and hence total soil
suction equals matrix soil suction (5).
The techniques used in this study only measured matrix soil
suction because the amount of salts was so small
that osmotic soil suction was nearly zero.

FIGURE 3 MC-310A standard soil moisture-temperature cell.
To obtain suction and moisture content values
from soil cell readings, the cells were calibrated
in the laboratory by using recompacted samples of
subgrade soil at in situ unit weight (4). At both
test locations four cells were installed, three
beneath the pavement surface in the top 18 in. (0.46
m) of subgrade, and the fourth approximately 12 in.
(0.30 m) below original ground, on the shoulder, in
soil identical to the subgrade soil. This was done
as a check on the soil cells and calibration curves.
At each site visit tensiometer readings were taken
near the fourth cell and at the approximate depth to
check the suction values of the soil cell.
Soil
samples were also taken near the cell, to be used
for moisture content determination by gravimetric
technique. This was done to measure the accuracy of
the soil cell for indicating moisture content.

Frost Penetration Instrumentation
The importance of establishing changes in subgrade
modulus with easy-to-measure fletn nata is for observing the effects of decreased subgrade support
during changes in season. Measuring change in modulus is especially critical in areas that experience
seasonal frost action.
In these areas the spring
thaw period is the period of least subgrade strength
( 9). Reduction iri subgrade strength during thaw-ti!'rmed thaw weakening--is a result of high subgrade
moisture contents with poor drainage conditions.
To indicate the presence of frost penetration and
to establish the thaw period, frost tubes were installed ' in each test section.
Frost tubes change
color on freezing.
The tubes were made by placing
an indicator solution of methylene blue, a fluorescent dye (O.l percent solution), with Ottawa sand in
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a polyethylene tube, which was then placed beneath
the pavement in a permanently installed outer tube.
Determination of Resilient Modulus
Pavement cores, base soils, and subgrade soils taken
from the sites were tested in the laboratory to determine their resilient moduli (Mill for possible
input into layered elastic programs and for providing data to predict subgrade modulus from easy-tomeasure field data. To this end resilient moduli of
the bases and subgrades were determined at several
different water contents and unit weights (10) to
establish the relative effect water has on MR,
such that the moisture content determined in the
field could be used in the pred i ction of MR• Standard indi cator tests were also performed to classify
the soils.

RESULTS
In this section the data collected are summarized
and discussed.
The following section presents the
predictions of resilient modulus for the subgrade
soils, which were based on these data. The data are
presented in a series of figures, and the data from
site visits are summarized in Tables l and 2.

Temperature
Figures 4 and 5 show a plot of air, pavement, and
subgrade temperatures versus time from each site
visit for USFS Roads 2233 and 2301, respectively.
The figures also show a plot of the average daily
temperature versus time for 6-day intervals, which

TABLE I

01/27/81

03/25/81

04/20/81

05/19/81

07/16/81

11/19/81

Subgrade Mois tu r e and suction
In addition to temperatures, the resistivity of the
soil was recorded during each site visit and converted to moisture contents and soil suction values
by using calibration charts developed by Bibbens
(4). Figures 6 and 7 show plots of average daily
precipitation over 6-day increments versus time and
moisture content versus time for Roads 2233 and
2301, respectively. From the data in these figures
it appears that subgrade moisture content reflected
trends in precipitation and changes in season, as
suggested by other researchers (11,12).
The resistivity-determined moisture content for
the subgrade revealed good correlation with the measured deflection in the test section for Road 2233,
using a least-squares fit.
As shown in Figure 8,
deflection clearly increases with increased moisture
content for Road 2233, but for Road 2301 the relationship between deflection and moisture content was
not as expected: deflection decreases with increased
moisture content. However, laboratory determination
of resilient modulus of Road 2301 subgrade clearly
indicated that increasing moisture content decreased
the modulus (10).
This discrepancy was probably

Summary of Site Visit Data for Road 2233
Soll Cell Readlnge

Temp.

Date

indicate that the subgrade did not freeze during the
test program because there were insufficient periods
when air temperatures were below the freezing point.
Because there were no frozen subgrades, it was not
possible to observe the seasonal strength variations
caused by subgrade freezing and the associated reductions in spring thaw strength.
Therefore, any
effect temperature had on deflection was taken into
account by correcting the recorded Benkelman beam
deflections to a standard temperature of 70°F
(21°C), as presented in a subsequent section.

Weather

Rain

Cloudy

Cloudy

Rain

Sunny

Rain

Pave.
('F)

38

51

46
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66 .6

45
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59 .4

44
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TABLE 2 Summary of Site Vieit Data for Road 2301
Soll Ce 11 Reading•

Temp.

Date

01/28/81

03/24/81

Pave.
("F)

Weather

Air

37

Snowing

38

54

70

Partly
Cloudy

04/21/81

69

Partly

56

Cloudy

05/18/81

07/16/81

49

51

Rain
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Sunny ,

79

Wam

11/18/81

38
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i
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,

,
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caused by inaccuracies in the measurement of moisture content using soil cells at Road 2301.
The soil cell and tensiometer measurements of
suction for Road 2233 are shown in Figure 9, which
shows average 6-day precipitation versus time and
suction versus time, and also reflect the effect of
rainfall on measured suction values.
It was also
found (Figure 10) that pavement deflection decreased
with increased suction for Road 2233.
This indicates that the road gained strength corresponding to
increases in soil suction, as would be expected,
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t ions, less than 96 parts per million (ppm) , were
judged to be too low to cause problems. Third, a
good contact between the gauge and the surrounding
soil is necessary for accurate measurements.
The
subgrade soil at Road 2301 was a pumice, and it was
difficult to achieve a good contact. This problem is
the most tangible reason for poor measurements at
Road 2301. For Road 2233, a good contact was
achieved between the silty soil and the cells, and
this probably accounts for the much better results
obtained.
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Maximum deflection is a key parameter in various
methods of determining moduli of pavement material.
Figure 11 shows the plot of maximum deflection ver-
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because increasing suction is associated with decreasing moisture content.
The data for Road 2301 revealed the opposite effect (i.e., decreasing deflection with increasing
suction when a linear-regression fit was applied to
the data;, again leading to the conclusion that
there was some error in the measurement of suction
for this site.

Problems with Moisture Data Collection
Unfortunately, the results from the fourth soil
cell, installed in the shoulder at Road 2301, could
not be used to explain the anomalies found between
measured deflection and moisture contents and suctions determined from the three cells installed
below the pavement. Because of an oversight, soil
cell calibration curves were only determined for
below pavement subgrade densities (_!) and not for
the shoulder material.
The densities of materials
from the two locations were different, and therefore
the colibrotion curves, which .are sensitive to density !_!ll, were inappropriate for the fourth soil
cell.
There are three possible sources of error in the
use of resistivity gauges such as the soil cells
used in this study, which may explain the strange
results obtained for Road 2301.
First, hysteresis
effects cause different responses in wetting and
drying cycles and may cause an erroneous estimate if
the condition below the pavement was different from
that for the calibration. Cells were calibrated for
a drying cycle, and if the subgrade soil was in a
wetting cycle, estimates would be inaccurate. Second, soluble salts in the pore water can cause inaccuracies (&_,,!!). However, the measured concentra-
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Benkelman Beam deflections
at 70"F
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FIGURE 11 Maximum deflection versus time for Road 2233.
sus t i me for Road 2233. The deflections plotted--in
the figu re were the average deflections over the
test section, at the time of measurement, of the
maximum Dynaflect deflections converted to Benkelman
beam (~) and corrected for temperature Cll by using
the following equations:
Ilqulvalent Benkelman
.
beam dencction
= 20.09 x (maxunum Dynaflect deflection)

(1)

and
X70

= ~T)

+ ((70 - T)/5,000]

(2)

where T is the pavement temp·erature, and x70 is
the tcmperoture-corrected de£lection.
Although the maximum def l ection is an important
parameter for overlay design and for use in determining modulus of pavement materials, deflection
basins are also important inputs into most of the
published techniques for the prediction of modulus
from deflection.
The range of measured deflection basins for all
Dynaflect site visits are shown in Figure 12 for
Roads 2233 and 2301. The plotted deflection basins
were determined for each site visit at a test section by averaging sensor deflections individually.
The plotted basins, for the most part, were similar
in shape for each road, no matter when the measurements were taken. Not only were the shapes fairly
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FIGURE 12 Dynaflect deflection basins for Roads 2233 and 2301.
similar from site visit to site visit, but the range
in deflections at each sensor was not great. This
implies that changes in the subgrade resilient modulus were small during the period studied, unlike
those expected during a thaw weakening period. When
comparing the general shape of the deflection basins
for each road, it was observed that the deflections
at the first and second sensors were greater for
Road 2301 than for Road 2233. This implies that the
asphalt concrete pavement moduli for Road 2233 were
greater than that for Road 2301. In fact this was
borne out in the laboratory by the determination of
resilient moduli of the two surfaces by using the
diametral test. Diametral testing yielded a resilient modulus for Road 2233 that was 3.5 times higher
than that for Road 2301. Further, the shapes of the
basins for Road 2233 were generally convex indicating weaker base layers and a strong surface, whereas
for Road 2301 the basin shapes were concave near the
force wheels indicating a weak surface and convex at
the outer sensors indicating weak base layers.

Frost tubes were installed to observe any frost
penetration into the subgrade. They indicated that
no frost penetrated the upper levels of the structural section during the test period. The thermistors on the soil cells also indicated no freezing
temperatures, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The average dry unit weights for two locations at
each test site were Ya = 57 lb/ft' (9.0 kN/m') and
Ya = 65 lb/ft' (10.2 kN/m') for Roads 2233 and 2301,
respectively. However, difficulties in sample preparation of the subgrade soil for Road 2233 required
use of Ya= 66 lb/ft' (10.4 kN/rn 1 ) .
Finally, modulus testing needed to be performed
over the range of measured field moisture contents
(see Figures 6 and 7 for Roads 2233 and 2301, respectively). This proved to be possible for Road
2301. The range needed (Figure 7) was from 30 to
42.7 percent, whereas testing was performed over the
range of 29 to 42.5 percent. However, for Road 2233,
the highest moisture content (at Ya= 66 lb/ft') that
could be run was 50 percent. From Figure 6 it can be
seen that the range of moisture contents was 51.7 to
63. 7 percent; thus the MR versus moisture content
curve for Road 2233 would need to be extended to obtain a value of MR representative of measured
field conditions. The results of the laboratory
testing are shown in Figure 13.
To avoid problems of performing modulus testing
on recompacted samples at in situ unit weight and
moisture contents, it is suggested that undisturbed
samples (if possible) of the subgrade be taken for
~ testing, and moisture content determination be
made during each site visit. This would serve two
purposes: (a) it would result in more accurate MR
results, and (b) it would serve as a more accurate
check of the resistivity-determined moisture contents than a soil cell placed in the shoulder.

Testing of Subgraqe Resilient Modulus

PREDICTION OF SUBGRADE MODULUS

The data needed from resilient modulus testing were
relat ionships of ~ versus moisture content for
each aubgrade soil at or near in situ dry unit
weight, over the range of moisture contents monitored in the field during the study period, and
under approximate stress conditions associated with
an 18-kip (80-kN) single-axle dual-tire load. Selection of the appropriate stress condition for an
18-kip load was based on a layered elastic analysis.
It was found that for Road 2233 the stress condition
of o 3 = 2 psi (13.8 kN/m 2 ) and oa = 2 psi was most
appropriate, whereas for Road 2301 the stress condition of o 3 = 2 psi and oa = 4 psi (27.6 kN/m 2 ) was
the best choice.

MR predict ion s were made for three seasons of the
year in 1981: winter, spring, and summer. Examples
are presented using data collected on Road 2233 on
January 27, 1981 (see Table 1): note that all predictions are summarized in Table 3.

Frost Penetration

Prediction from Moisture and Suction Measurements
To predict MR from moisture content requires plots
of ~ versus moisture content and resistivity versus moisture content determined from laboratory
testing, and field values of resistivity determined
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calibration curves the corresponding suctions were
1.87, 1.95, and 2.11 pF;
2. The average suction= 1.98 pF;
3. Using
suction = 1.98
pF
and
calibration
curves, it was determii-1ed that moisture content =
61.1 percent; and
4. With mois ture con t en t = 61.1 percent and using Figure 13, it was determined that MR= 1,500 psi
(10.3 MN/m').
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FIGURE 13 Laboratory-determined resilient modulus versus
moisture content for both test sites.

from soil cells. The procedure for predicting
using Road 2233 as an example, is as follows:

Mil•

1. From Table 1, the resistivity measurements
beneath the pavement on 1/27 /Bl were 1. 7xl0',
2.lxlO', and 9.0xlO' ohms;
2. From calibration curves the preceding resistances correspond to moisture contents of 69, 65,
and 57 percent, of which the average was 63.7 percent; and
3. Using w = 63. 7 percent, enter Figure 13 and
determine Mil = 900 psi (6.2 MN/m 2 ) .
To predict the Mil values given in Table 3 for Road
2301, the same general procedure was used, except it
was necessary to substitute the data from Table 2
and the appropriate calibration curve.
The method used to predict MR from suction was
similar to that for prediction of MR from moisture
content. The procedure, using Road 2233 as an example, was as follows:
1.

From Table 1, the resistances on 1/27/Bl were
2. lxlO',
and
9. OxlO'
ohms,
and
from

1. 7xl0',

To predict resilient modulus i'"'R) from deflection,
various techniques were used (15-17). The techniques
fell into two classes: one was the use of several
publishe d nomographs and t he othe r was e stimating
subgrade modulus from deflection basin values by
using a computer. The nomograph techniques used were
by Treybig et al. (15) and vaswani (16), both using
Dynaflect deflections. The results~are given in
Table 3. Two computer programs were used, the first,
ISSEM4, "utilizes a quasi-finite element approach in
order to back calculate, through iteration, elastic
or resilient modulus values ('E-values') for a layered (nonlinear) elastic system from surface deflections resulting from a wheel load simulating force
pattern as initiated by an FWD test• (17). This program was run only for the FWD data collected on June
23, 1981, on Road 2233. The outputted subgrade MR
result can be found in Table 3.
The second program, entitled DEFPTS (18), is
based on Boussinesq theory and computes deflections
at the pavement surface at various radial distances
from the load application. By inputting MR values,
thicknesses, Poisson's ratio for each layer, and the
appropriate loading configuration, a desk-top computer outputs deflections at any desired radii. This
program was used wi t h both oynaflect and FWD deflections to estimate subgrade MR through a process of
trial and error. It should be noted that the loading
used in the program for the Dynaflect was not two
500-lb (2.22-kN) loads but one 1,000-lb (4.45-kN)
load over a load radius of 1.41 in. (3.58 cm). This
was suggested and shown to be a reasonable configuration by Scrivner et al. (19); in testing DEFPTS,
the accurac y o f the s ugges t ed--ioading was confirmed.
The input values used in DEFPTS for the various
layers are shown in F igur e 14. The MR for the asphalt concrete layers and bases were as determined

TABLE 3 Summary of Resilient Modulus Predictions from Moisture and Deflection
Resilient Modulus (psi)

Road

Date

2233

01/27/81
04/20/81
06/23/81
07/14/81
07/16/81
01/28/81
04/21/81
07/13/81
07/16/81

2301

From Moisture

From Dynaflect Deflection

Water
Content

Suction

Treybig
et al. (15}

(16}

DEFPTS

900
3,700

1,500
4,100

3,100
3,900
3,100
3,700

4,300
5,000
4,000
5,000

14,000
14,000
12,000
11,500

3,800
2,850
3,800

4,200
2,400
4,000

8,500
6,700
6,200

3,800
3,800
4,000

15,000
18,000
20,000

3,750

4,050

Vaswani

Note: On June 23, 1981, using FWD data: (a) ISSEM4 gave MR= 6,000 psi, aud (b) DEFPTS gave MR= 6,300 psi.
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variable

Dynaflect deflections, and also resilient modulus
versus time for Roads 2233 and 2301, respectively.
The values of MR predicted by Vaswani' s (16) technique were based on the deflection basin area, because such changes in actual measured values of area
should
be
reflected
by
changes
in
MR
from
vaswani's technique, because increased area means
increased deflections and implies decreased subgrade
modulus or vice versa. From Figure 15 (Road 2233) ,
the expected relationship between area and MR was
shown to hold between each successive measurement
date. For Road 2301, the area did not provide as
reliable an indicator of changes in MR as it did
for Road 2233.
The values of ~ predicted by Treybig' s <..!2l
technique are based on maximum deflection. To determine if changes in actual measured maximum deflections corresponded to expected changes in MR, maximum deflection was plotted in Figures 15 and 16. In
both figures the expected relationship between maximum deflection and MR predicted by Treybig' s
technique existed; that is, if maximum deflection
decreased between any successive measurement, MR
increased or vice versa.
To check the relative changes of ~ predicted
by DEFPTS using Dynaflect deflections, which reflect
changes in season, deflections measured by the
outermost sensor were plotted in Figures 15 and 16
because the outer deflection sensors reflect the
condition of the subgrade. For Road 2233 (Figure
15), the results were fair because, in general, increased deflection was reflected in decreased modulus or vice versa. For Road 2301 (Figure 16), the
results were better because between successive measurements the minimum deflection and outputted
MR's related as would be expected.
When moduli predicted by moisture content and
suction were compared with relative changes in area
and maximum and minimum deflections, it was found
that the relationships were generally mixed (e.g.,
in some cases the relative changes in MR between
successive dates were related as expected to area or
deflection), whereas for other successive dates relative changes in MR by suction and moisture con-
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FIGURE 14 Pavement sections used for
determining suhgrade resilient modulus for both
test sites.

from laboratory testing. The Poisson's ratios used
were typical values suggested in several references
(20,21), and in fact Poisson's ratio over a range of
0-:3°5to 0.45 for the layers made little difference
in the calculated deflections. The results of the
DEFPTS analysis are given in Table 3.
Comparison of Subgrade Modu lus Predictions
Plots of deflection basin area are shown in Figures
15 and 16 for maximum and minimum deflection, from

e
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resilient modulus versus time for Road 2233.
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FIGURE 16 Plots of deflection basin area, maximum and minimum deflections, and
resilient modulus versus time for Road 2301.

tent did not reflect expected changes in area (maximum or minimum deflections).
Also plotted in Figure 15 is the value of subg rade ~· as determined by ISSEM4 and DEFPTS, for
the measurement of deflection by an FWD on ~une 23,
1981. Note that the value of MR predicted by the
two programs was nearly identical, 6,000 psi (41. 4
MN/m'l , and that the values were about 50 percent
greater than those determined by nomograph techniques (15 ,16) based on Dynaflect measurements or
from moistu;;;- and suction predictions. The values of
Ma, computed by ISSEM4 and DEFPTS from FWD deflect ions were probably closer to the in situ values of
subgrade, because laboratory samples of Road 2233
subgrade did not appear to be as strong as the in
situ material. This difference was associated with
the difficulties of reproducing the observed field
unit weight and moisture conditions in the laboratory, and implies that the ~ values in the field
should be higher than those measured in the laboratory. This also implies that use of the FWD is more
realistic than the Dynaflect, which is in accordance
with Hoffman and Thompson (22) and Whitcomb (23). In
conjunction with thi~, it -;,as also believ;a that
MR determined from DEFPTS from the oynaflect deflections was on the high side of the ~ in the
fi Plfl. It WM• SllCJCJPStPil thilt thp Vill llP nf MR ilP.termined by using DEFPTS and Dynaflect deflections,
which was 3 times greater than laboratory values,
was excessive. However, without undisturbed samples,
it was impossible to accurately know the actual MR
value.

CONCLUSIONS
The salient conclusions
are as follows.

resulting

from

this

study

1. It is possible to measure changes in pavement
strength from deflection with changes in season even
if subgrade freezing and subsequent thaw weakening
do not occur.
2. A method for predicting resilient modulus
using field-measured moisture content and suction
was developed.

3. The ~ values from soil moisture, when compared with several published techniques for estimating subgrade MR, generally resulted in MR values
of the same order of magnitude and also reflected
similar changes in subgrade strength with changes in
season.
4. The use of moisture content or suction to
predict changes in subgrade resilient modulus yielded
essentially identical values of MR.
5. It appears that resilient modulus determined
from deflection measurements using FWD data and computer analysis yields the best results of MR.
6. Although ~ can be predicted from moisture
content and suction, it would be much easier to only
use deflections, which require only a minimum amount
of laboratory testing, whereas using moisture content and suction required field installation and
extensive laboratory testing.
7. The use of published techniques for predicting ~ yield reasonable values of MR, reflect
changes in season, and are fairly easy to use.

RECOMMENDATIONS
When using the approach of predicting subgrade resilient modulus from moisture content or suction, it
is recommended that
1. More soil cells be installed over the test
section to better define the resistances measured in
a test sectioni
2. During site visits undisturbed samples (if
possible) of the subgrade be obtained and brought
back to the laboratory for resilient modulus testing;
3. After completing modulus testing on the undisturbed samples of subgrade, the moisture content
be measured, a slice of the sample be taken, and
suction on a suction plate be measured (these values
would serve as a check on the field-determined values of moisture content and suction from the soil
cells) i and
4. Calibration of the soil cells for moisture
content be done on larger samples than used in this
project.
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Further, if subgrade modulus is to be predicted
by using moisture content or suction, it is recommended that moisture content be chosen because they
both yield similar results. The laboratory equipment
for measuring moisture content is readily available,
whereas the laboratory equipment for measuring suet ion is complicated and is not available in many
laboratories.
Finally, it is recommended that deflections be
monitored and used for predicting subgrade modulus
in any study of seasonal strength variations, and
that an FWD should be the first choice in testing
equipment, over a Dynaflect, should an FWD be available.
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Serviceability Loss Due to Roughness Caused by Volume
Change in Expansive Clay Subgrades
BRENT RAUHUT and ROBERT L. LYTTON

ABSTRACT

It is common knowledge that pavements built
on expansive clay subgrades will become
rough whether heavily trafficked or not.
Therefore it is obvious that much of the
roughness that occurs on such roadways is
caused by differential volume change in the
subgrade, but this has been largely ignored
in both analysis and design. Relatively little research effort has been expended to
study this source of serviceability loss.
Velasco and Lytton recently developed a multiple regression model to predict loss of
serviceability with time caused by differential volume change in expansive clay subgrades. This model was developed from a
limited data base that included present serviceability indices and various characteristics of the subgrade soils indicative of
volume change potential. Applications of
this model to four test sections in Texas
and four in Colorado indicated that the effects of the independent variables on the
loss of serviceability caused by expansive
clay predicted by the model appeared to be
reasonable. The predicted results for each
test section are discussed with relation to
known lB-kip equivalent single-axle loads
and the characteristics of the subgrade
clays. The assignment of responsibility for
loss of serviceability between axle loads
and differential volume change in the subg rade is explored and is discussed in detail.

A recent research effnrt (1) had as one nf its goals
the identification and i"pplication of predictive
distress models for distresses significant to the
generation of repair or rehabilitation of flexible
pavements. Roughness caused by differential volume
change in subgrades was identified as a significant
distress and was studied during that project.
There are three known causes of volume change in
subgrades. One is consolidation of subgrade materials in embankments or of natural subgrade materials
in marshes or swamps. A second is the roughness induced by freezing of moisture in subgrade materials
and subsequent thawing in the spring. The third is
roughness due to differential volume change caused
by seasonal or other moisture changes in expansive
clay subgrades. There are no known models for predicting roughness caused by the first two and only
one for predicting roughness caused by the third i
therefore this third cause of roughness is the subject of this paper and is discussed in detail herein.

DIFFERENTIAL VOLUME CHANGE IN EXPANSIVE CLAY
SUBGRADES

moisture. The moisture migration from or to the clay
depends directly on environmental conditions such as
temperature, rainfall, and humidity, but the relative volume change depends on characteristics of the
clay and soil mixture such as clay mineral type, the
fraction of the soil mixture that is composed of
clay minerals, and whether it was initially formed
in freshwater or saltwater. A network of cracks in
the subgrade is usually well established before construction of any roadway over clay soils, and these
cracks apparently continue to offer convenient paths
for moisture migration after the pavement is in
p l ace.
Because volume change in expansive clays has
damaged structures worth billions of dollars worldwide, geotechnical engineers have studied this phenomenon for decades and much progress has been made
in understanding it. Measurements have also been
made of pavement surfaces over expansive clays, and
a number of methods such as subgrade stabilization
with lime or cement have been applied to limit the
volume change. These studies have not directly contributed much to the prediction of the roughness
that may be expected to occur in a specific environment and for a specific clay subgrade, but they did
identify those parameters that should be considered
as potential independent variables for empirical
models to predict the occurrence of such roughness.
PREDICTING ROUGHNESS CAUSED BY DIFFERENTIAL VOLUME
CHANGE IN EXPANSIVE CLAY SUBGRADES
Velasco and Lytton ( 2, 3) recognized the need for
models that would pre'di(;t the reduction in present
serviceability index (PSI) caused by expansive clay
subgrades in pavements and developed an empirical
model based on a limited data base in Texas. This
equation was developed empirically by using regress ion techniques, with change in PSI as the dependent
variable, and a range of independent variables intended to represent pavement structure, the effects
of environment, and the nature of clay subgrades.
Serviceability was obtained from 12 flexible and 5
rig id pavements in Texas through calculations based
on measurements with a GM surtace profilometer. Samples of the clay subgrades were obtained, and the
required properties were derived from laboratory
testing. The form of this equation was as follows:
(I)

Because the initial values of serviceability when
the roadways were opened were unavailable, it was
necessary to estimate initial values to calculate
the difference considered to be the change in serviceability index (SI). The initial serviceability
index was assumed to be 5. O, and the resulting regression coefficients A, B, and D were 2,675, 1.09,
and 7. 62, respectively. The values of c and n were
also obtained through regressions as follows (~rll:
(2)

The mechanism involved relates to the relative ability of various clay soils to imbibe or relinquish

(3)
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE MODEL

where
Depth • effective depth of pavement (in , ) based
on a moment of inertia I for the pavement
section above the sub<]rade with its layer
thicknesses weighted by layer stiffness
relative to that of the surface layer
(.!_,£), i.e.,
Depth = ~121/1 in.

As discussed previously, it was decided to conduct a
new regression analysis using only data from flexible test sections and using revised reductions in
PSI based on an assumed initial PSI value of 4. 2.
This was done, and the result using the original
equation form given in the previous section was as
follows:
llSI =39,396 c1 ·544 n9 · 59

Range • range of values of Thornthwaite moisture
index for a 20-year period (range is usually 50 to 90) , smaller values generally
apply in drier areas and vice versa;
Time = time since construction, or since last
rehabilitation before the roughness was
measured (years) :
Clay "' percentage of clay (gra i n size less than
0,002 mm), which is obtained from hydrometer grain size testing;
AC = activity
[i.e.,
(Plasticity
index/%
clay)];
CEC = cation exchange capac ity , wher e meg/100
gm ~ (plastic limit)l .171 and
ESP = exchange s odium percen tag e (approximately
2 for lacustrine deposits and 16 for
saltwater depos i ts).
The test sections used for the development of
this empirical relationship were specifically selected because they were essentially free of any
load-induced distresses and because the only important observable distress was long wavelength unevenness. Further, the analyses made with the Fast
Fourier transform method were for wavelengths of 10
ft or greater to essentially eliminate most of the
effects of any load-induced damage. Therefore, it
appears reasonable to assume that virtually all of
the measured roughness remaining after the "filtering" previously described was caused by the expansive clay sub<]rades.
Although the data base for the development of
this relationship was limited, it appeared to be
reasonably well-founded, except that (a) the assumption of an initial PSI of 5,0 appeared to be much
too optimistic for the known capabilities of the
highway construction industry, and (b) the data base
included measurements from five rigid pavements. It
was decided to rerun the regressions using the more
probable value of 4.2 for initial serviceability
index and omitting the rigid pavements from the regression,

(R2

=0.66)

(4)

The values for c and n may be obtained as described in Equations 2 and 3; their substitution
into Equation 4 results in
llSI = 0.02323 Depth- 0 ·3 87 Time0 ·757 AC-'" 85 Esp0·18 5 CEC-'" 53
Clay3.84 Range· L S3

(5)

EVALUATION OF MODEL
To check the reasonableness of this model, predicted
changes in SI were made for four Texas test sections
and four Colorado test sections for which measured
data were available. Data needed for the calculations are given in Tables 1 and 2. As most of the
data needed was not available from records, estimates were made by using Equations 2 and 3.
Equation 4 was used for the calculations, and it
calculated values of the independent variables. The
resulting predictions of llSI due to expansive clay
are given in Tables 3 and 4. Note that the measured
changes in SI are also shown, and the difference
shown is caused by traffic (although it could be due
partially to other causes such as differential embankment settlemen t and so forth). Where the calculated predictions for change in SI due to expansive
clay exceeded the measured changes, no change because of traffic is assumed.
The results in Tables 3 and 4 are plotted in Figures l and 2. The approximate 18-kip equivalent
single-axle loads (ESALs) experienced by the test
sections at an appropriate point in time are also
shown. Note that the measured values of PSI (shown
as filled circles) are somewhat erratic, and that
the total changes are drawn in smoothly to represent
the most probable values. Total changes have been
extrapolated in some cases with dashed lines to allow approximate comparisons to predicted changes
caused by expansive clays.
The predicted changes in SI caused by expansive
clays are discussed by individual test sections.

TABLE 1 Available Data Collected for Texas and Colorado Test Sections

Test Section

Plastic Plasticity
Index
Limit

% Passing
No. 200

78

Thicknesses
Surface Base Subbase

TX-25-82(2971)

20

26

3.5

13.0

TX-25-82 (2853)

10

24

50-70

9. 5

5.0

TX-25-62(2895)

20

7

40-6 5

9 .5

5.0

TX-5-87 (2675)

20

28

6 0 - 80

2.3

10 . 0

C0-1-70(4-59)

22

31

95

9.0

24. 0
17.0

C0-3-70 (114-19)

19

24

65

9.0

C0-3-40 (5-1-1)

23

21

95

9.5

C0-96 (1)

20

28

80

2.8

Year of
Last Const.
or Rehab.
Oct 1961

6.0

Oct 1970
Nov 1972

5.0

Mar 1967
Jun 1975
May 1965
Aug 1 969

4.5

11. 4

Jun 1965
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TABLE 2 Approximate Values of Independent Variables for Calculating c and n
Range

Test Section
TX-25-82(2971)

AC

ESP

.80

TX-25-62 (2895)

1

TX-5-87 (2675)

DEP TH

CEC

16

33

7.7

33. 3

16

24

11. 4

14.8

.BO

16

9

10 . 0

33. 3

.BO

16

35

9.5

33. 3

.80

16

39

15.6

37.2

.BO

2

30

12.6

31. 3

1. 0

TX-25-82(2853)

% CLAY

50

l

co-1-7014-59)
co-3-701114-19)
C0-3-40 (5-1-1)
C0-96 (1)

.BO

2

26

9.5

39.2

.BO

16

35

9. 7

33.3

TABLE 3 Measured Changes in SI and Calculated Changes Caused by Expansive Clays for Texas Sections

Test Section

TX-25-82 (2971)

Time
(Y eo rs)
4

e
13
16
19

TX-25-82 1285:\J

2
4

TX-25-62(2895)

1. Q9 lxl0 - 4
4
l.532xlo-

6

l.969xl0
2.152xl0

10

2.40lxl0

2
6
8
10
13

c

2 .75 3x l o - 4
-4
3 .B6 6x l0
-4
4. 9 0 5x l0
-4
5.430x l0
-4
5. 9 07 xl O

8

4

TX-5-87 (2675)

c

-4
-4
-4

1. 395xlo - 4
-4
1.959xl0
-4
2.3B9xl0
-4
2.751><10
-4
3.069x10
-4
3.490xl0

1.544

n

3.18xl0- G
-6

5.3Bxl0
7. 77xl0
9. 0lxlO

l.04xl0

-6

-6
-5

7.6:!~la- 7
l . 29xl0- 6
1. 75xlo- 6
-6
2.lBxlO
6
2. 6 xl01. 1 xlO -&
6
1. 9 xl0 6
xl02.6
6
3.2 xlo6
3.9 xlo0
xlo4. 6

lnl 9.

59

6 SI
Uue To

To tal
Ex pansive Due to
Cl a y
Tra ff ic
Measured
0.5B

-l.173

4 . 634

-1.173

4 . 6 34

-1.173

4.634

0. 7

1. 4 2

-1.173

4 . 6 34

1. 3

1. 66

-1.173

4.634

- 1. 2 1e

r

t

0 . 20

U. 20

-1. 21B

6 . 647

0.10

0. 33

1. 40

0.4 6

U

,. .....
• U'1

0.9B

1. 8 9

-1. 2 18

6.647

-l. 21 B

C. . 647

0.57

-l . 21B

6 .• 6 4 7

0.68

-0.7144

0 .0 3 97

-0 . 7144

0 . 0397

0.10

0.002

0.94

0. 10

0.003
0 . 20

-0 . 7144

0 . 03 97

-0.7144

0.0 397

0.004
0.005

-0.7144

0. 03 9 7

0.006

-0.7144

0.0 3 9 7

0.007

0.40

0.20

-4

1. 4 5xlo - 6

-1. 224

6. 95 B

-4

~.45xlo- 6

-1. 224

6 .9 5 B

-4

3.32xlo- 6
4.14xlo- 6

- 1 . 22 4

6.958

1. 3

0.91

0 . 39

-1.224

6 .95B

1.6

1.13

0.44

-1.224

6 .9 5 8

1. 7

1. 34

0.36

-1. 224

6 .95B

2

l.653xl0

4

2.322xl0

6

2.832xlo

8

3.26lxl0

10

3.638xl0

13

4.137xlo- 4

-4
-4

4.90xlo- 6
6
6.0 xlo-

0. 67

1. 65
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TABLE 4 Measured Changes in SI and Calculated Changes Caused by Expansive Clays for Colorado
Sections

Teat Section

c 1. 54 4

Time
(Years)

c

2

l .106xl0 · 4
-4
1. 349xl0
-4
l . 733xl0

7 . 79xl0 7
-6
1. 06xl0
6
1. 6 xl0-

-4

6 . 92xl0- 7
-6
l. 17xl0
-6
1. 59xl0
6
2.0 xl0-

C0-1-70(4-59)

3
5
C0-3-70(114-19

2

1. 024xl0

4

1. 438xl0

6

-4
1. 754xl0
4
2.02 xl0-

e
C0-3-40(5-1-1)

C0-96 (1)

2

l.288xl0

4

1.B09xl0

6

2.207x10

2

1. 627xl0
2.286xl0

4

-4

-4
-4
-4

-4
-4

-4
2.788xl0
4
3.21 xl04
xl03.58
4
4.07 xlo-

6
8
10
13

\n\ 9. 59

n

A St
Uuc To

To t.1 l
E>q>r1n s i v o Duo to
Mo.1surcd
Cla y
Tril t fie

-1.313

13 . 6 4

0. 4

o. 4 2

-1. 313

13.64

0. 5

0.57

-1.313

13.64

0. 7

0.86

----

-1.192

5 . 40

0.5

0.15

0.35

-1.1 9 2

5.4 0

1. J

0.25

0 .85

-1.192

5. 4 0

l. 2

0.38

0.82

-1.192

5.40

I .4

0. 4 3

0.97

9.86xlo- 7
-6
1. 67xl0
-6
2. 26x10

-1. 059

1. 7 3

-1.05 9

1. 73

0.0

0 .11

--

-1.059

1. 73

1. 5

0. 15

1. 35

-6

-1.226

7.084

0. 1

0.39

--

-1.226

7.084

0.67

-1. 226

7.084

0.91

-1. 2 26
-1.226

7.084
7.084

0. 7

1. 33

--

-1.226

7.084

l. 9

1. 63

0. 27

1. 41xl0
2.39xl0

-6

-6
3 . 25xl0
4.03xlo- 6
-6
4.78xl0
5.82xl0- 6

0.07

1. 12

C0-70 (114-19)

C0-70(4-59)
:tr4 t:-~...,'77.777:n1...,.,'77.77?777:

.....

13
i2

•

.,

120,500 18 K ESl\L

!

l 74 75

76

77 78

79

80

66

Bl
LEGEND: ~

[[Ill
C0-40 (5-1-1)

[~I
i
1

~

145,900 18K

66 68

70

72

74

76

78

80

82

ESAL

68

70

72

74

llSI due to expansive clay
llSI due to traffic

~

C0-96 (1)

5

tl

~

l

60

191, 700 lBK ES/IL
62

64

66

68

70

72

74

76

78

FIGURE 1 Measured changes in SI divided into predicted changes caused by expansive clay and
traffic, Colorado test sections.
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FIGURE 2 Measured changes in SI divided into predicted changes caused by expansive clay and traffic,
Texas test sections.
1. TX-62(2895): There was virtually no measured
change in PSI between 1972 and 1977, nor was there
any measurable change predicted. The plasticity index of the subgrade was quite low, so no roughness
caused by differential volume change in the subgrade
would be expected.
2. TX-87 (2675) : Most of the measured change in
PSI was attributed to the moderately expansive clay,
but traffic loadings appear to have contributed to
the measured changes after a few years.
3. TX-82(2853): The moderately expansive clay
subgrade contributed to the loss of serviceability,
but it appears thllt the ma jority of the loss was
caused by traffic.
4. TX-82(2971): This pavement experienced relatively minor serviceability loss during the first 14
years after rehabilitation, but the rate increased
after that. The model appears to have overpredicted
the change in serviceability because of the moderately expansive clay subgrade in this case. It appears more likely that virtually all of the change
was caused by differential volume change in the clay
for the first 14 years, but that the increase in the
rate of serviceability loss around that point was
likely caused by traffic.
5. C0-70(4-59): The expansive clay subgrade is
credited by the model for all of the serviceability
loss. This appears logical, considering the changes
in PSI with time and the relatively light traffic on
the pavement.
6. C0-70(114-19): The moderately expansive clay
appears to have contributed to the loss of serviceability, but the primary cause was considered to be
traffic. The moderate prediction in this case is
caused primarily by a relatively low estimated clay
content.
7. C0-40(5-1-1): The clay subgrade was predicted to have caused little of the loss of serviceability. Most of the loss was believed to have been
due to traffic or other causes.
8. C0-96(1): The model appears to have overpredicted the loss in serviceability because of the
moderately expansive subgrade. It appears that the
clay was the primary cause of roughness for the
first 10 years after the pavement was overlaid, but

the sudden increase in serviceability loss at that
point was caused by traffic.
The effects of the independent variables on the
loss of serviceability because of expansive clay, as
predicted by the model, appear to be reasonable. The
predictions appear reasonable, but they also appear
to trend somewhat toward overpredictions where the
clay content was relatively high.
It is rec ogn i zed that the a ss ignment of r esponsibility for r e l ati ve ly high cha nge s in service a b ility
to differential volume change in expansive clay or
s hale subgrades will meet with strong opposition
from many relatively knowledgeable researchers, especially those with close ties to the AASHO Road
Test, who tend to ascribe virtually all pavement
roughness to the effects of axle loads. This will be
partly because there has been little effort to quantify roughness caused by expansive clay subgrades
before the recent work of Velasco and Lytton. However, it is well-known by researchers who practice
in areas that have expansive clays that pavements on
expansive clays become rough fairly rapidly, even if
traffic is nominal. It appears logical that early
roughness is cauRP.~ hy the seasonal shrinkage and
swelling of the expansive clays, which will never be
uniform. The magnitudes of such movements are generally greater than those attributable to material
variations and consequent differential compaction
caused by repetitive wheel loadings. Also, it is becoming increasingly apparent from data collection on
test sections around the country that rutting i s
often relatively nominal i thus differential rutting
is not likely to induce much roughness. The primary
effects of axle loads on increasing roughness in
typical pavement structures appear to generally
begin when surface cracking occurs and excess moisture infiltrates base and subgrade materials. If an
unstable asphalt cement (AC) mix is used or other
inadequate design or construction practices are applied, however, it is possible to experience roughness because of shoving, corrugations, differential
consolidation of base, and so forth.
In limited support of the previous discussion,
Florida test sections also studied during the proj-
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ect reported by Rauhut et al. (1) reveal virtually
no change in serviceability, even under heavy traffic (see Figure 3). This is partially due to the
stiffness of the lime rock base, but it is strongly
believed that serviceability loss could be expected
if these pavements were on expansive clay instead of
on sand subgrades. It should also be noted that
Texas test section TX-62 (2895), the only one of the
eight from Texas and Colorado with a subgrade having
low plasticity, experienced almost no change in serviceability during the first 10 years after reconstruction.
New York test sections also had relatively nonexpansive subgrades, but they are silty and they undergo freezing and thawing that also cause important
changes of serviceability (see Figure 4). Note that
the cumulative 18-kip ESALs for these test sections
were not especially high.
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The model described herein for predicting changes in
serviceability caused by differential volume changes
in expansive clays is the only one known to exist.
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It is not the intent of this discussion to suggest that heavy axle loads do not cause roughness in
pavements (as they certainly did at the AASHO Road
Test), but there are strong reasons to believe that
the results of the AASHO Road Test would have been
quite different if conduc ted at lower traffic rates
over a longer period in a no-freeze area with an expansive clay subgrade. Of course, they would also
have been considerably different for flexible pavements if either conducted in a southern climate or
as a long-term test with lower traffic rates.
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FIGURE 3 Measured PSI, Florida test sections.
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Its development is believed to have been wellfounded but based on a limited data base, and it
requires input data that are frequently not available and thus must be developed on the basis of approximate relationships. Even with these approximations,
the model appears to generally provide
reasonable predictions of serviceability loss. It is
not clear whether the two overpredictions out of the
eight examples studied were caused by a tendency
toward overprediction by the models or caused by
high estimates of clay content. It should be noted,
however, that use of a clay content of 30 percent in
lieu of 35 percent for test section C0-96 (1) would
have reduced the predicted llSI by 45 percent and
resulted in a reasonable prediction. Similarly, a
reduction of 5 percent in clay content from 33 to 28
percent for test section TX-82(2971) would have reduced the predicted SI by 47 percent and would also
have resulted in reasonable predictions.
The overall evaluation of the proposed model is
that it is likely as reliable as the other models
available for predicting change in PSI, including
the AASHO equation and those developed during the
"cost allocations" project (!_, _!) for total change in
PSI.
The approach to differentiating between loadinduced serviceability loss and that caused by differential volume change because of expansive clay
subgrades was to assume that the predicted change in
serviceability from the VESYS III-B regression equations is the total predicted change in PSI (as it
should be) • That assignable to load-induced effects
will be the total predicted change in PSI using the
flexible pavement models, less that calculated by
the expansive clay model. Where the serviceability
loss caused by the expansive clay exceeds that predicted for the axle loads, the serviceability loss
is assumed to be caused by the environment. As the
serviceability loss caused by traffic increases with
axle load applications and begins to exceed that
attributable to the clay subgrade, the difference is
attributed to the axle loads.
The approach adopted does not deal directly with
combined roughness, but it ia beliav~d to be an advancement of the state of the art in understanding
roughness in pavements and the consequent reduction
in serviceability. The ability to divide sources of
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roughness more accurately between the environment
and axle loads must await substantial future research.
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Expansive Pyritic Shales
DEAN D. DUBRE, MUMTAZ A. USMEN, and LYLE K. MOULTON

ABSTRACT
Although much attention has been directed to
the solution of problems created by swelling
soils, relatively little effort has been devoted to the solution of problems created by
expanding pyritic shales. This is a very
real problem that has caused extensive damage to many structures in the United States
and abroad. In an effort to call attention
to this problem and to the need for further
research
directed at
its
solution,
the
current state of the art with respect to
swelling pyritic shales is presented and
discussed. The factors and mechanisms responsible for swelling of pyritic shales are
identifiedi methods of testing and evaluating the potentially expensive shales are
outlinedi and ways of controlling or eliminating the problem are summarized. A number
of case histories involving experiences with
expansive pyritic shales are included to illustrate the potential seriousness of the
problem and to underscore the need for additional research.

It has been reported that the average annual losses
in this century from floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, and tornadoes have been less than one-half of
the damages from expansive soils (.!_) • Geotechnical
engineers who deal with expansive soils or shales
have been faced with the decision of either accepting a certain risk in view of the uncertain response
of foundation materials to changing environmental
conditions or choosing safe but generally expensive
foundation systems. There has been a general reluctance to adopt the latter approach because it has
appeared that strengthening the foundation can sometimes cost more than correcting the damages that can
result fcom foundation heaving. It is important to
note, however, that whereas considerable money has
been spent to control floods, relatively little has
been invested to develop and implement methods for
controlling or mitigating damages associated with
foundation heaving.
A family of expansive materials that has caused
significant damage to many structures, but has been
widely overlooked, is pyritic shale. In the past
damage to structures by expanding pyritic shale was
not readily identified. Consequently, damages were
often attributed to differential settlement, frost
heave, subsidence, or poor construction practices.
More recently, however, the problems associated with
expansive pyritic shales have been better recognized. Spanovich (2) suggests that part of the reason for an increased frequency of problems caused by
expanding shale is a result of advances in powerful
excavation equipment that can produce greater cuts
and expose deeper fresh shale strata, and also as a
result of the increased use of slab-on-grade construction (because of economic constraints) without
providing crawl spaces to absorb heave.
Shale is a sedimentary rock formed by the compaction and cementation processes acting on clay, silt,
and sand particles. Compaction shale is a transition
material between soil and rock susceptible to significant weathering and slaking, whereas cemented

shale
exhibits
the
general
characteristics
of
sounder rock (1). Because of its abundance (it constitutes about 50 percent of all exposed rock) , shale
is often used as an engineering material to build
fills and embankments, highway bases in certain
cases, and as a foundation for all types of structures, including bridges and other transportation
structures. Extensive studies have been conducted on
the evaluation of many shales for highway use <!-~) ,
but little attention has been directed in these
studies to pyritic shales either as a construction
or foundation material.
The importance of understanding the nature of
pyritic shale is two-fold, First, it is an expansive
material for which the mechanism of expansion or
swelling is different from what is known for ordinary shales or soils (10). The swelling phenomena
observed in pyritic shales are primarily caused by
the volume changes induced by the chemical alteration of sulfide minerals. Second, lechate from pyritic shale can attack concrete and cause deterioration. This phenomenon is known as "sulfate attack"
(11) and also results from the chemical alteration
o~minerals, this time leading to volume changes in
concrete.
The purpose of this paper is to summarize the existing information and knowledge on pyritic shales.
Factors and mechanisms of swelling in pyritic shales
and experimental methods of evaluating swelling potential are reviewed. A number of case histories related to heaving damage and concrete deterioration
a re presented and discussed. Finally, known methods
of controlling the problem are described and research needs are identified.
FACTORS AND MECHANISMS OF SWELLING IN PYRITIC SHALES
Primary and Secondary Reactions
Heave observed in certain shales has been identified
to be the result of the oxidation of sulfide minerals, the most common of which are pyrite and marcasite. Pyrite, or ferrous disulfide (FeS 2 J, is a
yellowish mineral with a metallic glint that long
ago earned the name of "fool's gold." Pyrite is generally regarded as stable or slightly reactive under
normal conditions i however, on exposure to dampness
for a long period in the presence of air, it oxidizes and expands. Pyrite is widespread, being the
most common iron sulfide mineral. It occurs in rocks
of all types and geologic ages, most often in metamorphic and sedimentary rock. Marcasite has the same
chemical formula as pyrite, but X-ray analysis reveals a different atomic arrangement. Marcasite is
generally gray in color and is more susceptible to
oxidation than pyrite. However, it is less abundant
than pyrite (12).
Crystallographically, the oxidation and expansion
mechanisms of the sulfide minerals to sulfate are
quite readily understood. The pyrite structure is
stacking of close-packed hexagonal sheets of sulfide
ions with iron occupying the interstices of the sulfide layer. The packing density of this configuration is related to the radius of the sulfide ion,
which is 1.85 angstroms, producing a volume of 26.14
cubic angstroms, In the sulfate structure, each atom
of sulfur is surrounded by four atoms of oxygen in
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tetrahedral coordination. The packing density of the
corresponding sulfate compounds will depend on the
radius of the sulfate ion, which is 2.805 angstroms.
This results in a volume of 94. 4 cubic angstroms,
which represents an approximate volume increase of
350 percent per packing unit (13). If calcium is
present, gypsum may be formed, which may give rise
to an eight-fold increase in volume over the original sulfide (14).
The prima~ oxidation reactions occurring in the
sulfide alteration process are thought to be as follows (15):
2FeS 2 + 2H2 0 + 702 --> 2FeS0 4 + 2H2 S0 4
ferrous
sulfuric
sulfate
acid

(I)

4FeS0 4 + 0 2 + 2H2 S0 4 --> 2Fe 2 (S0 4)i + 2H2 0
ferrous
ferric
sulfate
sulfate

(II)

7Fe 2 (S0 4) 2 + FeS 2 + 8H2 0--> l SFeS04 + 8H2 S0 4
ferric
pyrite
sulfate

(III)

Reaction I will normally proceed unaided, although the oxidation of the sulfide may be assisted
by autotrophic bacteria. Reaction II is thought to be
entirely due to the ferrobacillus-thiobacillus bacteria, because the reaction cannot proceed in an
acid environment. This was shown by Goldhaber and
Reynolds ( 16) in a series of experiments. Data obtained on samples drawn periodically and analyzed
for total sulfur in solution, thiosulfate and sulfate, indicated that the rate of oxidation increased
markedly as pH increased, particularly above a pH of
7. Reaction III oxidizes more pyrite by reacting
with ferric sulfate, a strong oxidizing agent produced in Reaction II.
Gypsum is known to form from the reaction of sulfuric acid with calcite. Jarosite, another main reaction product, is essentially insoluble in water
and forms most readily in an acid environment (12) •
Gillot et al. (17) stated that when lime is present,
gypsum forms together with iron hydro~ides, whereas
j arosite and iron hydroxides appear to be the main
reaction products when lime is absent.
Some secondary minerals are also formed from the
chemical reactions (2). These minerals are
(a)
melanterite, an aqua to white mineral that will dissolve

in

groundwater;

(b)

rczenite,

an

aqua

to

white, stringy mineral that forms by the loss of
bound water when sulfuric acid dehydrates melanteritei (cj coquimbite, composed of soluble, blue-green
or white crystals that form with alternate wetting
and drying of rozenitei (d) kaolinite, a white,
powdery, stable clay mineral that remains in addition to jarositei and (e) limonite, a rusty, red
powder or stain that results from the further breakdown of jarosite.
The roles of the primary and secondary reaction
products derived from the oxidation of sulfide minerals ;ire somewhat controversial. This is particularly true in the case of gypsum. It is not thoroughly understood whether heave is caused by the
formation of gypsum crystals or whether gypsum only
exhibits a void-filling function. However, there is
general agreement that the secondary minerals--jaros ite, rozenite, coquimbite, kaolinite, and limonite--serve only to occupy voids formed during the
expansion process.
Studies performed on black shales in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and eastern Ohio have suggested that the expansion of pyritic shales is sometimes erroneously attributed to the formation of
gypsum crystals that only inhabit voids vacated by
dissolved minerals (17). However, Quigley et al.

(18) and others (12 ,19-21) state that the growth of
gypsum crystals within shale is the primary cause of
heave. Resolution of this issue is of practical as
well as theoretical importance. If heave is caused
by the formation of gypsum, black shales that are
essentially free of calcite would be considered safe
from an engineering standpoint because the supply of
calcium ions would be limited and the amount of gypsum formed would be small.
The chemistry of the formation of gypsum in pyritic shales appears to be rather straightforward,
involving an attack on calcite by sulfuric acid
formed by the oxidation of pyrite. The acid reacts
with calcite to produce a calcium sulfate solution
that may be transported to the site of crystallization. The alteration products (gypsum) are frequently located near existing pyrite, which indicate
that they precipitate out of solution and begin to
grow afte r traversing a short diffusion path (17) .
As crystallization proceeds, additional solution is
brought in from surrounding areas by capillary action, and the growing crystals force the shale layers apart. This process is analogous to frost heave
by ice lenses.
By the use of a scanning electron microscope on
samples of weathered pyritic shale, Grattan-Bellew
and Eden (22) found that gypsum can form in two morphologies: (a) bundles of fibers growing normal to
the bedding planes of the shale, and (b) flat,
blade-shaped crystals growing parallel to the bedding planes. Examination of large quantities of
heaved shale has revealed that the major cause of
heave is the growth of the bundles normal to the
laminations. Why some of the gypsum forms blade like
crystals while others form bundles is not fully understood. It is speculated that the presence of iron
salts and the physical conditions present during the
crystallization may modify the morphology of gypsum
crystals.
An interesting argument for the expansion of pyr itic shales caused by the growth of gypsum crystals
is presented by Coveney and Parizek (~. According
to these researchers, gypsum, the chief host of sulfur in the weathered rock, is considerably les~
dense (specific gravity = 2.36) than pyrite (specific gravity = 5.02), the chief host mineral in the
unweathered rock. The sulfur-bearing minerals in the
weathered rock occupy nearly twice as much volume as
that in the fresh rock. Thus gypsum formed by
weathering occupies about twice the volume of
pyrite, causing the shale to swell roughly 1.55 percent by volume. Because the shale is effectively
confined at the bottom and the sides, this would
result in thickening of the shale layers by that
percentage, which would yield an average floor uplift of 0.8 in. for a 4- to 5-ft-thick pyritic shale
layer. This alone would be too small to account for
the observed heave in many cases. However, these
calculations fail to consider that the gypsum crystals occupy only a smal"l portion of the volume of
the space they form. Observations of a polished surface of a typical veinlet show that only 27 percent
of the plane surface area is occupied bv qypsum
crystals - and the remaining 73 perce-;,t con~ist_s_ of
voids. The pore space developed by gypsum growth
thus amounts to a minimum of three times the space
occupied by the gypsum. Taking this into account, an
overall volume increase of 8 percent can be expected. This would correspond to a heave of about 4
to 4.5 in. for the same 4- to 5-ft pyritic shale
layer, which is in general agreement with heave observed at some sites. The magnitude of the uplift
force created by this mineral growth has not been
accurately determined, but it has been suggested
that heave pressures as high as 12, 000 lb/ft 2 may
develop (_£) •
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Although melanterite is another possible reaction
product that can contribute to the expansion phenomena in shales, it has not been possible to identify
its role clearly. This is because it is unstable and
reverts to an anhydrous powder form on exposure to
normal room temperature and atmosphere (12). It is
also extremely soluble; therefore, the usual sampling of the shale by core drilling would most likely
dissolve and wash out the melanterite crystals,
leaving little if any evidence that the mineral was
present.

Ro le of Au totroohi c Bacte ria
some controversy has arisen in the discussion of
whether or not autotrophic bacteria are in part responsible for t h e e xpansio n of pyrLtic sha l es . It i s
s uggested by s ome resea r c hers ( 15 , 18 ,1!) that th e
bacteria p l ay t h e r ole o f a c ata ly s t i n the o xida tio n of sulf ides ·to s u lfa t es . 11.s Be r a rd (Jil po i n t s
out, however, the oxidation of the sulfide minerals
will proceed without any bacteria assistance, but it
is certainly catalyzed by oxidizing bacteria. In the
case of unstable minerals such as pyrite and pyrhotite, bacterial action is not necessary to produce
rapid oxidation. Given the right oxidation potential, which is often found in soils above the water
table, these two sulfides will transform into lower
free energy minerals.
The origin of the autotrophic bacteria can be
most easily identified by observing the geologic
origin of black shales. Black shales are believed to
have formed in stagnant marine environments characterized by reduci ng conditions in which o rganic mineral collec t e d and anaerobic bacteria were active.
The common bacteria present were those whose role
was to reduce sulfates to sulfides in the bottom
muds. These bacteria play a role in the formation of
black shale, whereas the oxidizing autotrophs of the
thiobacillus type are functional in the heaving process (18 ).
The-;utotrophic bacteria grow and multiply using
energy fr o m the oxidation of inorgan ic compounds.
Thiobac il l i bacteria ar e probably mos t active in the
early phases of the reaction, whereas ferrobacilli
play a dominant role only later when there is a reduction in pH because of the production of sulfuric
acid. Sulfuric acid is formed in the oxidation reactions and produces an environment favorable to the
growth of this type of bacteria. According to Penner
et al. (15), these bacteria require an acid environment wit~an optimum pH of 2.2. They are known to go
into dormancy at a pH value greater than 4.5, and
optimum temperature is thought to be around 95°F.
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of the groundwater level by excavation or peripheral
drains around the structure may help trigger the oxidation and consequently the expansion of the sulfide-bearing stratum.

Site Grading
The excavation of soil above strata that contain
potentially expansive sulfide minerals may enhance
the oxidation of sulfide minerals. First, grading
may remove the weathered rock and thus expose fresh
rock that contains a higher concentration of sulfide
minerals (2). Second, removal of overburden pressure
can cause - slight rebounding and fracturing in the
underlying strata,
further exposing the sulfide
minerals to air and moisture (25). Finally, a secondary effect of excavation is that the structure is
placed closer to the sulfide layer, which may cause
a loss of any insulation of the sulfide-bearing
stratum from the heat of the structure. This insulation from heat given off by the structure is important. As emphasized by Berard (~), a temperature
gradient is responsible for the upward migration of
water and dissolved oxygen, which in turn causes the
oxidation of the sulfide. In addition, Quigley and
Vogan (21) suggest that a warmer, more humid environment -Caused by the higher temperatures is more
favorable to the growth of bacteria.

TESTING AND EVALUATION OF SWELLING POTENTIAL
A number of testing schemes are available to evaluate the swelling potential of shales in general and
pyritic shales in particular. These are the free
swell test and the modified swell test (!!_, 26) , induced gypsum crystal growth ( 20) , and total sulfur
analysis (12). Although the results of these tests
generally give a good indication of the amount and
rate of swelling expected in situ, the reliability
of quantitative predictions is not well established.

Free Swell Test
In the free swell test the rock core specimen rests
on a pedestal mounted to the base of a rigid frame,
as shown in Figure 1 (26), and is permitted to expand unrestricted in all directions . The amount of
swelling is measured in the vertical direction with
a dial gage, which is initially zeroed against a
standard stainless-steel bar. As noted earlier, the
expansion of shaley rocks is significantly larger i n
the direction perpendicular to the bedd i ng planes

Addi tional Factors That I n f luence Heav i ng
In addition to the previously mentioned factors,
there are still other factors that merit consideration and discussion. These include groundwater and
site grading.

Ofal Gage

Groundwater
The exact role of groundwater in the heaving process
is not clearly understood. Studies have indicated
that if the sulfide-bearing stratum is totally submerged, the heaving process does not occur, most
1 ikely because of the absence of necessary oxygen
(21). On the other hand, the oxidation of potentially exp nsive sulfide minerals will begin in an
environment relatively free of water, such as that
above the water table (~). Therefore, the lowering

Sample

Ped ftlllol

...,=r-------------,-=~ - - - Rig d Frame

FIGURE 1 Free swell test apparatus (2 6) .
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than in a direction parallel to the layering. The
testing assembly is stored in a curing room under
conditions of 100 percent humidity and is removed
periodically to take readings. The strains calculated from these readings can be plotted as a function of elapsed time (log scale) to get an indication of the amount of swelling expected to occur in
the field (14).

CaCl2

+ (NH4 ) 2 S04 + 2H2 0-+ CaS0 4 · 2H2 0

.j,

+ 2NH 4 CI

gypsum

The samples remain submerQed durinQ the entire
period of testing, and volum'"e change - is monitored
throughout the test. After completion of testing the
samples are removed for photographing and are analyzed by a scann i ng electron microscope or by X-ray
diffraction to monitor gypsum formation.

Modified Swell Test
The modified swell test is a semi-confined test in
which the rock sample is submerged in distilled
water and the strains are monitored in one direction
by a dial gage, as shown in Figure 2 (14). A con-

Loading Frame

Olstllled Water

Som pie

Support

Applied Load

FIGURE 2 Modified swell test apparatus (11).

stant load is applied to the rock sample in the
direction of measurement while deformation in other
directions remains unrestricted. Again the test data
can be analyzed by a semi-logarithmic plot of strain
versus time. The average slope of such a plot gives
an index of swelling potential, which indicates the
tendency of the rock to expand on stress relief (14).
It should be noted that the modified and free
swell tests are simple and inexpensive to carry out.
For this reason it becomes easy to perform a large
number of tests to aid in the evaluation of potential problems. The major drawback with these tests,
however, is that they are time-consuming. Reactions
that cause swelling generally take long time periods.

Induced Gypsum Crystal Growth
In the induced gypsum crystal growth test a modified
one-dimensional consolidometer is used to monitor
heave in shale while gypsum crystal growth is
induced artificially (20). The testing device resembles a fixed-ring consolidometer used in soil
testing with the addition of two fluid inlets and
reservoirs located on opposite sides. Specimens are
exposed
to
solutions
of
CaCl2
and
(NH4) 2S04
induced simultaneously under the same head at opposite fluid inlets. The reaction to form gypsum
crystals in this case is

Total Sulfur Analysis
In total sulfur analysis the total sulfur content of
a sample is assumed to consist of sulfate, pyr itic
sulfur, and organic sulfur. The amount of sulfate
sulfur represents a measure of the degree of oxidation, and thus gives an indication of the amount of
expansion that has taken place in the sample before
sampling. The amount of pyritic sulfur represents
the amount of potential expansion that can take
place when all of the sulfides completely oxidize.
The organic sulfur content, which is needed to complete the measure of total sulfur, is not believed
to be involved in the expansive reaction (27). Total
sulfur analysis is valuable in assessingprobable
ultimate heave values and percent heave to which a
structure has already been subjected.

Sampling
Sampling for the tests previously described must be
executed with great care. The usual types of samples
tested for potentially expansive sulfide minerals
are rock cores and samples removed by hand from excavations. If sampling is to be done at a site where
heaving has occurred, no water should be used in the
drilling operation, because the drilling water may
wash out or dissolve some or all of the melanterite
crystals. At sites where heaving has already occurred, test pits are a preferable method of investigation and sampling (12i. Specimens for testing
should be prepared for Such testing as soon after
sampling as possible. The rock cores or other samples should be wrapped in plastic immediately at the
site to minimize changes in the natural moisture
conditions.
In the case of testing the samples for auto-trophic bacteria, extracts of water samples from
boreholes should be incubated in a ferrous sulfate
medium at a pH of 2 to 3 for 2 weeks on a rotary
shaker to establish if microorganisms exist. The
samples should then be examined microscopically for
the presence of autotrophic bacteria of the thiobacillus ferroxidan and ferrobacillus ferroxidan types
(17).

PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM PYRITIC SHALES:
HISTORIES

CASE

The following case histories illustrate factors that
contribute to the expansion of pyritic shales and
demonstrate the potential damaging consequences of
such expansion. In addition, some of the case histories presented demonstrate that the oxidation of
pyritic shales can lead to reaction products that
can cause damage to structures through concrete deterioration, which could perhaps be more widespread
and more devastating than the heaving problem. Methods of solving the problems illustrated in the case
histories will be discussed in a general manner
later in the paper.
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West Virginia University Hospital and Basic
Sciences Building
The investigation of the west Virginia University
(WVU) Hospital and Basic Sciences Building was performed by Triad Engineering Consultants, Inc., of
Morgantown, West Virginia, in September 1981 (~.
The building exhibited signs of distress in the form
of cracking in the non-load-bearing tile walls,
along with noticeable heaving of the concrete floor
slabs. Black carbonaceous shales containing pyrites
were found in the rock strata below the building. An
investigation was performed to see if the wall distress and floor heave could possibly be attributed
to underlying expansive shales.
The distressed areas were found at various locations over the complete building site: however, the
areas of greatest distress appeared to have occurred
on the ground floor. Primarily, these distressed locations were most severe in areas that overlie the
black shale strata located relatively near the edge
of the excavation for the construction of the basement.
The evaluation of the expansive shales revealed
that the black carbonaceous seam appeared to be the
cause of heaving and cracking in the floors and
walls. The shale seam generally lies below the
ground floor elevation and above the basement floor
elevation, and has a variable thickness ranging from
0.9 to 2.6 ft. When the basement area was excavated,
most if not all of the black shale was removed from
under the proposed basement floor. For this reason,
the heave appeared only in the ground floor and not
in the basement.
The total sulfur test was performed on samples
obtained from areas of heave. In the black shale the
percentage of total sulfur varied between 1. 86 and
5.96, depending on location. The percentage of sulfate sulfur ranged from 0.03 to 1.61; however, the
higher values were found on samples obtained from
under areas where floor heaving and distress cracking were the severest. This conformed to previous
research, which found that the expansion of the
shales is caused by the reaction of the pyrites into
various forms of sulfates. In general the movements
occurred near the edge of the basement excavation,
but just a few feet away from the edge of the excavation cut little or no movement occurred. Also, the
percentage of sulfate sulfur was greater in the
black shale nearest to the cut of the basement and
decreased with increasing distance from the cut face.
It was suggested that the reason for increased
swell next to the cut was because of the excavation.
The excavation for the basement intersected the
black shale seam that allowed air and aerated
groundwater into the shale, which reacted with the
pyrites.
The areas where expansion of the shales had already occurred had not undergone the total amount of
expansion possible because considerable amounts of
pyrites had not reacted. Because of the relatively
short monitoring period, the amount of additional
expansion could not be accurately determined: however, it appeared that the expansion at the time of
testing had not yet reached 50 percent. Also, it was
noted that as the heave continued the rate of expansion should increase because the rock strata becomes more fractured, which would allow access of
more air and aerated water to unreacted pyrites.
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addition, the elevator shaft of the hospital also
appeared to have heaved upward as observed by the
cracking of the floor slabs adjacent to the elevator
shaft in the upper floors.
The initial foundation investigation report for
the hospital, which was completed in July 1970, indicated the presence of potentially expansive pyr itic shales within the foundation and recommended
protective measures to be taken to reduce or eliminate expansion. A later investigation in June 1980
reported the presence of these expansive shales and
their reaction products beneath one of the most
badly heaved areas of the basement floor slab. Later
in 1980 a rather extensive set of elevation readings
was taken on the floor slab, and heave monitoring
positions were established to permit more precise
measurements of heave to be made on a regular basis.
In June 1982 Triad Engineering Consultants, Inc.
(.£:?..) , was contacted to perform an independent investigation of the situation to verify the presence
and areal extent of the expansive shale problem, to
determine the potential long-term effects of the
expansive shales in terms of how much additional
movement can be expected and over what time period,
and to suggest possible remedial measures to solve
the problem. The investigation included damage inspection, borings, examination and testing (by total
sulfur analysis) of soil and shale samples obtained
from the distressed areas, and the correlation of
the test results with heave measurements to predict
the magnitude and rate of future heaving.
The foundation material was found to consist of a
heterogenous
fill containing
silty clay,
sand,
gravel, pyritic shale, and coal fragments underlain
by pyritic gray shales up to a depth of 11.5 ft
below the basement level. No groundwater was encountered. Sulfur content tests indicated that total
sulfur percentages varied from a low of 1.49 to a
high of 4.84 in the gray shale. The sulfate sulfur
contents varied between 0.01 and 2.70 percent, with
higher values generally indicating good correlation
with the amount of heaving observed. It was concluded that heaving was a direct result of expansion
caused by the oxidation of sulfide minerals in the
underlying soil and rock.
Based on the elevation readings provided, use of
linear time-heave curves, and an average volume expansion factor calculated by dividing the apparent
heave by the volume of sulfates formed to date, it
was estimated that up to approximately 4 in. of
heave had occurred through July 1982. The future or
remaining heave was estimated as the product of the
same expansion factor and the volume of the unreacted pyrites in the underlying strata: it was projected to be as much as 11 in.
In this instance the pyritic shales causing heaving of the basement floor were found to be mostly
close to the surface, and therefore the most effective and economical type of remedial construction
would involve the removal of the existing floor
slabs, the excavation of the pyritic shales, backfill with well-compacted granular material, and the
construction of new floor slabs. The only reasonable
solution to the heaving problem for the elevator
shaft appeared to be the installation of a system of
rock anchors to prevent future heaving. However, the
expected rates of heaving were relatively slow.
Consequently, although these remedial measures will
eventually be necessary, it was not recommended that
they be undertaken immediately.

Wheeling nospital
Heaving of floor slabs, partitions, and column
coverings was observed in portions of the basement
of the Wheeling Hospital following flooding of the
lower levels of the hospital on Labor Day 1975. In

WVU Engineering Sciences Building
The Engineering Sciences Building consists of a
10-story tower section surrounded on three sides by
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low-rise structures. Shortly after the building was
constructed in 1959, some minor cracking and distress were observed in the floor slabs and non-loadbearing walls. Movements have continued until the

be tied down with
heaving.

preserit

Three-Story Steel Frame Building in Pittsburgh

t irne,

and

maintenance

has

been

performed

periodically. Detailed maintenance records were not
kepti however, it appears that expensive repa ir s
were made twice and possibly three times during the
1960s. Since the summer of 1971, movements apparently accelerated according to maintenance personnel.
Level surveys of the building were conducted to
determine the vertical direction of movement (i.e.,
heave or settlement) and to obtain an approximate
measure of the amount of movement. The survey indicated that little or no movement has occurred under
the tower section of the building. The section of
the building where the basement floor is supported
on grade had experienced the largest movements and
the heaviest damage. Slabs on grade have heaved up
to 2.5 in. and column foundations have heaved up to
3.0 in.
A subsurface investigation was conducted to determine the 11al..u1.t: of the material causing the
heave. Pyrites were encountered in all of the borings drilled as part of the geotechnical investigation. Borings and test pits, made from the level of
the basement floor, found such sulfate minerals as
gypsum and jarosite crystals and limonite staining
on the bedding planes, all evidence of previous expansion of sulfide minerals.
Chemical analyses were performed on several of
the rock samples to determine the sulfur content. It
is suggested that a sulfide content as low as 0. 5
percent is potentially expansive, and a su l fide content of greater than 1 or 2 percent is considered
highly expansive (~) • The test results indicated
that the rock had high expansion potential as evidenced by both the total sulfur and the sulfide sulfur contents.
It appeared that the excavation for the building
removed 30 to 50 ft of overburden soil, which allowed the joints and bedding planes to open
slightly. The bedding planes are nearly horizontal,
and the rock is relatively impervious in the direction perpendicular to the bedding. Therefore vertical penetration of air and moisture was restricted. Thus only surficial expansion of the rock,
which is relatively small, was possible in the subbasement of the building where vertical penetration
of air and moisture took place. This was not the
case for the rock behind the retaining walls separating the subbasement and basement sections. Here
the bedding planes are exposed to lateral infiltration of air and oxygen-rich water, which migrate
horizontally with little resistance, including the
chemical reaction leading to heave. As a result,
approximately 7 to 10 ft of rock below the basement
floor near the retaining walls is participating in
the expansion, whereas probably only 2 or 3 ft of
rock is participating in the expansion below the
subbasement. consequently, the heave is maximum near
the retaining walls and decreases with inc·reasing
distance from the walls. In addition, it was found
that, considering the sulfur content of the rocks
below the Engineering Building and the thickness of
the rock that might be involved in the heave, it is
reasonable to expect that the ultimate heave might
be twice the present magnitude.
A program of remedial construction designed to
correct these problems will be undertaken in the
near future. The heaved floor slabs will be removed
and replaced with a structural floor system supported on columns founded below the expansive
strata. Those column footings that have heaved will

rock

anchors

to prevent

future

A three~story steel frame building in Pittsburgh
(29) with masonry exterior was built on natural
soil. Heavy concentrated column loads were supported
by spread footings bearing the bedrock. The upper
surface of bedrock was a thin layer of black carbonaceous shale about 18 in. thick. Beneath this was a
layer of limestone 3 to 4 ft thick, and the next 4
ft were gray weathered clay shale interbedded with
limestone.
The first portion of the building was built in
1931, and subsequently several additions were constructed. Crack damage was first reported in 1950 in
the first floor walls and slabs. The damage spread
through the second and third floors and increased
slowly at a uniform rate. The concrete floor of the
gymnasium heaved in 1954 and was 6 in. higher in the
center than the perimeter. The floor was replaced in
1956, and during the next 15 years the gymnasium
floor again developed a differential movement of 4
in.
Two test borings were drilled inside the building. The shale beneath the floor slabs and footings
was examined petrographically and chemically. Iron
sulfides and their alteration products from the oxidation of the sulfides were found in various mineral
forms. It was concluded that air or moisture or both
caused the alteration and expansion. Heat from a
utility tunnel beneath the floor slabs around the
perimeter of the building probably accelerated the
reaction. The amount of sulfur and sulfate in the
altered shale compared with the unaltered sample
indicated that the oxidation would continue and that
the amount of total expansion would be twice the
amount that had already occurred.

Black Shale Heaving and Concrete Deterioration in
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
The Therapy Treatment Building of the Rideau Health
and Occupational Center located in southeast Ottawa
is a two-story building with basement areas, an area
without basement, and a deep swimming pool, all
founnea on shale bedrock~ The two-story portion
without the basement and founded on intact rock experienced heave, whereas the basement area and the
swinuning peel were not affected. The concrete floor
slab heaved up 3 in. between 1965 and 1969. The
floor of the second story auditorium was also considerably warped, indicating that the interior columm; al~o had heaved.
A concrete heating and service tunnel was constructed in a trench dug into rock around the perimeter of the two-story building. The central mass of
the shale bedrock was not excavated and forms a horizontal rock plateau 6 to 7 ft above the bottom of
the service tunnel. The interior columns of the
building are founded on this rock plateau and are
lightly loaded, as they support only the weight of
the second floor auditorium. The ground floor slab
consists of concrete poured over about 18 in. of
granular material on top of the rock plateau. During
the winter the service tunnels are hot (about B5°F) •
During the summer, when the heat is off, the rock is
probably close to ambient rock temperature.
The important heave mechanism at this site was
believed to be geochemical alteration of sulfides in
the shale bedrock to secondary sulfates having a
much greater volume. The amount of secondary gypsum
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found in the core samples was noted to correspond to
the amount of heave.
Quigley and Vogan <l!> presented the following
explanation for the secondary gypsum growth related
to this case.
1. Secondary gypsum occurred above the water
table in a zone that was probably partially saturated by capillary rise. The environment was humid
because of the heat from the service tunnel, which
was ideal for the growth of aerobic, oxidizing bacteria, which were confirmed to exist from cultures
grown in the laboratory.
2. Chemical analysis confirmed the presence of
sulfur in the black shale (as pyrite) •
3. Autotrophic bacteria of the thiobacillus and
ferrobacillus
ferrooxidan
types,
found
in
the
groundwater at the site, derived their energy from
oxidizing pyrite or ferrous sulfate.
It was hypothesized that these bacteria catalyzed
the oxidation of pyrite in shale, producing sulfuric
acid. This sulfuric acid slowly dissolved the calcite in the rock, altering it to gypsum. The gypsum
migrated in a much larger volume and exerted pressure on the structure above.
At the st. Luke Church in the New Edinburgh area
of Ottawa, Ontario, extensive heaving was reported
(11_) in the basement floor, and it was suspected
that this was caused by the expansion of pyr itic
shale. The build i ng is underlain by a black carbonaceous shale that contains about 5 percent organic
matter, 8 percent calcite, and 4.25 percent pyrite.
The investigation also revealed an interesting secondary consequence of pyritic shale oxidation in the
form of concrete deterioration caused by the attack
by sulfate solution formed by the oxidation of py rite in the underlying shale.
The church was constructed in 1913, but after 15
to 20 years the basement floor had to be repaired
and was covered with a new layer of concrete at the
time, because the original concrete, lying directly
on the weathered black shale, was severely deteriorated. The uneven thickness of the new concrete suggested that the original floor had already heaved.
The floor was reexamined in 1974 and the upward
movement was estimated to be 2. 5 in. It was confirmed through investigation that heaving had resulted from the growth of gypsum crystals between
the bedding planes in the shale.
The mechanism and causes of heave were similar to
those already discussedi however, deterioration of
the concrete was also significant. Examination of
the old concrete with a binocular microscope indicated that the cement had been largely removed,
leaving large voids between the aggregate particles.
According to Reading (11), when concrete is subjected to acid attack, i t is usual for the soluble
phases of cement to be removed, leaving a weak
porous material, such as what was observed in this
case. Calcite is usually a major constituent of old
concretei however, because of the acid attack, it
had largely been removed in this case.
Co nc r e t e De t e rioration in Oslo, Norway
For more than 60 years the construction industry in
Oslo, Norway, has been plagued with the problems of
concrete deterioration and foundation upheaval. The
unstable forms of the iron sulfide mineral in the
shales in the Oslo area are pyrite and pyrhotite
(FeS1.4). The rate of oxidation of pyrhotite is
extremely rapid. In fact, in its natural state it
can be kept in moist air for only a short while. It

appears that pyrhotite can also accelerate the oxidation of pyrite.
Mourn and Rosenqvist (1Q_) report that normal sulfate attack may take several years to cause any
noticeable damage, whereas water from the alum shale
containing ferrous sulfate has caused considerable
deterioration in a few months. For example, the concrete walls of an underground bomb shelter built in
an alum shale area softened and deteriorated in
about 9 months.
According to the authors, the mechanism of attack
is closely related to the composition of sulfate
solution entering into the system. In the alum shale
the solution contains bivalent iron, which is later
partially oxidized to trivalent iron. There are differences in the types of effects produced by sulfuric acid, sodium sulfate, and bivalent iron sulfate as they attack concrete. Sulfuric acid mainly
attacks the surface of the concrete and dissolves
the cement gel and paste. The sodium sulfate solution, on the other hand, may penetrate the concrete
without immediate reactions at the surface, but the
quantities of sulfate brought into the concrete may
be much higher. In the interior of the concrete the
sulfate will react with tricalciurn alurninate (C 3 A)
in the cement to form ettringite crystals, which
occupy a much greater volume than the C3A . In contrast to these two types of a t tack, bi va lent iron
sulfate may penetrate the concrete in the same way
as the sodium sulfate solutions, but may carry with
it even higher concentrations of sulfate . In the interior of the concrete the solution has a tendency
to decrease the pH rather than increase it, thus
leading to either a typical sulfate attack or an
acid attack.
With respect to the deterioration of special concrete, Mourn and Rosenqvist (30) found that the alum
shale solutions appear to attack air-entrained concrete more quickly than other concretes. However,
sulfate-resistant concretes appear to perform well.
METHODS OF CONTROLLING THE PROBLEM
What can be done to deal with pyritic shales? Unfortunately, understanding the problem does not necessarily ensure the findings of an appropriate solution. However, a number of corrective measures have
been suggested and used with some success. Some of
the methods of controlling the problem include (a}
avoiding the sulfide-bearing shale, (b) controlling
or inhibiting the ox i dation of the sulfide minerals,
(c) site grading to remove or to deeply bury the
sulfide carrier, (d) coating with impervious material such as bitumen, (e) oxidation of the layer before construction, (f) building a structural floor
system, (g) rock bolting to pin down the floor, and
(h) laying a limestone aggregate base.
Avoiding the sulfide-bearing material would solve
the problem, but in many instances this is out of
the question. It is necessary, therefore, that a
solution be found to counteract or control the heaving problem.
Controlling or inhibiting the oxidation process
has proved to be a method that provides a satisfactory prevention of expansion. Shales have been
flooded with a potassium hydroxide solution in
Ottawa (31) • It is reported that such measures have
effectively counteracted heaving. This basic solution stops the growth of autotrophic bacteria that
catalyze the various stages of alteration of pyrite
to gypsum. It was found that 0.01 and O.lN KOH solutions caused swelling to cease, but lN KOH actually
accelerated the rate of swelling. Along the same
lines, Dougherty and Barsotti (12) found that less
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rapid swelling took place with a sulfuric acid solution (pH 3.5) than with distilled water (pH 7). The
instability of pyrite under basic solutions suggests
that the submergence of shales in strong KOH solutions may be counterproductive by raising the pH
beyond the stability field of the pyrite. In view of
this, it would appear preferable to flood the shales
with neutral or even slightly acidic solutions to
stop the swelling.
Site grading to remove the problem material or to
bury the sulfide carrier is another viable solution.
Changes in the grading plan have often been used
effectively. At some sites the simplest scheme is to
lower the grade to completely remove the expansive
material or to raise the grade above the swell-prone
material to allow swell to occur, with no damage to
the structure (2). Obviously, in many instances this
solution may be the simplest and most cost effective. However, in other cases the depth or thickness
of the expansive layer may make site grading uneconomical.
Another possible means of controlling the problem
has been bitumen coating to prevent oxidation of
pyrite. For years contractors and builders in the
Cleveland area have followed this procedure successfully where the presence of pyrite is known or suspected (32). As part of this procedure, the shale is
cut 4 in:-to l ft above its final grade, and the entire excavated area, including the walls of the cut,
is immediately given a spray or brush coat of bitumen. After all other miscellaneous work is completed
and the structure is ready for concrete work, the
shale is then cut in sections to the proper subgrade
depth. As each section is exposed it is concreted
immediately. The principal reason for this procedure
is to eliminate contact between the shale and air
and water. Experiments by Dougherty and Barsotti
(12), as well as actual field findings by Quigley
and Vogan (21), suggest that the total submergence
of shale in-groundwater alone will accomplish the
same effects because it effectively cuts off the
much needed supply of oxygen to the sulfide mineral.
Deliberate acceleration of the oxidation before
development is another possibility. However, it has
been noted that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to determine the location and extent of all
potentially expansive materials (12). Furthermore,
even if accelerated greatly, the oxidation process
may take too long, making this method uneconomical
in terms of actual building time.
Dougherty and Barsotti (12) have also suggested a
structural floor system as a solution in some cases.
A space provided between the floor slab and the expansive material would actually allow the material
to swell with no adverse side effects. The footings
can be placed below the potentially expansive stratum or can be designed for a dead load that is sufficient to resist heaving. As noted earlier, a
structural floor system will be constructed to correct the heaving problem in the WVU Engineering
Sciences Building.
Finally, two other methods proposed by Do1.1gnerty
and Barsotti (12) are rock bolts and laying a limestone aggregat;;-base. For lightly loaded structures,
rock bolts could be used where bolts would be
drilled into sound rock below the stratum containing
the potentially active sulfide minerals and would
serve as an anchor to resist uplift. In laying a
crushed limestone aggregate base placed beneath the
floor, the thinking is that the limestone would
retard the chemical reaction and formation of melanterite. However, gypsum might form from the downward leaching of calcium and might compound the
problem.
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RESEARCH NEEDS
Although the causes and mechanisms of swelling in
expansive pyritic shales have been generally identified, insufficient research has been done on methods
of controlling or eliminating the problem. Additional research in this area is warranted. Attention
should be directed to how soon the reaction may
start and at what rate it proceeds after excavation
and construction. Further research should also focus
on testing and analytical methods of predicting the
problem materials and the extent and rate of expected expansion and associated damage. One area
that deserves special attention is the morphology of
gypsum crystals (i.e., bundles versus flat, bladeshaped crystals) and possible physical and chemical
means of controlling the type of crystal formed.
Biochemical means should be explored as a pos sible way to control heave. If biogenic oxidation can
be halted, this might break the chain o f oxidation
reactions that cause swelling. Possible ways of
achieving that may include chemical disin.fection to
kill the bacteria or creating an unfavorable environment foL bacteria growth.
The sulfate attack problem on concrete from pyr itic sha les should also be studied further. A related problem warranting research is the environmental impact of the leachate from pyritic shales.
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Rainfall Infiltration, Drainage, and Load-Carrying
Capacity of Pavements
SHANG J. LIU and ROBERT L. LYTTON

ABSTRACT
A systematic analysis is presented that simulates rainfall infiltration into the base
course, and subsequently the rate of drainage out the base course into the subgrade
and into lateral drainage. The method incorporates the distribution of the amount of
rainfall, probabilities of wet and dry days,
infiltration of water into the pavement
through cracks and joints, and the drainage
of a base course. The e f fects of saturat i on
on the resilient moduli of the base course
and the subgrade are calculated. A Gamma
distribution is used for describing the
probability density function for the quantity of rain that falls, and a Markov chain
model is applied for estimating the probabilities of wet and dry days. A new model
that uses a parabolic phreatic surface and
allows drainage through a permeable subgrade
has been developed for computing the drainage of the pavement base and subgrade. Example results indicate that pavement performance is better in a high rainfall area that
has a permeable subgrade when compared with
the pavement performance in a low rainfall
area that has an impermeable subgrade.

3. Computation of the simultaneous drainage of
water into the subgrade and into the lateral drains,
4. Dry and wet probabilities of the weather and
pavement sublayers, and
5. Effect of water saturation on the load-carrying capacity of base courses and subgrades.

Groundwater sources and the side infiltration from
pavement shoulders are not considered in this paper.
MODELS OF RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION AND FREQUENCY
ANALYSIS
To estimate the quantity of rainfall that falls on a
specific pavement and eventually enters the cracks
and joints of that pavement, it is necessary to establish three items of information concerning local
rainfall patterns:
1. The quantity of rain that falls in a given
rainfall (the total quantity in each rainfall varies
from one rainfall to the next, but historical records indicate that the quantity follows a probability density function),
2. The intensity and duration of each rainfall,
and
3. The random occurrence of sequences of wet and
dry days,
The methods that are used in estimating these quantities are described in the following subsections.

In estimating the long-term performance of pavements
and in designing pavements to endure the effects of
local climate, it is essential to be able to estimate the effect of rainfall on the modulus of the
base course and subgrade. In this paper a c omp re hensive way of making such es timates is described ,
and the results of example calculations are given.
One cause of excess moisture content in the pavement is rainfall i nf iltr ation through cracks and
joints. Methods for estimating the amount of rainfall and subsequent water infiltration through
cracks and joints have been developed by Cedergren
(1) an~ Markow (2), both of whom mention the lack of
adequate fie ld o bser vation data on t his subject.
Markow simulate d p avement performance unde r various
moisture conditions by incorporating the amount of
unsealed cracking in the pavement surface, the seasonal rainfall, and the quality of subsurface drainage into the model. His model is used in the EAROMAR
system, wh i ch is a simulation model of freeway performance used by FHWA in conducting economic analyses of various strategies of roadway and pavement
reconstruction,
rehabilitation,
and maintenance.
several improvements can be made on this model, as
described later in this paper.
In this paper a stochastic model that consists of
five main parts is described :

Probability Model of Quantity of Rainfall

1. Estimation of the amount of rainfall that
falls each day on a pavement,
2. Infiltration of water through the cracks and
joints in the pavement,

Models of In tensity and Duration of Rainfall

Several theoretical probability distribution models
of the total quantity of precipitation in a single
rainfall have been presented in statistical climatology (3), in which the Gamma distribution has a long
histo;;-y of being used as a suitable theoretical
model for frequency distributions of precipitation
(4). Because the Gamma distribution has been well
a-;;cepted as a general model as well as a fairly
practical method, it is selected to represent the
distribution of the quantity of rainfall.
The probability density function of the Gamma
distribution is

0

(1 )

R<O

where R is the precipitation quantity, and r(a)
is the Gamma function, where f(n + 1) = n!, n
0,
1, 2, •••.

The parameters a
the moments method:

and

B

may

be

estimated

c:t= 'f.P/S2 R=mean=l: Ri/n
~ = R/S 2
S2 =variance= 1: (Ri - R) 2/n

by

(2)

Storms and floods vary spatially and temporally in
magnitude and are often characterized through their
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peak discharges. The frequently used rainfall intensity-duration-return period equation (2_,il has
often been expressed by
i = kt~/tl\.

(3)

where

k,x,n

effective rainfall duration (min),
recurrence interval (years),
maximum rainfall intensity (in./hr) during
the effective rainfall duration, and
functions of the locality [for example, it
was found that in the eastern United
States n averaged about 0.75 and x and k
were about 0.25 and 0.30, respectively
(2_) l •

where Pij repr esents the probability that the
Markovian system is in state j at time t given that
it was in state i at time Oi the subscript O stands
for dry, and a subscript of 1 stands for wet. Thus
P1o(t) represents the probability of having a dry
day at time t when time O is a wet day: other elements of this matrix can be illustrated in a similar
manner.
The transition probability matrix of the Markov
chain model is derived from the assumption that the
number of wet or dry days in a sequence follows a
negative exponential distribution:
x> 0, A. > 0

f(x) = A.e·Ax

I

x = number of wet or dry days in sequence

The variable A is
The unit hydrograph is a graph of rainfall intensity versus time with a volume of 1 in. of runoff
resulting from a rainstorm of specified duration and
areal pattern. Most of the storms of like duration
and pattern are assumed to have the same shape,
which is similar to the Gumbel distribution (3). In
this model the normal distribution is used i~stead
of the Gumbel distribution as a starting point for
deriving the equation of the relationship between
rainfall duration (tR) and the quantity (R) (see
Figure 1). The deviation between these two functions
is fairly small for practical purposes.

the reciprocal of

or wet days per period: Ad • l/;dry
where

is the

(6)

the average dry
and Aw

average number of

= l/iwet•

dry days in a

lrary
given period, and ~et is the average number of wet
days in that same period. Therefore, the transition
matrix is derived as <2.l
P(t) = (! /(Aw +A.I))
x

f>-w +

>-.ie·(Aw + Ad) I

lAw [I - e·<Aw + Ad)tl

A.I [l ~

e·(Aw +

-'d)tl

+ Awe ·<Aw + Ad) I

(7)

Associated with the Markov chain model (Equation
7) is a recurrence relation for computing the probabilities of dry and wet days that was derived by
Katz (!!_):
I

fw (k ;N)l
lw1(k;N)J

I

Normal

" /
0 1
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of normal and Gumbel distributions.
The equation relating the
and its quantity is derived as

duration

of

rainfall

(4)

Frequency Model s o f Ra i n f a l l: Markov Chain Method
f o r Estimating Ory and Wet Pro ba b ilities
Several methods of estimating the probability distributions of the lengths of sequences of dry days
and wet days on which the quantity of precipitation
is greater than 0.01 in. have been used in a variety
of weather-related research fields. However, the
Markov process has been regarded as the basic general method. To simplify the modeling, the firstorder Markov chain model was selected as an estimation of the rainfall occurrence probability.
A transition probability matrix generated with
the Markov chain method for predicting weather sequences is represented by four elements, represented
by the probabilities given in the matrix that follows. The matrix is known as a "transition• matrix:
Poo(t)

Poi (t)J

[ P1o(t)

P11 (t)

P(t) = [P;i(t)] =

(5)

Poo Poi]

W0 (k;N - I)

l

[ W (k - l;N - I )
[
Pio P11
1
Transition Matrix

(8)

where Wo (k:N) is the probability of k wet days
during N consecutive days when the Oth day is dry
(the subscript O stands for when the Oth day is dry
and the subscript 1 stands for when the 0th day is
wet), and the transition matrix is derived from the
Markov chain method (Equation 7). Because the recurrence relation is applied on a daily basis, the time
t is set at 1 day in the transition matrix. Also,
the probability of occurrence of a given number of
wet days in a period of time is formulated as (~)
W(k; N) = (I - p 0 )W0 (k ;N) + p 0 W1 (k ;N)

(9)

where W(k1N) is the probabil i ty of having k wet days
during N consecutive days, and Po is the initial
probability of having a wet day in a season or a
year (e.g., if there are usually 45 wet days during
a 92-day fall season, Po is 45/92 or 0.49).
An example of the probabilities of having k wet
days in 5 consecutive days is given in Table 1.
Based on the data for May 1970 from the Houston Intercontinental Airport, the probability of having 5
consecutive dry days is 0.264, that of having 1 wet
day is 0.301, that of having 2 wet days is 0.236,
and so forth.
In summary, the Gamma distribution is used for
the rainfall quantity probability density function,
the Markov chain and Katz's recursive model are applied to evaluate the probabilities of having dry
and wet days, and Equation 4 is used to estimate the
duration of rainfall. The Gamma distribution leads
to an estimate of the distribution of the amount of
rainfall that falls on a pavement. Estimation of
rainfall duration is used for evaluating the total
amount of precipitation that infiltrates into the
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TABLE I Katz's Model for Computing the
Wet Probabilities Associated with Markov
Chain Model
N

k

W0 (k ;5)

W1(k;5)

W(k ;5)

5
5
5
5

0
1
2
3
4
5

0.290
0.305
0.228
0. 121
0.045
0.010

0. 199
0.290
0.257
0.161
0.072
0.021

0.264
0.301
0.236
0.133
0.053
0.013

5

5

Note: Data are from Houston Intercontinen tal Airport for
May t 970. Po= 0.11, Poo = o.7jl, p 01 = o.n, PIO = o.s4,
and Pt 1 = 0.46, where N =numbe r of cortsecutlvc.d•ys,
k = number of wet days, w0 =wet probabilities when 0th
day is dry, w1 =wet probabilities when 0th day is wet, W =
probability of having k wet days in S consecutive days,
Pij = transitional i1ro ba.bllities from Markov chain model;
and Po = jnitial wc1 pro bability.

base, and the Markov chain method and Katz's recursive model are adopted for computing the probabilities of having dry periods during which a pavement can drain out all of the excess water. These
.-esults a c e used fo r further analysis, as described
subsequently.

the unsealed
equation is

condition,

is

chosen .

PO = 0.48PV + 0.32

The

resulting

(IO)

where PO is the pipe outflow volume (m>), and PV
is the precipitation volume (m').
Nonetheless, Dempsey and Robnett (10) pointed out
that the infiltration rates predicted by their regression analyses were considerably less than those
estimated by using Ridgeway's tests, In the simulation model used in this paper, Ridgeway' s model is
furnished as an analytical tool if data on the
length of cracks and joints are provided by the
user. If no data for cracks and joints are provided,
the alternative is to use Dempsey and Robnett's
model to estimate the free water amount for the
pavements where the cracks and joints are not sealed.
DRAINAGE OF WATER OUT OF BASE COURSE

1. The cracks and joints of pavements are the
main path for free water because both portland cement concrete and asphalt concrete used in a pavement surface are virtually impermeable, and
2. An infiltration rate of 0.1 f t'/ h r/f t of

The subject of base course drainage has received
considerable at te n tion d uring t h e past three decades. Casagrande and Shannon (11) made field observations on several airfields in""""the United states to
determine the environmental conditions under which
base courses may become saturated. In addition,
Casagrande and Shannon performed a simplified theoretical analysis of base course drainage. They assumed the phreatic surface is a straight line and
the subgrade is impervious.
It was noted in the paper by Casagrande and
Shannon (11) that as the slope of the pavement became flatter or the depth of the base became
greater, their theoretical predictions differed more
widely from actual observations. The differences
between theory and field results are primarily
caused by the assumptions (i.e., a linear free surface and an impermeable subgrade) in their model.
This model is used in the Highway Subdrainage Design
manual <lll •
The theoretical analyses reported by Wallace and
Leonardi (jd) indic<>te t h at the phreatic s'.!rface
assumes a shape closer to a parabolic rather than to
a straight line. Dupuit's assumption, as used in
related drainage problems by Polubarinova-Kochina
<..!.!> , also suggested that a parabolic phreatic surface would yield more realistic results for drainage

cr ack

calculations.

INFILTRATION OF WATER INTO A PAVEMENT
THROUGH CRACKS AND JOINTS
Ridgeway (9) and Dempsey and Robnett (10) conducted
research in determining the amount of water entering
pavement structures. Ridgeway' s studies and Dempsey

and Robnett's field observations are selected a s the
basis for the analytical model presented herein.

Ridge way ' s S t ud i e s
Ridgeway (.2,) made measurements in Connecticut of
free water infiltration rates on portland cement
concrete and bituminous concrete pavements using
several methods. He concluded that

(100

cm 3 /hr/cm)

can

be

used

fer

design pur-

poses.
In this analysis the following average infiltration rates are chosen: for cracks in bituminous concrete pavement,
100 c m>/h r / c m of crack
( 0.11
ft 3 /hr/ft or 2.64 ft 1 /day /f t ), and for cracks
and juints in portland cement concrete pavements, 2B
cm 1 /hr/cm of crack or joint (0.03 ft'/hr/ft or
0.72 ft'/day/ft).

Dempsey and Robnett's Observations
Dempsey and Robnett (10) conducted a study to determine the influence of precipitation, joints, and
sealing on pavement drainage for concrete in Georgia
and Illinois. Subsurface drains were installed, and
all drainage outflows were measured with specially
designed flow meters. The rainfall data were obtained from nearby weather stations.
Regression equations were obtained from their
field studies for both sealed and unsealed conditions in the test area. To make a conservative evaluation of infiltration through cracks and joints,
the highest regression coefficient from one of the
linear regression equations, which is measu r ed under

To develop better analytical procedures for pavement drainage design, a parabolic phreatic surface
and a permeable subgrade were used to derive a new
model (15,16). This model is called Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) drainage model, and the analyses appear to fit the field data better than
Casagrande a nd Shannon's model. The TTI d rainage
mode l is app lied to compute t he rate of drainag e of
water out of the base course into the subgrade and
into lateral drainage.
The degree of drainage (U) that is used in the
previous sections of this paper can be readily converted to the saturation level. The relationship between saturation (Sal and the degree of drainage is
Sa = 1 - P.D. x U

(11)

where P.D. is a percentage indicating the amount of
water that can be drained from a sample, which is
determined by the mixture of materials [Table 2
(17)].

~A drainage time of 5 hr to a saturation level of
85 percent is set for an acceptable material based
on studies done at the Georgia Institute of Technology and the University of Illinois (17). A drainage
time between 5 and 10 hr is marginal , and greater
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TABLE 2 Drainability of Water in the Base Courses from a
Saturated Sample (17).
Drainability (%) by Amount and Type of Fines

Gravel
San db

3

<2.5 Percent
Fines

5 Percent Fines

10 Percent Fines

Inert
Filler

Silt

Clay

Inert
Filler

70
57

Silt

Clay

Inert
Filler

60

40

60

40

20

50

35

50

35

15

40
25

Silt

Clay

30

IO

18

8

Note: Gap-graded material will follow the predominant size.
8

Gravel, O pci.tu nt fines, 75 percent greUe.r than No. 4: 80 percent water loss.
bSand, O pare.a nt fines, well grRded: 65 ptttcent water loss.

than 10 hr is unacceptable. A base course with
granular materials that are classified as unacceptable will hold more water and allow excessive
deformations and pumping in the pavements.

especially when saturation is greater than 85 percent, where total deformation begins to increase,
thus accelerating fatigue damage.
In the simulation model presented here,
the
moduli of different base course materials must be
furnished. In simulating the influence of the degree
of saturation on the base moduli, the lower part of
Figure 2 is applied. In the range of degree of saturation from 0 to 60 percent, the elastic moduli are
assumed to be constant. Between 60 and BS percent
saturated the slope between deflection measurements
and saturation levels is O. 24. At degrees of saturation greater than 85 percent, the slope is 3.5.
To estimate the average base modulus during any specific season, the cumulative probabilities of each
section of the elastic modulus, as well as the dry
and wet probabilities of the base course, are incorporated into the model.

Effect of Saturation on Subgrade Properties
EFFECT OF SATURATION ON LOAD-CARRYING CAPACITY
OF BASE COURSE AND SUBGRADE

Effect of Saturation on Base Co urse Propertie s
Haynes and Yoder (18) performed a laboratory investigation of the behavior of the AASHTO Road Test
gravel and crushed stone mixtures subjected to repeated loading. A series of repeated triaxial tests
was performed on the crushed stone and gravel base
course materials. Their studies indicated that the
degree of saturation level was closely related to
the material strength of the base course (Figure 2),

Thompson and Robnett (19) conducted research identifying and quantifying the soil properties that control the resilient behavior of Illinois soils. They
concluded that the degree of saturation is a factor
that reflects the combined effects of density and
moisture content. Their analyses indicated a highly
significant relation between the resilient modulus
and the degree of saturation of the subgrade. A set
of regression equations was developed for various
soil classification groups. The equations developed
are used to predict the resilient moduli of different soil groups.
The depth of the base course and sub_g rade is
assumed to be 70 in. in order to evaluate the degree
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properties of AASHTO granular materials.
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PRECIP I TATION DATA

TABLE 3 TTI Drainage Model for Analysis of a Houston
Pavement

GAMMA DISTRIBUTION

Rainfall Amount (R;)

INFILTRATION ANALYSIS

Oegree of Saturation (Sail

~

I

MARK OV CHAIN MODEL
KATZ'S EQUATIONS

Dry Probabilitie5 for Corresponding
Drainage Time W(O; Ti)

~
2

3

Ti

5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40. 0
45.0
50.0

0.202E 00
0.760E 00
0.165EOJ
0.282E OJ
0.426E OJ
0.59SE OJ
0.788E 01
O.lOlE 02
0.125E02
O.lSlE 02

55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
75.0
80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0
100.0

O.J98E02
0.256E 02
0.323E 02
0.403E 02
0.499E 02
0.620E 02
0.779E 02
O. lOOE 03
O.J37E 03
0. 187E 03

Parameter

Value

Water drained due to gravel(%)
Gravel in sample (%)
Water drained due to sand(%)
Sand in sample(%)
Water that will be drained (%)
Critical degree of drainage(%) (85 percent
saturation)
Draining time for 85 percent saturation (hr)

80.00
70.00
65.00
30.00
75.50

Note: This

cfr-ttinag~ (i~sie;n i~

19.87
2.79

'iatisfacrnry

TABLE 5 Markov Chain Model and Katz's
Recurrence Equations for Dry Probabilities
Versus a Drainage Curve of a Houston
Pavement

FIGURE 3 Synthesis of models used in
systematic analysis of rainfall infiltrat ion
and drainage an;u ysis of a pavement.

Probability
(consecutive

Rainfall

Time (days)
MARKOV
CHAIN
METHOD

llAtNFALL
FllEQUENCY

DAY A WET
PROB ABILITIES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

GAMMA

RAINFALL
AMOUNT

B.

Hours

1

Ory Probabil i ty !or a base= ~P i · W(O ·,T;)

A.

Drainage (%)

TABLE 4 TTI Drainage Model for Evaluation
of a Drainage Design of a Houston Pavement

Drainage Time (T;)

I

Hours

Note: The data jn this table are from an analysis of a pavement in Houston in
May 1970. The data for the system analysis of rainfall infiJtrntion and drainage are
as follows: length= 50.00, height= 0.50, slope%= 1.50, perm.I = 10.00000,
perm.2 = 0.00100, poro.1 = 0.2000, and poro .2 = 0.0500 (note that 1 and 2 stand
for base course and subgrade 1 respectively), The analysis in this table is based on
parabolic phreatic surface plus subgrade drainage.

Degree ol Drainage (U;)

- - ! DRAINAGE ANALYSIS

Drainage (%)

DIBTAIBUTION

Draina,ge !%)
58.72
74.08
83.32
89.17
98.02
95 . 57

97.30
100.00

ciry i:lays)

0.710
0.554
0.432
0.338
0.264
0.206
0.161
0. 125

Water lnflltration

NO

DEMPSEY'S
FIELD TEST
(AEOAE&SION
ANALYS IS)

I

•

CRACKS A
JOINTS DATA

I

TABLE 6 Stochastic Models for System
AnalysiR of Rainfall Infiltration anrl
Drainage Analysis of a Houston
Pavement: Parameters of Gamma
Distribution and Markov Chain Model

I
I

Parameter

Value

Ra info II, average per wet day (in.)
Variance of rainfall amount
Alpha of Gamma distribution
Beta of Gamma distribution
Lambda of dry days (Markov process)
Lambda of wet days (Markov process)
Sum of lambda of dry and wet days
Probability of dry days
Probability of wet days
Wncer-carrying capncily of base (ft 2 )
Average degree of drainage per hour(%)
Overall probability of saturated base
Dry probability of base course
Wet probability of base course

1.649
2.341
1.161
0.704
0.409
1.000
1.409
0.710
0.290
5.000
3.303
0.225
0.817
0.183

WATH
AMOUNT
IN PAV EMENT

I
YES

C . Drainage Analysls
ARAllOLIC FRE E
BUllFACE A
I UBORAOE
OllAINAOE

BABE DRAINAGE
DHION
EVALUATION

AIDGEWAY'S L AB .
RESULTS
(INFILTRATION
DATA)

I
I

l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

I

•

BASE
SATURATION
DISTRIBUTION

I

,.. __ ...!

B AS E A
SUBORAD E
LOAO•CAAAYINO
CAPACITY

FIGURE 4 Flowchart for conceptual model of rainfall
infiltration and drainage analysis of pavements.

Note: The amdy1Jii. fur water entering pavement js based on
Dempsey's field equation.
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TABLE 7 Stochastic ModelB for System Analysis of Rainfall Infiltration and Drainage Analysis of a
Houston Pavement: Probability Distribution of Modulus of Base Course
Saturation Level(%)
Parameter

JO

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

JOO

Water in base (ft 2 )
Rainfall quantity (in.)
Rain duration (hr)
Base moduli (ksi)
Ratio of dry modulus
Subgrade moduli (ksi)
Probability density
Probability
Cumulative probability

0.50
0.19
0.00
64.60
1.00
30.71
0.48
0.08
0.08

1.00
0.44
0.06
64.60
1.00
30.71
0.46
0.12
0.20

1.50
0.69
0.35
64.60
1.00
29.61
0.41
0.11
0.31

2.00
0.94
1.21
64.60
1.00
29.01
0.37
0.10
0.41

2.50
1.19
3.09
64.60
J.00
28.36
0.32
0.09
0.50

3.00
1.44
6.62
64.60
1.00
27.18
0.27
0.07
0.57

3,50
1.69
12.54
29.36
0.45
25.68
0.24
0.06
0.63

4.00
1.94
21.76
19.00
0.29
23.61
0.20
0.05
0,69

4,50
2.19
35.31
5.07
0.08
20.17
0.17
0.05
0.74

5.00
2.44
54.37
2.14
0.03
12.70
0.15
0.04
0.78

3. The TTI drainage model (ll)--the parabolic
phreatic surface with s ubgrade dra i nage- -as developed for base cou r s e a nd s ubg r ad e drainage ana lysis:
4. Markov chai n mode l <ll a nd Katz ' s (~ ) recurrence equations for the calculation of dry and wet
day probabilities: and
5. Evaluation of base course ( 18) and subgrade
moduli (19) as they are affected by moisture contents in the materials.

TABLE 8 Evaluation of Rainfall Effect on Pavement
Performance of a Houston Pavement
Distribution Characteristics of Rainfall Effect

Value

Average free water in base (ft 2 )
Duration of average rainfall amount (hr)
Average rainfall amount per day (in.)
Average base course modulus in wet state (ksi)
Average base course modulus (ksi)
Average subgrade modulus (ksi)

0.92
0.040
0.403
41.45
60.36
30.31

of saturation in the subgrade. The average wetting
front of water penetration from the base course into
the subgrade is calculated by estimating the proportions of water in the base flowing into the subgrade
from the TTI drainage model. The average subgrade
modulus is determined by the average rainfall during
that season that will infiltrate into the subgrade
from the base.
The subgrade modulus is calculated by (_3,Q)
(12)

where

d1
Ez

calculated total subgrade modulus:
depth of a subgrade (= d1 + dz) 1
subgrade modulus under 100 percent
saturated condition, which is
evaluated from Thompson and Robnett's
equations (19) 1
average depth of water penetrating into
subgrade from the base course:
subgrade modulus under dry conditions:
and
average depth of dry portion of the
subgrade.

SYNTHESIS OF METHODS OF RAINFALL INFILTRATION,
DRAINAGE, AND LOAD-CARRYING CAPACITY OF A
PAVEMENT
The following models are used as analytical procedures to estimate rainfall infiltration, drainage
analysis,
and load-carrying capacities of base
courses and subgrades:
1. The Gamma distribution (_!) for the di:;tribution of rainfall quantity:
2. Dempsey and Robnett' s ( 10) regression equations as well as Ridgeway's (9) results are used for
infiltration analysis together with an estimate of
the amount of rainfall that, in turn, permits an
estimate of the duration of the rainfall:

A synthesis of these various models into a systematic analysis of rainfall infiltration and drainage
analysis of a pavement is shown in Figure 3, and a
conceptual flowchart is shown i n Figure 4 for a
clear profile of the entire model.
A series of sample calculations from the computer
program is given in Tables 3-8. The rainfall data
are for Houston Intercontinental Airport for May
1970, and a pavement structure is assumed for illustration. The pavement is 100 ft wide on one side,
the base course is 6 in. thick, and the subgrade is
permeable. The data in Table 3 give the degree of
drainage and the draining time under the given base
materials by using the TTI drainage model. The evaluation of a drainage design (17) is given in Table 4.
Based on the weather data and pavement structure,
the drainage time, degree of drainage, and corresponding proba b ilities are calculated in Table 5.
The c har a cter i s t ics of the probability distributions
and related material properties under local rainfall
conditions are given in Tables 6 and 7, and data on
the effect of rainfall on the base and subgrade moduli are given in Table B.

APPLICATION TO SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL
INFILTRATION, DRAINAGE, AND LOAD-CARRYING
CAPACITY OF A PAVEMENT
An example is presented of the effects of the amount
of rainfall and subgrade drainage on the load-carrying c a p ac ity of a pavemen t . It is assumed th at a
base c our se is 70 per c ent gravel and 30 p e r c e nt
sand, 100 ft wide, 6 in. deep, 1.5 percent slope,
the coefficient of permeability of the base course
is 10 ft/hr, the drainable porosity is 0.1, and the
subgrade is assumed to be impermeable. The drainage
d esign used is considered marginally acceptable bec ause the drainage time of 6.35 hr that is required
to reach a saturation level in the base is less than
85 percent.
This same design of a base course is used in two
climatic regions: Abilene and Houston, Texas, which
represent low and high rainfall areas, respectively.
Daily rainfall data from 1970 were entered into the
simulation model to compare the results for these
cities. The results (Figure 5) indicate that the
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precipitation quantity affects the elastic moduli of
the base course. If the water in the base course can
drain into a subgrade with a permeability of 0. 01
ft/hr and a porosity for freely draining water of
D.01 in a higher rainfall area (i.e., Houston), the
load-carrying capacity could be improved significantly. It indicates that the pavement performance
may be better in a high rainfall area that has a
permeable subgrade, when compared with the pavement
performance in a low rainfall area where there is an
impermeabl e snbgrade ;

s.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.

A systematic analysis of rainfall infiltration into
ar.d drainage from a base course is constructed that
incorporates a
probability distribution of the
amount of rainfall, the probabilities of dry and wet
days, estimates of water infiltration into pavements, drainage analysis of pavements, and loadcarrying capacities of base courses and subgrades.
This comprehensive analysis of the effect of rainfall on pavement structures is recommended as an
effective approach for future evaluation of the climatic effects on pavements.
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Implementation of Internal Road Drainage
Design and Application
GEORGE S. KOZLOV

ABSTRACT

As a result of more than 5 years of research, which culminated in the construction of two experimental, internally drainable road sections, it is now possible to
present engineers with procedures for the
design, construction, and maintenance of
adequately drainable roads. These procedures
are offered as a guide until their further
application would provide additional data
for improvements. It is suggested that adequate surface drainage, combined with appropriate internal drainage, is the most advantageous solution to the problem of water
buildup beneath a roadway.

Research by the New Jersey Department of Transportation {NJDOT) has established that improved pavement
durability can be realized if water is not allowed
to accumulate within the structural section of a
pavement. Therefore use of a drainage layer immediately below the lower bound layer of a pavement has
been found to be the most effective means of
achieving the necessary degree uf lntt!rnal ilrainage.
This system is designed to handle surface infiltration water only.
However, groundwater drainage systems will be
used only 1vnen groundwater is deemed to be a problem. It can be in the form of longitudinal or trans-

verse drains to intercept flow, or drainage blankets
or well systems to lower the water table and relieve
pore water pressure. In this way the two internal
water drainage sources previously mentioned call for
two totally and distinctly different drainage approaches and solutions.

SUMMARY OF SUPPORTING RESEARCH
As part of the research study, a field investigation
of the existing underdrainage conditions of New
Jersey highways was performed. The field surveys indicated a definite need for better internal drainage
solutions, Subsurface drainage failure under portland cement concrete pavements was found to be manifested by pumping, cracking, and eventual disintegration of the surfacings, Water-related deterioration of bituminous concrete pavements appeared to
occur no less often i however, the relationship was
often not visually apparent. It appeared that the
type of surfacing had little effect on the moisture
conditions immediately below a pavement.
The survey of New Jersey highways included a performance evaluation of several previous subsurface
drainage solutions. The conclusion, in essence, was
that longitudinal pipe drains, after-the-fact solutions, or even initial installations apparently are
not adequate to handle the subsurface drainage of
infiltrated roofwater. Thus the objective of this
project became the development of the pavement design process.
Specifically, it was intended that the research
formulate the design methods and the construction
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and maintenance procedures for a drainage system
that would control water within New Jersey pavements. To this end, an exhaustive study of the state
of the art, extensive laboratory investigations, and
some experimen~aL rieLa installations were conducted. To minimize the amount of surface water entering a pavement, it is obvious that every effort
should be made to have a fully effective surface
drainage system. Therefore, as part of the study, a
practical surface drainage guide was prepared for
use with the small drainage areas typically encountered in highway design <.!.> • For subsurface
drainage of the water that does get into a pavement,
the literature review and results of the field surveys indicated that solutions proposed by Cedergren
et al. (~) offered some promise for success.
The most important element of the Cedergren approach is the drainage layer. Such a system can be
achieved if a drainage layer is provided that satisfies three basic requirements: It must be open
enough to drain water in a reasonable length of
time, yet with low enough flow rates to prevent internal erosioni it must be dense enough to support
traffic loadsi and it must possess filtration characteristics compatible with base and subbase materials. The development of materials that satisfied
these requirements proved to be extremely difficult
and became the object of a significant portion of
the literature assessments and most of the laboratory work.
To design an effective drainage layer it was
first necessary to identify flow theories for opengraded materials. Darcy's flow equation, even though
only applicable to laminar conditions in finG grain
soils, appeared somewhat useful in developing upper
bounds on horizontal flow rates in an open-graded
layer. In the end, horizontal flume tests had to be
undertaken to confirm that the final drainage layer
materials would perform effectively.
The actual design of the drainage layer began
with an attempt to satisfy the requirement of removing infiltrated water in a reasonable time period.
To preclude water freezing within a drainage layer
and to avoid extensive periods of saturated pavement
materials, achieving 50 percent drainage within 24
hr was concluded to be more appropriate for highways. For a selected drainage layer thickness of 4
in. and considering New Jersey's climatic conditions, probable rainfall, and possible infiltration
rates, the 24-hr criterion led researchers to establish a needed minimum permeability of 1,000 ft per
day within the drainage layer. However, from subsequent laboratory evaluations of available drainage
layer materials, it was found more appropriate to
establish a desired permeability range of 1,000 to
3,000 ft per day. With this restricted permeability
r: ange it wa.i possll.Jlt! tu l>1ul1:1tt! matt!r lab1 that 1:11.iu
had adequate stability and filtration properties.
Several field construction trials were used to
help direct and verify the laboratory efforts at developing adequate drainage layer materials. From
these combined activities it was possible to formulate materials and construction specifications for
nonstabilized open-graded (NSOG)
and bituminousstabilized open-graded (BSOG) layers.

PROCEDURES FOR DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND MAINTENANCE
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alistic as possible, while still retaining engineering integrity.
The requirements for the design and application
of the subsurface drainage can be placed in the following categories:

1. The geometry of the flow domain,
2. The properties of the materials,
3. The application of the drainage
and the means for applying them, and
4. The climatological data.

facilities

The geometry of the flow involves the geometric
design of the highway, related subsurface drainage
geometry, and prevailing conditions. The fundamental
properties of the drainage material, such as permeability, density, geological characteristics, and
particle shape, define the performance of the material. To perform properly, drainage material must
transmit the flow of water, properly support loads,
and, most important, retain these characteristics
for a reasonable life span of a road. Proper use of
such character is tics in the design and application
of the drainage facilities also requires suitable
lifetime maintenance. The climatological data provide insight into the fundamental source of all subsurface water and the potentially adverse effects of
frost action.

Highwa y and Subsurface Geo metry
Almost all of the geometric design of subsurface
features of a highway can exert some influence on
the analysis and design of subsurface drainage.
Therefore, before attempting to undertake such work,
the designer should be armed with as much information as possible on these features. Included should
be sufficiently detailed profiles and cross sections
to permit assembly of the following data for each
section of roadway under consideration: longitudinal
gradesi
transverse grades
(including superelevations) i widths of pavement and shoulder surface,
base, and subbase i required thickness of pavement
elements based on normal structural design practice
for the particular area under consideration i depths
of cuts and fillsi recommended cut and fill slopesi
and details of ditches and other surface drainage
facilities. In addition, it is considered desirable
to have a topographic map of the highway corridor on

which the fin al highway alignment has been superimposed.
The flow of water in the structural section
(drainage layer) of the pavement is largely controlled by the longitudinal grade of the roadway and
its cross slope. When the profile of a road is relatlvely flat, water entering the drainage layer will
flow laterally by virtue of the cross slope of the
layer and empty into the longitudinal drainage
trenches. However, when there is a profile grade,
the water will also flow somewhat in the direction
of the grade.
For a particular roadway site, a good estimate of
the flow path length for a single lane of pavement
can be obtained by using the equations that follow.
Also, an equation is provided for distance of flow
parallel to the grade that is helpful in establishing the actual station locations of any needed cross
drains.

Design of Drainage for Surface Water Infiltration
(1)
The validity of the design procedures presented in
this paper depend on the accuracy and completeness
of the design and application requirements. The
solutions developed by this research are as re-

L = W../I

i- (S1on8 /S000 ,.) 2

= W(S1o 1111 /Sor=)

(2)
(3)
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where

w

highway lane cross slope (ft/ft),
highway lane longitudinal slope (ft/ft),
slope of the underdrain layer (path)
(ft/ft),
width of drainage layer (lane width)
(ft),
length of flow path (ft) , and
distance water has traveled in the
direction parallel to the grade (ft).

Transverse drains must be used at each underdrain
outlet to convey water from the longitudinal drains
to the outlet facility. Except for vertical sag and
superelevated curve conditions, transverse drains
should be placed at about a 45-degree angle to the
longitudinal pipe line. In hilly terrain the cross
drains should be required wherever needed to prevent
the flow paths from exceeding approximately 150 ft.
The location of outlets will often be dictated by
topograhpic and geometric features
and overall
drainage patterni nevertheless, as a general rule,
the spacing of outlets should not exceed 500 ft.
Normally the outlet pipes should be daylighted.
If this is not possible, then they should be drained
into the nearest inlet structure. When the latter is
the case, it is imperative that the flow line of the
subsurface drainage system pipe be at least 6 in.
higher than the maximum predicted water surface in
the inlet to avoid storm water backing up into the
subsurface drainage system.

i ty to drain off the water in a reasonably short
time, that is, before it can cause jeopardy to the
structural capacity of the pavements. As already indicated and shown on standard details (Figures 1-4),
the drainage layer should be located immediately below the bound layer of a pavement under a minimum of
6 in. of confinement. Figures 1 and 3 give the
cross-sectional view of a drainage layer, its edge
drains, and a typical cross drain for a generalized
highway pavement. Figure 1 provides an alternate
whereby the longitudinal edge drains are positioned
at the edge of the pavement, whereas Figure 2 shows
the same drains located at the edge of the shoulder.
The alternave shown in Figure 2 is preferred, but if
construction costs are of major concern or if the
design considerations require, the approach shown in
Figure 1 can be used. Figures 1 and 2 have the cross
slopes and grade breaks of the drainage layer mirroring the pavement surface. Details in Figures 3
and 4 are basically duplicates of Figures 1 and 2,
except that a constant cross slope is required of
the drainage layer. From a long-term performance
standpoint, construction in accordance with the details shown in Figures 3 and 4 are best. However,
for ease of construction, but not necessarily for
minimized
installation costs,
the configuration
shown in Figures 1 and 2 will frequently be found
more appropriate. Of course, variations of Figures
1-4 are entirely feasible as long as they are appropriately developed.

Principles of Subsurface Drainage
Design of Subsurface Drainage Layer
The infiltration of water into the pavement has been
practically resolved so as not to require the knowledge of the water movements, as will be shown later.
The drainage layer developed by NJDOT has the capac-

The roofwater drainage layer developed in this research is open enough to drain water in a reasonable
amount of time, yet its flow is close to laminar.
Also, this layer is dense enough to support traffic
loads, while possessing filtration characteristics
compatible with the base or subbase materials. Be-

FIGURE 1 Internally drainable road cross section with drains at the edge of pavement.
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cause there is practically no way to prevent the
penetration of roofwater into pavements nor is it
practical to drain this water any other way but
horizontally, a drainage layer invariably should be
used in all roads if the problems associated with
water in pavement are to be solved.
As already indicated, the principles of subsurface drainage that have been adopted here suggest
that only the drainage capacity of the drainage
layer determines the quantity of water to be
drained. This quantity of water will generally be
less than the capacity of the drainage pipes in the
longitndin~l edge nr;:dnR= Therefore, the <'!AP~<'!itv nf
a drainage layer can then be calculated by Darcy's
equation:
Q=KAi

(4)

where

Q
K
i
A
L
H
H0
tana

discharge quantity (ft 3 /day) per foot of
longitudinal drainage pipe length,
permeability constant (ft/day),
~ Ha/L = hydraulic gradient (ft/ft) ,
~ H x 1.0 cross-sectional area of drainage
layer (ft 2 ) per unit width of the layer,
length of flow path through the soil (ft),
thickness of open-graded layer (ft) ,
= H + L tana (ft), and
= slope of the base layer.

=

The next parameter of importance is the time of
drainage. To keep structural water damage at an absolute minimum, the total removal of water within a
reasonable time span is desirable. If the amount of
water to be drained is given by neAL, the Darcy
fundamental equation, when solved for time t, yields
!total=

neL2 i [K(H + L tan a)]

(5)

where ttotal is the time of total drainage of the
free moisture a layer can drain (days) , and effective porosity (nel = (volume of voids that can be
drained)/(total volume).
Most investigators agree that the subsurface
drainage must be capable of removing within a short
enough time span 50 percent of unbound moisture it
can drain. This requirement prevents the freezing
effect of the water from damaging the pavement
structure. using Casagrande's <1> flow equations for
time, the 50 percent drainage point is expressed as
!50 =

n 0 L2 I [2K(H + L tan a)]

(6)

where t 50 is the time of drainage of 50 percent of
the unbound moisture a layer can drain (days) . Effective porosity has been found to equal approximately BO percent of the absolute porosity (n) for
granular type materials.
With flow conditions of ope11-yraclecl 1111:1teri1:1l>1
bordering on the turbulent, the flow rates will be
lower than those predicted by Darcy's fundamental
law. The magnitude of the flow rate in this instance
would be a matter of conjecture, because little work
has been done in studying turbulent flow in soils.
In any case, because of possible turbulent conditions, there needs to be an extremely stable grain
structure in the drainage layer.

Application of Open-Graded Drainage Layer
In any internal road drainage design, either the NSOG
or the BSOG layers can be used with the appropriate
collector system. Initially, the NSOG material was
developed primarily for use in rig id pavement designs, whereas the BSOG drainage layer was meant for
use in flexible pavements. It was originally theorized that for the unbound NSOG material, rigid
pavement would provide better and more uniform load
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distribution, whereas the BSOG layer, with its stability provided by asphalt, would be more compatible
with flexible pavements. Thus far the NSOG material
has been found to be somewhat better from a structural performance standpoint. However, BSOG is
easier to construct. Currently, it does not appear
that there will be a great differential in cost between the two material types. 'For structural design
purposes, both NSOG and BSOG can be assumed to have
a structural index equivalent to NJDOT dense-graded
aggregate base (SN= 0.14).
It is imperative that both materials are applied
with some type of barrier, be it some form of soil
stabilization, filter cloth, or filter-type soils
under, above, or adjacent to the open-graded layer
and drainage trenches. Although the use of soil
stabilization or filter fabric might increase the
cost of drainable pavement if materials compatible
with filter requirements (such as the subbases typically specified for New Jersey roadways) are placed
under the open-grade.a layer, no additional cost
should be incurred. If structural strength advantages were ascertained in flexible pavement design, the use of lime-fly ash soil stabilhation
could provide considerable cost savings.

The material can be made of a 50/50 blend of No. 57
and No. 9 stone or might be produced as a new standard size mix of coarse aggregates. Even though only
three specific stone sources (limestone, trap rock,
and gneiss) could be tested, these materials are
representative Of the predominant stone types available for NJDOT construction work. However, because
these were not all-inclusive tests and were laboratory rather than field investigations, caution is
suggested when using crushed stone from other
sources. There are many stone sources and even a few
other stone types that are currently acceptable for
New Jersey projects. The producer of NSOG material,
therefore, is required to submit for approval a particular target gradation that is within the band and
can be produced with his aggregate sources. The permeability testing and density and gradational stability evaluation with the Burmister vibratory table
are essential, and submission of samples for such
purpose is required. The final approval of the material is based on the target gradation having permeability of 1,000 to 3,000 ft per day and a stable
voids system. Gradational stability does not imply
the structural strength of a material, but rather it
is based on visual asp_ects (i.e., minimum of voids,
degree of migration, and segregation1 hence a stable
voids system) • When a sample is compacted into a
Plexiglas mold it is visually evaluated for low void
content and absence of segregation, and then density
is measured directly in the mold. I'f No. 57 and No.
9 stone are mixed, they must individually meet grading specifications and in any case be of the same
source (i.e., stone type) because mixing of stone
types might impair the per:formance of the drainage
layer.
To assure that adequate conditions are achleved
in the field, in-place gr:adations are required to be
close to the target gradation. The density of the
mate~ial, while being close to that achieved in the
Burmister mold, must be the maximum attained in the
control strip test.
To ascertain that the requirements previously
mentioned and specified in the NSOG construction and

NSOG Material Properties and Laboratory Procedures
The NSOG material must comply with the gradation
band shown in Figure 5 and the composition of the
mixture given in the following table. The material
for this layer shall consist of crushed aggregate
conforming to the following gradation requirements:
Allowable Percent
Passing

Sieve Size
1.5 in.
l in.
0.5 in.
No. 4
No. 8
No, 16
No. 50

100
95-100
60-80
40-55
5-25
0-8
0-5

100
90
80

70
60
~

:10

:"'

40

z
;;;

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

~

30
20
10
0
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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FIGURE 5 NSOG gradation range.
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material specification are met, new falli ng head
permeability · and modified compaction tests are provided ( 4) • The specified per·meameter ser ved well
throughout the research study. 'l'he equ ipment can be
used with confidence on materials that have a K
factor ranging from 100 to 20,000 ft per day. This
permeameter gives reasonable repeatability, and the
permeability constant K values are probably slightly
conservative, and hence applicable to the subject
eng i neerin9 problems. When used as a permanent piece
of equipment, it should be improved and standardized
for manufacturin9 purposes.
To duplicate field compaction conditions , laboratory compaction procgaures for NSOG material were
develot>ed and provided by the specification (!) •
1';.STM specification 02049 provides Burmister vibratory table test procedures for compaction of cohes ionless soils. The Burmister equipment was modified
for testin9· the open-graded materials, as it is
described i n specifications (4) . A Plexiglas mold
was used to allow viewing of the samples for evaluation of their 9radational stability and density
measurements . The relat ively large Plexiglas cylinder mold , capable of holding 15 lb of uncompacted
NSOG mate.rials , proved to be esse ntial for obtaining
represent.a tive density results.
For permeability
tests, a 4-in. metal mold is used with a 1600-g
specimen f or compatibility with the permeameter.
This equipment should also be standardized for manufacturing purposes.
It should be noted here that wet stone densities
were lower than dry stone, on the average by approximately 8.5 percent. Also, there appears to be no
migrations of the fine mate i al to the bottom of the
sample, although considerable migration of fines
could be observed in dry samples. The presence of
water appears to decrease the density and lessen the
migration of fines. Therefore, although wet stone
will be used in the field to minimize se9regation,
in laboratory compaction only dry stone must be
tested.

BSOG Material Properties and Laboratory Test
Procedures
The BSOG material must comply with the gradation
b;:ind s hown in ?igure 6 and the composition of the
mixture given in the following table. The BSOG
material shall consist of bitumen, antistrippin9
agent, and aggregate that conform to the following
gradation requirements:

Sieve Size
1 in.
0.75 in.
0.5 in.
0.375 in.
No. 4
No . 8
No. 16
No. 200

Allowable
Percent Passing
100
95-100
85-100
60-90
15-25
2-10
2-5

(Note that for the No. 200 sieve, 2 percent (by
weight of total mix) mineral filler should be added.
Also note that the
bitumen content shall be
3 ± 0.5 percent by weight of dry aggregate and
mineral filler.] This gradation, made of No. 8 stone
size, is modif ied by the addition of some large size
aggregate to lower material cost. Because the mate·rial passing the No. 4 s cr:een and retained on the
No . 8 screen controls the permeability, the BSOG
gradation specifications of the No. 4 screen are
also tightened.
The asphalt content for the BSOG material should
always be set a t 2 to 3,5 percent. The lower limit
of this range was determined on the basis of a
thorough coating of the stone pa.rticles. The upper
limit , on the other hand , was established when the
excess of the asphalt content begins to drain. Admixing of an antistripping agent to the asphalt is
required for field applications. A.l so, a small
amount of mineral filler (2 percent) is used to
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stiffen the asphalt cement, to reduce asphalt drain
Off, a nd to improve mixtur e cohesion.
AS in the case of the NSOG material, the contractor is required to submit for approval a particular target gradation that is with i n the band. The
design approval is based on the NJDOT laboratory
test of mixture permeability. The compaction of the
BSOG material is achieved with a Universal testing
machine at pressures of 1,000 psi for trap rock and
gneiss and 600 psi for limestone materials. This
provides permeabilities within the required range of
1,000 to 3,000 ft per day. Field permeabilities
should be somewhat higher than the laboratory values
because the compaction process with the universal
testing machine tends to create a more closed surf ace than that achieved in the field.
It should be recognized that the laboratory compaction data can serve as a guide for field densities. Because the laboratory compaction pressures
evolved fr om ah attempt to match achievable field
densif ication, the laboratory densities could be
used as a rough indication of the probable field
density. However, it could not be used as a target
because maximum density achieved on a control strip
should be the only acceptable target. Nevertheless ,
a general equivalency between laboratory and control
strip field data offers some assurance that permeability levels in the field are somewhat comparable with laboratory values.
To a ssure compliance with the requirements and
the specifications previously given, permeability
tests and modified Univer sal testing machine compaction procedures are provided . ASTM specification
Dl075, as used in the Immersion Compression Test,
was modified to suit the specific needs of BSOG material compaction. The major modification for testing drainage layer materials consisted of decreasing
the compaction pressure specif ied in the test. ·This
was done to minimize the effect of the apparent
crushing of particles, which had caused con.sider able
changes in gradation--a phenomenon that did not occur in the field. Again note that because the researcher could look only at a limited amount of New

AT THE TIME OF DRAINAGE
LAYER PLACEMENT REMOVE
FABRIC FROM THE TOP OF
TRENCH AND PLACE IT TO
PROTECT EXPOSED EDGES
AND THE TOP OF OPEN
GRADEO MATERIAL. ( TYP. )

SHOULDER

Jersey sources, caution must be exercised when new
sources or stone types are being introduced.

Design of Water-Collection Systems
General
Some of the features of water-collection systems
were already discussed in the subsurface geometry
analysis. Basically, physical features such as the
use o f longitudinal and transverse drains, the angle
of outlets, daylighting or draining the outlets into
the inlet structures, and the like were discussed.
The geometric analysis of the location, spacing, and
arrangement of collectors was also made.
At this point two factors concerning internal
drainage collection should be mentioned. One is vertical drainage, and the other is daylighting of the
drainage layer instead of draining it into the edge
drains. The vertical drainage of the infiltration
water is impractical because of the impervious nature of the subbase and the complexity and cost of
the solution for determination of the drainage characteristics of the subgrade. On the other hand, the
daylighting principle, at a glance, appears tempting
mainly because it is so much cheaper. However, it is
a generally well-known fact that it is not uncommon
for this type of outlet to become clogged and cease
to function. This would mean a water buildup under
the pavement resulting in a rapid deterioration of
the pavement structure. Thus a drain that contains a
pipe is the only positive mode of water collection
that appears to be su.fficiently practical and reli able.

Longitudinal Transverse Collectors and Outlets
Figures 7-11 provide typical details of longitudinal
a nd transverse collector designs and outlets tha t
are either daylighted or terminated in inlets. Factors that affect collector design basically are
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drainability, susceptibility to frost effects, and
structural integrity. Drainability is, of course,
the purpose of such a systemi however, frost or
structural instability could jeopardize its functionality. For this reason a collector must be carefully designed and constructed, as shown in Figures
7 and 8. The minimum requirements should be such
that a 6-in. clearance is provided between the
trench walls and the side of the pipe. In addition,
the trench must be deep enough to keep the bottom of
the drain pipe on a 3-in. bedding, at least 12 in.
below the top of the subgrade, and under minimum
structural cover required by the pipe designs.
There appears to be some controversy concerning
location of a drain pipe in relation to the frost
depth. Theoretically, a functional pipe is not going
to have enough water to freeze. However, for reasons
not fully substantiated, there ate reports of frozen
collectors impairing drainage functions. There are
enough grounds to believe that situations might
arise whereby the function of a collector might be
impeded by frost. So the question is, How real a
problem is the freezing of a collector system? It is
the belief of this researcher that, in lieu of adequate knowledge, the possibility of such a calamity
calls for an engineering judgment, and it is suggested that the requirements offered by u. s. Army
manual TM5-820-3 (~) and shown in Figures 7-9 be
used.
Because a drainage trench is located within a
subgrade usually containing a large quantity of
fines, a filtration medium such as a filter fabric
lining is advisable, especially because the crushedstone trench backfill must have drainage characteristics exceeding the drainage layer material and
particle sizes compatible with the pipe perforations. A No. 8 or No. 57 stone fits well into the
situation, whereas the No. 57 and No. 9 mixture has
enough No. ~ otone ci3c particles that might aaaily
migrate into the pipe and permanently impede its
function. To protect the trench backfill from contamination by fines from adjacent soils, a sufficient length of filter fabric flap should cover
the trench during construction. This should be left
in place until the placement of the drainage layer,

at which time the flap should be removed and placed
to protect the edges of drainage material.
The same requirements and procedures are necessary for transverse ditches, exc ept that to increase
the structural integrity, the top 6 in. of the pipe
backfill is replaced by regular drainage layer
material.
As note 3 in Figures 7-9 indicates, porous wall,
corrugated metal, and polyvinal chloride (PVC) and
polyethylene (PE) plastic pipes c an be used in such
applications. Although the first two types of pipe
material have been used successfully for a long
time, the application of plastic materials in such a
manner is relatively new.
At this point the importance of only 3 in. of
pipe bedding and good compa ction of the pipe backfill must be mentioned. Experience has demonstrated
that the use of more than 3 in. of bedding provides
too much undrainable space below a drain pipe, and
the structural strength, especially with plastic
p ipes , in large measure depends on the proper c ompaction of the backfill material. I mproper handling
o f either criterion could impede the structural integrity of the collector.
DESIGN OF GROUNDWATER DRAINAGE
The analysis and solutions of the groundwater drainage problems can be found in publications by Moulton
(~) and by Kozlov (,!) •
A groundwater control system refers to subsurface drainage specifically designed to remove or
control the flow of groundwater. Such a subsurface
drainage system may perform a number of the following functions:
1. Intercept or cut off the seepage above an impervious boundary, and
2. Draw down or lower the water table.
Often such a system may apply to more than one
function, such as the interceptor drain not only
cuts off the flow but it also draws down the water
table. Such subdrainage systems are commonly identi-
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fied in terms of their location and geometry. contrary to infiltration water drainage systems, the
groundwater drainage system will be used only when
and where it is needed. This means it must be designed to fit each case individually, and in most
cases it will consist of some f orm of interceptors.
Furthermore, the quantity of flow and t h e me a ns of
its disposal must be known for a groundwater drainage system to be adequately functional.
In most cases little or no water gets into the
pavement section from this source. However, in cases
of a high water table or artesian flow, the water
drawdown that is required often can be accomplished
by a properly designed drainage blanket of high permeability. Normally it is located beneath the subbase on the top of the subgrade so as to keep water
from satur a ting the pavement foundation, This layer,
in v ariance to a drainage layer for the removal of
roofwater, must be designed and constructed so as to
remove all water as soon as it is reasonably
possible.

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
General
The limited experience in building internally drainable roads has demonstrated the relatively easy constructability of such systems under portland cement
concrete and bituminous concrete pavements. The experience has also revealed the possible pitfalls
that can occur when a less-than-concerned attitude
exists on the part of the road builders. Attempting
to build such systems with inadequate, unsuitable,
and dilapidated equipment is bound to be fraught
with difficulties. In addition, constructing only
part of the underdrainage system and leaving it, for
example , over the wi n ter to be c omple ted next spring
is tota lly unacceptable. Even n eg lect i ng it during
the construction season is extremely ill-advised and
will make it prone to conside rabl e d amage a nd probably even early failure at a l a ter dat e because of
possible contam i nation and degLadat i on. Proper design and strict enforcement of drawings and specifications are absolutely essential. Because such requirements must also apply to the construction of
any elements of a highway, the enforcement of said
requirements should not cause increased costs when a
reputable contractor is involved.
Thus the constructability of BSOG and NSOG drainage layers with proper equipment and in accordance
with the procedures appears to cause few, if any,
problems. However, if other than the s pecified
equipment and procedures are used, placement of
these materials can be somewhat problemati~. ThP
performance of such layers under rigid or flexible
pavements, when proper confinement is provided, indeed appears to be adequate. When an asphaltstabilized base is placed over a drainage layer, the
BSOG material provides an adequate construction
platform, whereas the NSOG layer, under adverse circumstances, might be somewhat unstable. The problems
encountered with the NSOG layer appear to occur when
adverse construction conditions require an unusual
amount of manipulation by trucks delivering the mix
to the paver. The end result might be a certain
amount of rutting (0.5 to LO in,) of the opengraded layer. If normal rutting is not tolerable,
use of the BSOG drainage layer is recommended. However, if the NSOG material is used, careful construction practices (e.g., a laborer with a rake or
a small compactor-roller) can keep the surface in an
adequate shape.
The best means for including the special underd rainage in roadways is first to construct all sub-
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bases. If required, the top of the subbase is then
stabilized or the filter cloth barrier is placed to
provide a construction platform and to prevent the
intrusion of fines into the overlying drainage
layer. This is followed by the construction of the
collection system. Finally the drainage layer is
placed.
Irrespective of the proper design and construction of a subsurface drainage system, some maintenance will be required to ensure the continuous
ope rat ion of the s y s t e m. To the extent possible, all
f eat u r es of the s y stem should be designed for minimum maintenance. NeverthelQss, a program of continuing regul a r
ins pecti o n s, prevent i ve- t ype maintenance, a nd repair- type ma i nte na nc e must be anticipated.

Construction of Col l e c tion Systems
For drainage trenches the procedure should be to excavate through the subbase to a prescribed depth.
Then the trench s hou l d be line d with filter cloth by
unrolling it by ha nd, keep ing it about 30 ft ahead
of the backfilling operation. While two laborers
hold the edges, a third man should walk the filter
fabric, conforming it to the dimensions of the
trench. After that a drainage pipe should be placed
on 3 in. of No, 8 stone bedding and backfilled with
No. 8 stone. Beginning 12 in. above the top of the
pipe, the backfill in the trenches must be compacted
in 6-in. lifts by three to four passes of a vibratory p l ate compactor.
The construction of outlet ditches is similar,
except solid (nondrainable) pipes and regular subgrade soils for bedding and the backfill must be
used. The outlet pipes should either be daylighted
or
terminated
in
the
surface
drainage
inlet
structures.
The procedure for trench construction that is acceptable for a small job requires the use of a
Grad-All for trench excavation, a front loader for
placement of the backfill, and regular trucking for
material transportation. Although 1,000 f t per day
of such trench construction might be a c h ieved, considerably better progress on the order of 2, 000 to
3 ,000 ft pe r d ay s hould be possible i f more appropriate equipment a nd construction scheduling were
used. For example, a significant increase in the efficiency of
the
trenching
operation could be
realized if a trenching machine, such as a Ditch
Witch, and modified trucks to funnel stone into the
ditch were used. All this, coupled with adequately
scheduled removal of the excavated material and supply of pipe and backfill, would considerably improve
conRt.rnct ion progrQ11s.

Construc tion of NSOG and BSOG Dra i nage Layers
Placement of the open-graded layer (both NSOG and
BSOG) can be best accomplished with an asphalt
paver. Whether er not a stone sp r eade r for placing
an NSOG layer is usable depends on the degree of
precision the equipment is capable ofi it must be at
least equivalent to the precision of an asphalt
paver with automatic grade control. For placing NSOG
and BSOG materials, the use of a tracked paver is
recommended. Additional fi ne grading with a grader
should be nil. Slightly moist (about 2 percent moisture) NSOG material can be handled by an a spha lt
paver with no modification or damage to the equ i pment. The NSOG materia l should be compacted by a
vibratory roller, whe r eas the BSOG layer can be compacted with standard static rollers (three-wheel
breakdown
roller
followed
by
tandem
finishing

Kozlov

roller). The vibratory asphalt rollers could possibly be used on the BSOG material, but the temperature would have to be appropriately lower to prevent
edge shoving.
Considering that the BSOG mix appears to be somewhat unstable when hot (excessive spreading has been
observed at the edges during compaction), it is advisable for compaction to commence at a temperature
of about 210°F. For permeability reasons, the mix is
rather open with few fines, if any, in it. Thus the
asphalt tends to act more as a lubricant, aiding
compaction with this mix more than with a densegraded mixture. The lower compaction temperature
permi.ts the asphalt viscosity to increa.s e and its
bonding ability to take over to achieve a more
stable mix for compaction.
The test strip approach for compaction control of
the open-graded layers appears to work well. Because
this approach relies only on relative density measurements, a nuclear gauge operated in whatever
mode, be it in the backscatter position with or
without surface p.ceparation or in the direct transmission mode, should be adequate. A nuclear gauge is
thus used to monito.r the increasing densities at the
same three locations within a control strip between
successive roller passes. As the compacted material
approaches the maximum density achievable in the
field, the average difference between any two consecutive passes approaches zero. Under the direction
of the engineer, rolling must continue until this
average density difference is less than or equal to
o. s lb/ft'. At this point maximum density is inferred because the observed density failed to increase with additional passes. Based on statistical
data from the experimental installations, it is expected that most BSOG strips will require approxi mately 6 passes, and less than 5 percent of the control strip applications shou.ld require more than 10
passes. For NSOG control strips the average number
of required passes should be approximately five.
As already stated, construction of pavement
courses above the open-graded layers should not be
difficult if proper equipment is used. After it has
cooled, the BSOG material hardens into a very firm
layer, which represents an adequate construction
platform for both the portland cement and bituminous
concrete surfacings. For the NSOG layer, only conventional paving procedures are necessary for placement of the concrete.
No shrinkage cracks in the concrete road slabs
and little infiltration of the concrete into the
open-graded layers has been observed. The latter
case should dispel fears of excessive friction between underlying open-graded material and the pavement slabs.
MAINTENANCE OF SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
Irrespective of the proper design and construction
of a subsurface drainage system, some maintenance
will be required to ensure that the system continues
to operate in a satisfactory fashion. In other
words, no action or lack of action should be allowed
to reduce the efficiency of the system. To the extent possible, all features of the system should be
designed for minimum future maintenance. However,
every operating condition for the system cannot
always be anticipated. Thus a program of continuing
regular inspections,
preventive-type maintenance,
and repair-type maintenance must be antlelpated,
Cleaning of Collectox Pipes
It might be anticipated that sediment could be deposited in collector pipes because of inadequate
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pipe gradients, uneven settlement of the system, or
a heavy sediment load. In anticipation of such a
possibility, clean-out boxes or risers at various
locations within the pipe network could be designed
into the system and, of course, the pipes also can
be cleaned from the outlets. In addition, the pipe
network should be designe-d in such a way that right
angle turns are eliminated.
Maintenance of Outlets
The outlet system must be maintained in a free-flow
condition throughout the life of the facility. With
respect to pipe outlets, the principal concerns
would be the blockages caused by weed growth, siltation of the adjacent ditch, debris fxom the roadway
or slope, and activity of animals or man. Only
through periodic inspection can these circumstances
be identified and subsequently rectified. Such inspections should be made before seasonal periods of
heavy rainfall, as well as following particularly
heavy rainfall events or at least once every 3
months.
Also, outlet markers should be maintained in good
condition. Damaged markers should be repaired or replaced immediately. Any marker destroyed or damaged
during other construction or maintenance activities
should be immediately reported for replacement or
repair.
Miscellaneous Maintenance and Other Considerations
Careful periodic inspections are the key to adequate
maintenance of the subsurface drainage system. However, other related maintenance activities associated with the pavement--pavement shoulder, surface
drainage system, ice and snow control and removal,
right-of-way mowing, and so forth--can all have an
impact on the operation and .maintenance of the subsurface drainage system. Although the maintenance of
the subsurface system might not take precedence over
one of the aforementioned activities, it must not be
relegated to an insignificant status. For example,
although mowing is an essential maintenance activity, it has a potentially detrimental effect on the
outlet system. That is, the mowing machines could
damage the outlets through impact with the out.lets
during the mowing operations. If the likelihood o f
such an occurrence is high, use of erosion cont.col
aprons or chemical weed control could be used in
lieu of mowing.
Maintenance that ensures the efficient collection
and removal of surface water will also generally improve the operation of the subsurface drainage system. Timely repairs of damage to surface drainage
structures, pipes, ditches, and so forth will contribute to the proper operation of the subsurface
drainage sys.tern. Likewise, timely and cautious repairs of damaged pavement and shou.lder sections will
be beneficial to the underdrain system.
Those responsible for the care of the subsurface
drainage systems should maintain detailed as-built
plans of the systems to facilitate subsequent repairs and replacements. In addition, a separate record of the location of drainage facilities, particularly outlets, should be maintained so that these
facilities can be easily located by maintenance personnel. Inspection records should be kept along with
records of each maintenance activity required by the
system. If these records are kept in a continuous
fashion, they may suggest the need for some more
substantial efforts to prevent the recurrence of
some continuing maintenance problem. The information
concerning the modification of conditions adjacent
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to the subsurface drainage system must also be diligently gathered and assessed. Any modification or
change that would advers ely affect the ope ration of
the subsurface dr ainage system should be co r rected
promptly to mitigate potentially detrimental effects.

made, including depth and permeability of the strata
and the amount of water carried by it. This investigation will allow th e designer to increase the pipe

SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE AND PAVEMENT REHABILITATION

CONCLUSIONS

Adequate attention should be given to the performance of existing subsurface drainage sytems or
to the construction of new or extended systems in
conjunction with pavement rehabilitation projects.
Conventional rehabilitation techniques on pavements, where the foundation was undermined by inadequate subsurface drainage, only postpone the inevitable further disintegration of the pavement
structure, resulting to a large degree in useless
expenditures. Nevertheless, the internal drainage
solution was developed for and should be used only
for the purpose of resolving internal drainage problems of roads. Therefore, in no way is it just an
alternate approach to currently available road pavement designs. Therefore, to assure the resolution of
internal drainage on new construction, there is no
choice but to apply the methods offered in this
paper exclusively; for rehabilitation efforts this
solution must be used selectively (i.e., only if
road conditions warrant it). It goes without saying
that the rehabilitation of roads damaged by other
causes than subsurface water should be accordingly
performed because their drainage probably already is
functional by some natural means, such as permeable
enough sut>grades .

In this paper solutions of the internal drainage
p t oblems of toads a te provided i n a r athe r conde nsed
(s o to spe a k) "cookbook" f otm . This became pos s ible
only because i n t hia rAR atoh effort ~ n attemp t was
made t o p toduce a well-or ga nized, p r acti cal , and
rel a t i ve ly simple app t oach to t hi s p r oblem without,
however , jeopard i z i ng e ngi neeri ng integrity, Such an
approach ma kes i t possible to pr ese nt an eng ineer
with complete e nough proced ures for building and
maintaining adequately d rainable r oadways.
In the meantime, future mon i toring of the alLeady
existing experimental drainabl e road sections s hould
furnish enough controlled data to detect and, if
need be, to remedy defic i encies that might surface.

size to ensure a d @qtH! te capacities for all sources

of water.
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Study of Factors Influencing Deflections of Continuously
Reinforced-Concrete Pavements
WAHEED UDDIN, ALVIN H. MEYER , and W. RONALD HUD SON

ABSTRACT

The results of an investigation of the effects of temperature and location variables
on Dynaflect deflections measured on rigid
pavements are presented. All the experimental work described in this paper was
carried out during the fall and summer of
1981 on a new 10-in.-thick, continuously
reinforced-concrete pavement near Columbus,
Texas. Dynaflect deflections and the top and
bottom temperatures of the concrete slab
were analyzed by using analysis of var ia nc e
and multiple linear-regression techniques .
The findings of this study are included in a
procedure recommended for making Oynaflect
measurements and for applying suitable temperature corrections to deflections measured
near the pavement edge .

Nondestructive evaluation of existing pavements was
carried out to assess their structural adequacy and
rehabilitation needs. The Dynaflect, a steady-state
vibratory device, is widely used for nondestructive
e valua t i on o f asphalt and rig id paveme n ts . The res ponse o f a p ave ment to an exter nal test l oad is
measu r e d i n t e r ms of surfac e d ef l ec tion, which is
ind icative of the load-carrying c apacity of the
pave ment . Dy naflec t d e flection data are used f or in
situ characteri zation of pavement l ay e r s a nd subgrade as a b asic step in se veral c u rrent ove r lay design procedu res . I n the c ase o f r ig id paveme nts t he
distress manifestations indi c ate o t her defic ien cie s
and p roble ms, such as in adequate subg rade support
conditions, existence of void s beneath t h e concrete
pavement, and insufficient load tr a nsfe r across
transverse cracks and joints. A major rehabi litation
program for an e xisti ng rigid pavement may include
rectification of t hese deficiencies plus an overlay
fo r t he s t r uc t ur a l strengthe n i ng r e quired for f ut ure
des i g n ax.le load a pplic a tions . Oynaflec t d e f l e ction
d a t a can a lso provide diagnostic i nforma t ion r e lated
to the evaluat i on of l o a d transfer a nd d e tec t ion of
voids.
Ac c o r d i ng to t h e available s t ructural models b ased
on t he plate theo ry , t he d eflec tion of dqid p ave ment s i s i nfl uenced by th e position of t he app lied
loads. Furthermore, daily variations of tempera t ure
create a cycle of temperature differential in the
concrete slab, which results in curling (.!_).

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY
Several factors influence any deflection measurement
made on a specific slab. Two of these are temperature and load position. In the case of a rigid pavement, these effects are significant. A temperature
gradient through the thickness of the slab induces
thermal stresse s and, subgequently, curling. The de-

flection measurements may therefore be affected by
temperature, particularly at the slab edge .
The principal objectives of this study are to
1. Identify temperature effects and othe r factors related to load position across the test section that may influence the Dynaflect deflections in
rigid pavements,
2. Investigate the influence of these factors on
measured Dynaflect deflections,
3. Develop, if necessary, a procedure for correcting the measured deflections to remove the effects of temperature, and
4. Recommend the most suitable placement of the
Dynaflect for making deflection measurements for
characterizing placement or for detecting voids beneath pavements in place.
The experimental program carried out on a continuously reinforced-concrete (CRC) pavement , the summary data, and the result s of s ta t is t ical analyses
are described in this paper.

DEFLECTION BEHAVIOR OF RIGID PAVEMENTS
Environmental Variables
Temperature Effects
The average temperature of a concrete slab varies
d aily and yearly . Concr ete paveme nt adjust s to
y ear ly seasonal v ariations in tempe r at ures by cont raction o r expan s ion over a consid erable period of
time. The major effect of seasonal variations in
t e mpe rature is the de 11el opment of fric t iona l forces
b e t ween the concrete slab a nd the underlyi ng layer.
Daily temperature variations within the concrete
slab are more important to deflection measurements
because (a) there is a large deviation in temperature on the concrete surface in a daily cycle, and
(b) the temperature grad i ent between the top and
bottom of the concrete slab can vary considerably
during a 24-hr cycle. The temperature gradient
through a concrete slab causes surfaces to warp. For
example, if the t op of the s l a b is wa rmer t h a n t he
bot t om (e.g . , nea r noon on a s unny d ay), t h e s l ab
corne rs will t e nd to curl d ownwa rds. upward c urling
will occur when the top surface is cooler than the
bottom, such as late on a cool night. A parameter
commonly used to study the effect of temperature
gradient is temperature differential (DT), the algebraic difference between the temperatures of the
top and the bottom of a concrete sla b . DT is a positive value when the temperature of the top of the
slab is higher than the temperature of the bottom,
and it is negative when the bottom of the slab is
warmer than the upper surface. The temperature differential is the result of the slow conduction of
heat in concrete and therefore is a function of the
thermal prope rties of concrete and the t h i c kness of
the concrete s l a b . Maximum temperature d if fer e nt i als
occur during the day in the spring and summer. During the present study the maximum temperature differential (24. 6°F) was observed in August 1981 for
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the 10-in. concrete slab. The 1965 deflection study
on CRC pavements reported by McCullough and Treybiq
(~)
revealed an inverse relationship between temperature differential and the edge deflection (Benkelman beam) measured at the crack position.
Seasonal Effect
Any seasonal changes in deflect ions are generally
the r e s ult of seasonal var ia tion s of moisture in the
unbound base l ayer and the subgrade. The seasonal
effec ts on de fl e ctions on rigid p ave ments are thor oughly di seussed el!lewhere (1,3). Metwal1 (4) described t he results of analysis- of variance (ANOVA)
applied to the Dynaflect deflection data collected
during fall and spring on different rigid pavement
test sections. Metwali concluded that
jointedconcrete pavements and asphalt pavements demonstrated statistically significant changes in the
maximum Dynaflect deflections because of seasonal
variations. CRC pavements did not experience app reciable seasonal variations in their deflection cont ra s t . The findings by Metwali (4) are interesti ng
and somewhat in conflict with current data a nd belief . Further research is needed, especially for CRC
p v ments.
Location variable
The type of shoulder support at the pavement edge
and the nynaflect position with respect to the pavement edge and the locations of cracks or joints are
also important factors that influence the deflection
behavior of rigid pavement. These factors are discussed in the following sections.
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result in deflections larger than those measured between cracks (midspan position). Deflection at a
crack will increase as the crack width increases.
For material characterization, the midspan deflection (interior condition) is preferred. However,
measuring the deflection at a crack position will
give valuable information about load transfer efficiency and an indication of any excessive distress.

DESCRIPTION OF SETUP FOR DYNAFLECT AND TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS
A testing scheme was designed for making Dynaflect
deflection and temperature measurements to investigate the effects of temperature and of the Dynaflect
position. A newly constructed CRC pavement on the
Columbus bypass of SH-71 was selected as the test
site. Columbus, Texas, is located about 90 miles
southeast of Aus tin and 70 miles west of Hous ton.
Three test sections were s e l e c t ed on the s outhbound lanes. The first measurements were made on
August 6 and 7, 1981, and resulted in four c ycle s at
each test location (Figure 1). The pavement consists
of a 10-in. concrete surface layer, a 4-in. asphalt
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FIGURE 1 Layout plan of selected test locations, sections 1,
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Effect of Edge S11pport Conditions
The type of edge support will have a marked influence on the deflection behavior near the pavement
edge. It is known from Westergaard's sol11tions that,
for the case of edge loading, stresses at the pavement edge are much higher than stresses resulting
from interior loading, and, because deflection is
proportional to load stress, a larger deflection
occurs at the pavement edge. For a concrete shoulder,
deflection can be expected to be less than for a
gravel shoulder. Another possible effect of a
shoulder is the restraint offered to any lateral
movement of the concrete slab by the edge support.
Effect of Cracks
Transverse cracks in CRC pavements are usually
tightly held, but a loss in the load transfer will

base, and a 6-in. lime-treated subgrade overlaying
the natural subgrade.
The second set of Dynaflect deflection data and
slab temperatures were obtained on November 30 and
Decembe r 1, 1 981 . Because of muddy conditions of the
soil beyond the concrete shoulder, Dynaflect deflection data could not be acquired on locations 13L
and 14L in all three sections. The deflection measurements were made smoothly and resulted in eight
complete cycles. During summer measure ments, average
crack spacings were 11.3, 14.2, a nd 10.l ft in test
sections 1, 2, and 3, respect! vely, when the road
was not opened to traffic. However, during the fall
tests the average crack spacings were 7.4, 8.1, and
8.3 ft in test sections 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
as a result of the occurrence of more cracks. The
average crack width, as measured on the surface in
fall 1981, was approximately 0,06 in.
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The temperature block was placed in a preselected
position so that the temperature of the concrete
block could stabilize and be representative of the
temperature conditions in the CRC pavement. Figure 2
shows the temperature records for the top and the
bottom of the concrete block. The plot indicates
that the temperatures in the concrete slab vary as a
sinusoidal function of time, with the temperature at
the bottom lagging behind the temperature at the top
of the slab. This time lag occurs because of the low
thermal conductivity of concrete. Details of the deflection measurements and a record of the temperatures at the top and bottom of the concrete slab are
given elsewhere (1).

(1)

where

J.J

SECi
sj
ck
r(ijkl)m

=

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The data setup for the statistical analysis is shown
in Figure 1. For the comparison of means, only locations lL and 12L are considered, forming 72 nonempty
cells. The factors and their levels considered in
the analysis are
1. Section (SEC) at three levels: SEC 1, SEC 2,
SEC 3;
2. Season (S) at two levels: sununer and fall;
3. Position with respect to the transverse crack
(CJ at two levels: near the crack (NJ and midspan
(M) ; and
4. Distance from the pavement edge (D) at six
levels (Figure 1).
Analysis of Variance
Statistical Model
The following model was used in
variance of the deflection data:

the

analysis

of

i

m

=

mth Dynaflect deflection at sensor 1
measured at the 1th location in the kth
test position with respect to the crack
in the jth season at the ith test section;
overall mean;
effect of the ith test section;
effect of the jth season;
effect of the kth test position;
random error caused by the mth test at
the ith test section in the jth season
on the kth position at 1th distance
from the edge [NID (O, a 2 ) ] ;
effect of the 1th distance from the
pavement edge;
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 61
replications in each cell;

i
1, 2, 3;
j
1, 2; and
k "' 1, 2.

The results of the ANOVA are given in Table 1. It
can be concluded that the mean deflection is significantly different at different levels of all the
factors, except season. For season, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, which leads to the conclusion that the difference in mean deflections
taken in sununer and fall is not statistically significant. Figure 3 shows the effect of the Dynaflect
position with respect to the transverse crack o n th~
mean de,nection w1 , thus indicating the significant difference, as found earlier from ANOV1\. The
significant influence of the distance of the Dynaflect from the edge on the mean deflection W1 is
shown in Figures 3-5. Figures 4 and 5 show the mean
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TABLE 1 Summary of ANOV A
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Witnm cells
Constant
SEC

0.295
35.415
0.4048
0.0000
0.0426
0.2498

s
c

D

DF

360
I

2
I

1
5

Mean
Square

F

Significance
of F

0.001
35.415
0.202
0.000
0.043
0 .050

43183.36
246 .78
0.01
51.95
60.93

o•
o•
0.9 15b

o•
o•

aSignlO omt (i.e., reject the null hypothesis).
bNot s_ljlnificant.
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deflection w1 for summer and fall measurements,
thus indicating no significant difference.

7
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ANOVA was also performed considering all the possible interaction terms in addition to the main effects. It is concluded that
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FIGURE 3 Variation in mean W1 deflections at midspan and
near crack as a function of distance from the pavement edge.

1. Except for season, the levels of all factors
significantly influence sensor l deflections;
2. The effects of most of the two-, three-, and
four-way interaction terms on sensor l deflection
are not significanti and
3. The two-way interactions that significantly
affected deflections are SEC with c and SEC with D:
the se interactions are shown i.n Figures 6 and 7.
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TABLE 2 Summary of Analysis of Covariance
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

F

Within cells
Regression
Constant

0.269
0.026
17.670
0.41 1
0.000
0 .0 42
0.250

359
1
1
2
1
1
5

0.001
0.026
17.670
0.205
0.000
0.042
0.050

34.19
23532.25
273.66
0.57
56.54
66.69

SEC

s
c

D

Significance
of F

o•

o•

o•

0.452b

o•
o•

Note: DT is the covariate.
8

Significant (i.e., reject the nu11 hypothesis).

bNot significant .

ANOVA on Log (Variance)
The basic assumption in ANOVA of the homogeneity of
variance was checked by specifying Bartlet's test
(~) , which led to the rejection of the null hypotheses of homogeneous variance. ANOVA was also performed on log (variance) data. The results are as
follows:
1. There is a significant influence of the
levels of the factors SEC (sections), c (position
with respect to the crack), and o (distance from the
pavement edge) on the variance of the observed w1
deflections.
2. The differences in variances of the observed
w1 deflections are not statistically significant
with respect to season.
3. The plot of cell means versus cell variance
indicated that four data points were associated with
comparatively high variances. These correspond to
summer data. The two in the top right-hand corner
were in sections 2 and 3 at location llL on the
concrete shoulder. The other two correspond to location lL in sections l and 2 [l ft from the asphalt
concrete (AC) shoulder]. These four points can be
considered as outliers. Further investigation indicated that these large variances were caused by temperature differential.
Analysis of Covaria nc e
OT in the concrete slab has a marked influence on
the deflection measurements, as discussed earlier
and in the report by Uddin et al. (1). An analysis
of covariance was, therefore, perfor;-ed in which OT
was used as a covariate in conjunction with the factors considered in Equation 1. The model considered
for the analysis of covariance is
+ B (OT ml + SEC i + sj + ck + Di
+ E(ijkl)m
IJ

(2)

where B is the regression coefficient.
In this model the regression procedure is used to
remove the variation in the dependent variable
caused by the covariate (6). The summary of the results is given in Table 2. The conclusions are essentially the same as those discussed for the ANOVA,
as summarized in Table 1.

2. W1 deflections are significantly different
in each test section,
3. W:1, deflections near cracks are s ignificantly different from those measured in the midspan
position, and
4. W1 deflections vary sig n ificantly with respect to the distance of the Oynaflec t from the edge.

Therefore, the deflection measurements at each
location should be treated as a sample from the individual population. The multiple linear-regression
approach was used to identify the significant variables that could explain the variation in the measured w1 deflections at each location (_!) • The explanatory variables considered in this study are (a)
continuous variables and ( b) dichotomous variables.
The continuous variables are OT, mid-depth temperature (TMIO) , and spacing of the adjacent transverse
cracks (CS). Mid-depth temperature is an average of
the temperature of the top and the bottom of the
slab. The dichotomous or dummy variables are used to
represent the following qualitative variables:
1.
2.

Season (S): summer and fall, and
Section (SEC): sections 1, 2, and 3.

The results are given in Table 3. The following are
the major findings !!.l.
TABLE 3 Effect of Removing Temperature Variables
on R 2 of the Resulting Regression Equations for W1 as
Response Variables
Dependent Variable (W1)

Location
IL
2L
3L
4L
SL
6L
7L
8L
9L
!OL
l!L
12L
13L
14L

T emperature
Variables
DT
DT
DT
DT
TMID, DT
DT
TMID, DT
DT
DT
DT
DT
DT
DT

The analyses perfor med thus far indicate that

R2

Reduction in
R2c (%)

0.65
0.68
0.41
0.49
0.93
0.71
0.91
0.79
0.67
0.71
0.82
0.90
0.65
0.83

0.18
0.40
0.34
0.40
0.89
0.61
0.90
0.65
0.67
0.61
0.62
0.82
0.25
0.55

72 3d
41:2d
17.1°
18.4°
4.3d
14.ld
I. If
l 7.7d
0.0
14.1°
24.4d
8.9d
61.5•
33.7d

bTemperature vorio.blcs wc.ro removed from tho independrmt variablu
List before applying stepwise r egression.
2
cReduction in R values of the resulting re gression equations from
2
analysjs Bas compared with the R values of analysis A.
dSignificant at 1 percent a level.

W1 deflections in summer and
lumped together,

R2

a All independent variables were considered in regression .

Effect of Tempe ra ture Var iables on
Oyna f l ec t Deflect ions

1.

Analysis Bb

Analysis A"

fall could be

eSignificant at 5 percent a level.
fNot significant.
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1. The effect of OT on oynaflect deflections
varies with the position of the oynaflect.
(a) For the Dynaflect located in the midspan
position
(between transverse cracks)
in the
wheelpath or at the centerline of the slab, the
measured deflections indicate a direct relationship with DT.
(b) For the oynaflect positioned anywhere
near the pavement edge, the measured deflections
exhibit an inverse relationship with OT (Figure
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2. In the case of l(a), the Oynaflect position
cor responds to the interior condition. The errors
caused by a very high positive OT (expected at the
Columbus site) on measured deflections and the backcalculated elastic moduli of the pavement layers are
practically neg l ig i ble .
3. In the case of 1 (bl , the errors in measured
deflections caused by a positive OT greater than
10°F are significantly high. This effect is more
pronounced when the edge support is an asphaltic
concrete shoulder or a gravel shoulder , as compared
with a portland cement concrete shoulder.
These findings are also shown in Figure 9. Figure 10
is an example of daily variation of OT at the test
site. The OT of a concrete slab is zero about 2 hr
after sunrise on a clear day. The maximum OT occurs
in the afternoon , about 2:00 or 3:00 p . m. It is important to recognize that OT will cause changes in
the mean and variance of the deflections near the
pavement edge.

TEMPERATURE CORRECTION PROCEDURE
A procedure for applying a temperature correction to
the oynaflect deflections measured at or near the
edge of a rigid pavement is described in this sec-

tion. As discussed earlier, OT in the slab is the
most important temperature parameter that influences
the deflections measured at the pavement edge. The
deflection measured at any OT should be corrected to
bring it to zero OT. The step-by-step procedure is
as follows:
1. Collect replicate Dynaflect deflection measurements at a location at or near the pavement edge.
2. Measure the temperatures of the top and the
bottom of the concrete slab at the same time as the
deflec t ion measurements. use the data to estimate
the corresponding OT. An estimate of the hourly distribution of the OT can also be made by using the
predictive model described by Uddin et al. (1) and
by making use of the climatological data for the
test location.
3. Develop a simple linear-regression equation
wlth sensor 1 deflection, w1 as the dependent
variable, and OT as an i ndependent variable.
4. Use the slope of the best-fit line to calculate the required amount of correction to the measured deflection (W1 ). In the case of a positive
OT, the corrected deflection will be larger than the
measured deflectioni in other words, the correction
will be additive. The corrected deflection corresponds to zero OT.

An example is presented (1) to illustrate how the
measured W1 deflections were corrected to a zero
OT condition. The data for w1 and OT correspond to
location lL. Each data set corresponds to 12 replicate deflection measurements for sections 1, 2, and
3, respectively. The corrections were applied as explained in the preceding section. Figure 11 shows
the best-fit lines for the measured and corrected
deflections. As expected, the regression li nes fo r
the corrected deflections are practically horizon-
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From simple linear-regression analysis with DT as indep end ent
variable on combined data of summer an d fa ll 1981.

tal, with values of R2 near zero. This means that
the influence of DT has been removed from the measured w1 deflections, The summary statistics for
measured and corrected deflections are given in
Table 4. Note that coefficients of variation for
corrected deflections ( 5 to 7 percent) are practically within the expected range of inherent variability in the equipment and in the test procedure.

CONCLUSIONS
The major findings, as summarized in the following
list, are based on the limited data collected on CRC
pavements.
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1. No significant difference in mean w1 deflection with respect to the sea s on is f ound in this
study.
2. The mean w1 deflections vary significantly

Thanks are also due to B. Frank McCullough and
Virgil Anderson for their constructive comments during the course of this research.

3. W1 deflections measured at locations that
correspond to d i fferent distances from the edge are
significantly different.
4. The mean W1 deflections are influenced significantly by the position of the Dynaflect with respect to the transverse crack,
5. All these conclusions apply equally to the
correspond i ng vari a nce of w1 d efl e c tions .
6. It i s i mportan t to treat t he w1 deflections
measured at eaoh location (cor respond.ing to crack
position and distance from the edge) separately in
order to develop a regression equation and statistical inferences.
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Examination of Pavement Deterioration 1n the
Presence of Automobile Traffic
W. RONALD HUDSON and STEPHEN B. SEEDS

ABSTRACT

In recent years, and particularly in association with discussions of the federal highway cost-allocation study reported to Congress in 1982, a variety of statements and
reports have surfaced alleging that automobile traffic, such as that on the Merritt
Parkway in Connecticut and the Baltimore/
Washington (B/W) Parkway in Maryland, causes
as much overall pavement damage over the
long term as does mixed truck and automobile
traffic on highways of the same design in
the same areas. A study was undertaken at
the request of the Association of American
Railroads to perform on-the-spot condition
surveys of the Merritt Parkway, the B/W
Parkway, and adjacent Interstate highways in
both areas. In addition, intensive searches
were made of records of the Connecticut Department
of
Transportation
(which
constructed and maintains the Merritt Parkway),
FHWA (which built the B/W Parkway), and the
U .s. Park Service (which maintains the B/W
Parkway) • The records of construction details and maintenance costs associated with
the pavements under consideration were incomplete: nevertheless, a significant amount
of information was obtained on which certain
conclusions could be made. Basically, the
results of the study clearly demonstrate
that under the weather conditions, environment, construction materials, and pavement
design and time frame involved in these
cases, the damaging effect of trucks on
heavy-duty highways is indeed greater than
the damaging effect of automobiles. The data
available and the scope of the study did not
make it possible to derive quantitative relationships from these findings: however,
they clearly refute the assertions that
pavements deteriorate as rapidly under automobile traffic alone as they do under mixed
truck and automobile traffic.

In recent years increasing pressure has been exerted
by the trucking industry on Congress to have legal
load limits increased and truck user fees and taxes
decreased. One of the arguments that has been used
is that trucks are not significantly more damaging
to highway pavements than automobiles. Examples of
pavement performance that have been used to support
this argument are the somewhat poor pavement conditions of two parkways that are used by automobiles
only: the Baltimore/Washington (B/W) Parkway (between Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Maryland) and
the Merritt Parkway in southern Connecticut. Two
papers by Reith (1,2) of the American Trucking Associations I Which refer tO the tWO parkways I essentially make the same argument and conclude that "the
parkways, without heavy truck traffic, lasted about
the same time as other roads."

Although the idea of comparing the performance of
these parkways with that of other highways is certainly valid, a thorough examination of the facts is
required before any statements regarding the subject
of relative pavement damage can be made. Therefore a
study was conducted of the Merritt and B/W parkways
and nearby truck-trafficked highways to determine,
insofar as possible, the current condition of those
roads and the possible reasons for their condition.
The primary objective of the study was to perform
on-site examinations and surveys and subsequently
make reasonable comparisons of the condition and
performance of the two types of facilities. While
conducting the examinations at the two locations,
condition and riding quality surveys were performed,
interviews with knowledgeable individuals were conducted, and records pertaining to construction,
maintenance, and traffic loads were examined. The
information from the field trips and subsequent research is presented in this paper.
It should be recognized that this was a relatively small study. Obviously, it would have been
desirable to have collected more detailed measurements and to have conducted a more complete study.
Unfortunately, these were not possible within the
limited scope, and no attempt is being made to claim
absolutely conclusive results about these roadways.
Conclusive findings would require considerably more
expensive research efforts than those that were undertaken. Nevertheless, this study (which was based
on a well-founded set of engineering observations)
and other recent studies (3,4) support realistic
conclusions regarding the effect of vehicle load on
pavement damage.

DESCRIPTION AND RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF THE
CONDITION OF THE B/W PARKWAY AND
NEARBY PAVEMENTS
The purpose of this section is to summarize all
pertinent information collected relative to the design, construction, and performance of the B/W Parkway. Additional information was also collected from
one other roadway section on I-495 to help provide a
basis for comparison.
The sources of the information collected were
primarily from FHWA and the u.s. Park Service: however, some pertinent data were also obtained from
the Maryland Department of Transportation (DOT) •

B/W Parkway
The B/W Parkway is a segment of a four-lane divided
highway between Washington, D.C., and Baltimore,
Maryland. The parkway is approximately 19 miles
long, extending from just east of Jessup, Maryland
(near the intersection with MD-175), south to the
Washington, D.C., line. By definition, the B/W Parkway is restricted against truck traffic, although
buses and mail trucks are allowed to use it.
The original pavement structure of the B/W Parkway was designed and built by the Bureau of Public
Roads (now the FHWA) between 1951 and 1954. It con-
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sists of an 8-in. jointed-concrete pavement reinforced with wire mesh. The spacing between each of
the joints is 60 ft, and dowel bars were used to
p;;ovide load transfer across these joints. The entire length of this portland cement concrete (PCC)
pavement is supported by a minimum of 11 in. of
granular subbase material. The course aggregate used
in the concrete mix is what is known locally as
"Prince George's aggregate," which has a high sulfate content and an apparent high coefficient of
thermal expansion.
The B/W Parkway was originally designed to provide access to several federal agencies in the area
(and not to provide access to Baltimore). The facility was not designed for truck traffic or for the
average daily traffic (ADT) volumes now being carried.

selected based on economics and an effort to minimize subsequent reflection cracking.
Considerable maintenance and repair were carried
out on the original pavement before placement of the
overlay. According to overlay construction plans and
the recollection of FHWA personnel, this maintenance
was primarily joint repair in the form of full-depth
hot-mix patching.
However,
some full-depth PCC
patching and PCC slab replacement was also performed. Records on the frequency of these joint repairs were apparently not kept, but recollection
indicates that it was extensive. The cause of this
extensive maintenance and the reason for the overlay
is primarily related to the choice of a poor aggregate coupled with the long joint spacingi it is not
a direct function of traffic.
Condition and Performance of HMAC Overlay

Maintenance
The U.S. Park Service has always been responsible
for carrying out maintenance on the B/W Parkway.
Unfortunately, recent poor budgets have frequently
resulted in a policy of deferring routine maintenance (i.e., joint and crack sealing). For example,
the budget for 1983 was only $307 ,000, which must
also be used for snow removal. (The 1982 cost for
snow removal was approximately $50,000.)

The following observations and comments relative to
the current condition and performance of the HMAC
overlay constructed on the B/W Parkway in 1975-1976
are based on a recent inspection and condition survey of the facility.
1. Above every joint in the original pavement is
a moderate to 'severe width (0.25- to 0.50-in.) reflection crack in the HMAC overlay. This is shown in
Figure 1. In many cases excessive horizontal movements of the underlying slab have resulted in a

Initial Performance
The personal recollections of several individuals
interviewed indicated that problems with roughness
and distress at many of the joints on the parkway
began in the early 1960s, less than 10 years after
initial construction. This observation was verified
by the examination of a condition survey report prepared in 1965. This survey indicated that partial
joint distress (an indication of future deterioration) was prevalent. The survey also indicated that
more than 100 full 24-ft-width pavement blowups had
occurred in the 36 miles of the two-lane pavement. A
blowup (or joint compression failure) is primarily
the result of temperature-change-related horizontal
slab movements, which cause slabs to butt against
each other with such force that joint crushing occurs. The likelihood of a blowup is increased by the
use of an expansive-type coarse aggregate (such as
the Prince George's type used in the concrete mix on
the B/W Parkway). Favorable conditions for blowups
will also develop when a loss of joint sealant occurs and incompressible materials (such as sand and
dirt) fill the voids.

F1GURE 1 Reflection crack in HMAC overlay, B/W Parkway.

Traffic Estimates
Traffic on the B/W Parkway
per day in 1956 and has
74,000 vehicles per day in
an arithmetic growth rate
year.

was about 24,000 vehicles
grown linearly to about
1980. This corresponds to
of almost 9 percent per

HMAC Overlay Construction
Between 1976 and 1977 the entire length of the B/W
Parkway (19 miles) was overlaid with hot-mix asphalt concrete (HMAC), which consisted of 2.5 in. of
binder and 0.75 in. of an open-graded surface/wearing course. Personnel at the FHWA office that designed the overlay stated that it was placed to improve the riding quality of the road and not to
provide structural rehabilitation. The thickness was

"hump" above the joint, as shown in Figure 2. The
hump is probably the result of some type of joint
distress in the underlying slab. It is difficult to
detect this visually, but it can be easily felt when
riding across it in an automobile. If not for the
roughness generated by these humps, the riding quality of the pavement would be high [AASHO present
serviceability index (PSI) estimated at 4.0].
2. In cases where there are likely underlying
full-depth hot-mix patches in the original joint
area, there are two cracks at the surface (Figure
3). Between these two cracks a heave of material
will generally be found that is most likely the result of the shoving of the hot-mix patch, which occurs as the long PCC slabs expand during warm
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HMAC OVERLAY

ORIGINAL
PCC SLAB

SU BBASE

FIGURE 2 Illustration of probable joint condition beneath
humps in overlay.

difference in color, it was easy to distinguish between these two types of aggregate.
The trap rock section is located between the University Boulevard and the New Hampshire Boulevard
exits. The other two segments examined are located
on either side of this middle trap rock section and
were constructed using the Prince George's type concrete coarse aggregate. Other then some surface deterioration, such as aggregate polishing and wheel
track wear, the trap rock section exhibited almost
no signs of distress in either the eastbound or
westbound lanes (see Figure 5). However, the sections on either side definitely showed the effects
of the poor coarse aggregate used. The western segment exhibited considerable amounts of joint failures, cracking, and cold-mix patching at the joints
(see Figure 6). The eastern section, which extends
to the interchange at the B/W Parkway, exhibited the
more costly full-depth PCC patching in all three
outside lanes in both eastbound and westbound directions (see Figure 7). It should be noted that all
three of these segments consist of eight lanes in
which the inner lane was constructed more recently
than the original structure.

FIGURE 3 Heave of material above underlying hot-mix patch.

HEAVE
CRACK

L . . CRACK

HMAC OVERLAY

HOT-MIX PATCH

SLAB
EXPANSION
PRESSURE

ORIGINAL
PCC SLAB

FIGURE 5 Capitol Beltway (1-495), middle section constructed
with Prince George's coarse aggregate.

SUBBASE

FIGURE 4 Illustration of heave mechanism.
weather (see Figure 4). Because of its width, this
heave has an even greater detrimental effect on riding quality.
3. The roughness from these humps and heaves in
the HMAC overlay occur throughout the length of the
B/W Parkwayi however, they are most severe in the
sections close to the Capitol Beltway (I-495).

Cap i to l Beltway
To provide evidence of the relative poor quality
Prince George's coarse aggregate used in the concrete mix on the B/W Parkway, the current condition
of nearby portions of the Capitol Beltway (I-495)
were examined, in which two different types of
coarse aggregate were used--the Prince George's aggregate and a type of trap rock. Because of their

FIGURE 6 Capitol Beltway (I-495), western section constructed
with Prince George's coarse aggregate.
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of ConnDOT. The facility is approximately 40 miles
long.
The orig i nal pavement structure of the par kway
consists of 8 in. of jointed reinforced-concrete
pavement on top of from 12 to 24 in. of subbase
(depending on whether in earth or rock cut) • The
original pavement was built in four diffe r ent segments between 1938 and 1940.
Pavement Resurfacing
Actual historical construction records for the varionw · resarraotng projects on the Merrtt:t: Parkway fas

FIGURE 7 Capitol Beltway (1-495), eastern section constructed
with Prince George's coarse aggregate.

DESCRIPTION AND RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF THE
CONDITION OF THE MERRITT PARKWAY
AND NEARBY PAVEMENTS
The purpose of this section is to summarize all the
pertinent information collected relative to the design, construction, and performance of the Merritt
Parkway along Route 15 in Connecticut. To provide a
basis for the evaluation and comparison of parkways
(which only carry automobile traffic) and normal
highways (which carry both automobile and truck
traffic), pertinent information is also provided for
sections of. roadway adjacent or close to the Merritt
Parkway. These additional highway sections include
I-95 (between the New York State line and Housatonic
River Bridge), I-91 (between Wallingford and Rocky
Hill), and the Wilbur Cross Parkway (along Route 15,
north of the Merritt Parkway). With the exception of
the condition surveys performed by the authors, the
primary sources of the data collected were from the
Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT)
and some records obtained from the American Trucking
Associations.

Merritt Parkway
The Merritt Parkway is a section of four-lane highway located in Connecticut between the New York
State line and the Housatonic River Bridge. Like
most parkways, the Merritt Parkway has almost always
had a restriction against truck traffic (although
some truck traffic was allowed during World War II) •
The design, construction, and maintenance of the
Merrit t Par kway has alway s been the r espons ibility

well as for every highway in the state) are buried
i n the archives o f the diffe r e nt connDOT distric t
offices. Because of the extensive effort that would
have been required to piece it together, an actual
overlay construction h i story of the Merritt Parkway
could not be established as a part of this study.
Suffice it t o say that, with the exception of the
pavement areas adjacent to toll booths, the entire
parkway has been r e surfaced at least once with HMAC
overlays. According to availabl e inf ormation and
history obtained from the American Trucking Associations, the earliest HMAC resurfacing project was 4.5
mi l es l ong and occurr ed in 1956 , 18 years after the
original pavement had been opened to traffic. Scaling of the original PCC surface resulting from excessive use of s a l t (i n de- icing oper a t i ons ) wa s
identified as the reason for resurfacing.
According to ConnDOT personnel, however, most of
the overlays on the Merritt Parkway (all of which
were HMAC ) wer e construct ed in the early 1970s , some
30 years after initial construction. ConnDOT personnel pointed out that these overlays were required to
alleviate the problems associated with surface deterioration and wheel track wear in the original
concrete surface, and were not intended for structural rehabilitation. The y furth e r ide ntified th e
use of studded snow tires (which began in the early
1960s) as the primary reason for the PCC surface
deterioration problems. It was suggested that the
use of studded tires, combined with the fact that
the parkway does not have shoulders (which has resulted in a channeling effect on traffic), may explain why wheel track wear and d !stress have been
such problems.
Studies and reports by ConnDOT (2_,~) definitely
demonstr a t e t he de t e r ior a ting e ff e ct o f studded snow
tires on pavement surfaces. Field measurements in
Connecticut indicated that PCC wear rates were 0.08
in. per million studded tire vehicle passes. (Data
presented from Minnesota indicated that this rate
was roughly twice as high for bituminous surface) •
Photographs (see Figure 8) taken in the toll booth
areas (which have not been overlaid) illustrate the
extent of this type of surface deterioration. [It is
also useful to note that these and other photographs
in this area (see Figure 9) indicate little other
distress in the original PCC pavement, providing
evidence that it is indeed still structurally sound.]
According to ConnDOT personnel, the policy for
overlays on the parkway has been to place 2 in. of
HMAC if the extent of surface deterioration dictated
it. This is comparable to their policy of using 2.5
in. of HMAC on truck-trafficked roads if the ADT is
less than 50 , 000 and 3.0 in. if the ADT is greater
than 50,000.
Traffic Estimates
ADT estimates obtained from ConnDOT for the Merritt
Parkway vary considerably, depending on the location
along the facility. In 1980 the ADT at a point near
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related to surface deterioration from studded tire
use. The distress takes the form of slight to moderate rutting, raveling, pop-outs, and both large and
small areas where skin patching had been accomplished to repair surface distress (see Figures 10
and 11). It was also evident that many of the overlaid bridge decks required considerable maintenance
in the form of small skin patches.

FIGURE 8 Wheel track wear and surface deterioration on Merritt
Parkway, Greenwich toll station.

FIGURE IO Surface deterioration and raveling on HMAC overlay,
Merritt Parkway.

FIGURE 9 Structural condition of PCC pavement on Merritt
Parkway at Greenwich toll station.

the New York State line was approximately 23,000
vehicles per day, whereas at a point on the opposite
end (near Trumbull) it was 42,000 vehicles per day.
Most of the traffic on the Merritt Parkway has
certainly been automobiles i however, the facility
has not been completely free of truck traffic. According to ConnDOT personnel there has been at least
one occasion (during World War II) when the truck
restriction was lifted. They had no information,
however, as to how long or how many trucks were carried, although they estimate that the number was
probably small.

FIGURE 11 Full lane width skin patching to repair surface
deterioration along Merritt Parkway.

Condition and Performance Observations
Based on both a windshield survey and a study of the
condition surveys of the Merritt Parkway, the following observations and comments can be made.
1. The roadway is completely overlaid (with the
exception of the toll booth areas) , and the older
overlay sections do display significant amounts of
distress and maintenance. All the longitudinal and
transverse cracking observed, however, appeared to
be related to the reflection of horizontal movements
in the underlying joint. Some edge longitudinal
cracking was also observed, which is probably related to the fact that the parkway has no shoulders.
2. In addition to environmentally induced reflection cracking, a considerable amount of distress
in the HMAC overlays was observed, which is probably

3. The riding quality of the parkway was basically good (AASHO PSI estimated at 3.0 to 3.5).
There were some areas of recent overlay construction
in which the riding quality was excellent (PSI of
4.0 to 4.2). There were also those sections that had
large areas of maintenance and skin patching, in
which the riding quality was poor (PSI of 2.5). The
riding quality was also poor at many of the bridge
decks and approaches, where considerable amounts of
level-up patching and surface repair had been accomplished.
4. As a final note about the condition of the
parkway, no signs of faulting were observed. All the
reflection cracking observed is most likely attributable to the horizontal rather than vertical movements of the underlying PCC slabs, because there
were no signs of pumping or loss of support. This
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was fu r ther demonst r ated by the good t r ansition in
riding quality across the joints and examination of
the joints in the concrete slabs around the toll
booth s.
Interstate 95
The segment of I-95 examined as a part of this study
is south of and roughly parallel to the Merritt
Parkway (between the New York State line and the
Housatonic River Bridge). The original pavement
suuerure ?>aslcally con"!ftau; M 10 rn. of 16lnt:M
reinforced-concrete pavement with a varying depth of
subbase. The pavement was constructed mostly in
1958-1959; however, one short section was built in
1954.
Based on both a windshield survey and a study of
the condition surveys of I-95 between the New York
State line and West Haven, the following observations and comments can be made.
1. The pavement is largely overlaid with RMAC ;
however, there are some sections in both the eastbound and westbound lanes that consist only of the
original PCC structure.
2. In areas where the original PCC surface has
not been overlaid, several different types of distress were observed, including surface defects (s uc h
as polishing, wheel track wear, scaling, raveling,
and potholes), faulting, joint deficiencies (such as
spalling, creeping, and loss of sealant material) ,
and cracking (primarily single t ransve r se, bu t also
some D-cracking and corner breaks) • Some of these
distress manifestations are shown in Figures 12 and
13. Some lane separation at longitudinal joints and
sizable amounts of cold- mix patching and full-depth
joint repair were also observed. Faulting (both at
transverse cracks and joints), however, was identified as the primary distress problem in these nonoverlaid sections. Overall, the riding quality of
these original PCC sections was poor (AASHO PSI estimated at 2.5).
3. Concerning the HMAC overlaid sections, the
overall riding quality was relatively good (AASHO
PSI estimated at 3.5). However, condition surveys
did indicate some of the same signs of surface wear
exhibited on the Merritt Parkway (i.e., wheel track
wear, raveling, scaling, and skin patching) that
were associated with the use of studded snow tires.
4. As part of its overall road inventory program , ConnDOT conducts pavement serviceability rat-

FIGURE 13 Severe faulting in outside lanes of PCC pavement
along 1-95, Housatonic River Bridge.

ings to augment its yearly pavement serviceability
log. Th e state wide summary of the log presents objective ratings (on a 1 to 9 scale) for five different categories of pavement condition: cracking,
distortion, disintegration, drainage, and riding
quality. For regions (such as the toll booth areas)
that still exhibit the original PCC surface, this
summary l og prov i des the basis for an objective comparison between the performance of truck-trafficked
roads and roads that carry only automobile traffic.
The data in Table 1 represent an excerpt from the
1981 log in which the ratings were performed at
three different toll stations, one on the Merritt
Parkway and two on I-95. Obviously, there is a definite difference between the ratings for automobileonly versus mixed-traffic roads. With the exception
of drainage, the scores for the parkway station are
excellent compared with those on I-95.
Wilbur Cross Parkway and Berlin Turnpike
Another case provided by ConnDOT, which i ,l lustrates
the difference in performance between trµck-loaded
roads and those that carry automobile traffic only,
are adjacent sections of Route 15 (the Berlin Turnpike) and the Wilbur Cross Parkway.
1. Both sections have the same cross section ( 8
in. of jointed reinforced-concrete pavement) • The
Wilbur Cross Parkway was constructed in 1946-1947
and the Berlin Turnpike was constructed in 1942.
2. ~he Wilbur Cross Parkway has carried no truck
traffic, but the Berlin Turnpike has.
3. According to connDOT personnel, the Berlin
Turnpike has had considerable problems associated
with higher edge deflections (i.e., pumping, corner
breaks). In fact, one 0.8-mile section of the turnpike had to be reconstructed in 1954 because of its
deteriorated condition . Since then the entire length
of the turnpike has been overlaid and has also required a considerable amount of ConnDOT's "skid-box"
skin patch maintenance treatment.
4. Conversely,
the adjacent section of the
Wilbur Cross Parkway has performed extremely well.
In fact, at an age of 35 years, parts of it have yet
to be rehabilitated.

Interstate 91

FIGURE 12 Structural condition of PCC pavement along 1-95,
Norwalk toll station.

In examining the c ondition of I-91 between New Haven
and Hartford, a marked difference between the condi-
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TABLE 1 ConnDOT Ratings for Original PCC Pavement Structures
Cracking

EB
Merritt Parkway, Greenwich toll station
1-95
Greenwich toll station
Norwalk toll station

WB

Distortion

Disintigration

rm

EB

8
4
4

WB
8

4
5

4
5

4
4

4
4

Riding
Quality

Drainage

WB

EB

8

8

4
4

6
7

WB

7
7

EB

WB

8

8
5
6

Note: EB= eastbound and WB =westbound.

t ion and performance of the northbound and southbound lanes was observed in areas that had not been
overlaid. The northbound lanes exhibited a considerable amount of concrete patching, faulting, and
roughness (especially in the outside lane), whereas
the southbound lanes exhibited almost none. Furthermore, a much greater percentage of the northbound
lanes had been overlaid. Not surprisingly, W-4
loadometer tables from ConnDOT indicate that in 1979
the split between 18-kip equivalent single-axle
loads was 61 to 39 percent (northbound over southbound). Figures from 1981 indicated a 65 to 35 percent split (northbound over southbound),

DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In the previous sections detailed observations on
the parkways and nearby Interstate h ighways in the
Baltimore/Wa shing ton area and in Connectic ut were
presented. It should be noted that these were not
designed experiments, and detailed follow-up investigations have not been carried out. However, significant comparative information does emerge that
sheds light on the question of damage caused by
truck loading versus damage caused by automobile
loading.

serious deterioration. Furthermore, the turnpike has
since been completely overlaid. conversely, adjacent sections of the Wilbur Cross Parkway [which
have the same cross section and were constructed
only 4 to 5 years later (1946 and 1947)] have performed extremely well, with portions still consisting of only the original structure.
4. The ConnDOT policy for parkway overlays is 2
in, of HMAC, which has historically only been required to remedy surface deterioration. This compares with a typical 2.5- to 3-in. HMAC overlay
policy that has been used to provide structural rehabilitation on roads carrying truck traffic. Th i s
indicates that practical eng i neering experience dictates more significant repairs for roads subjected
to truck traffic,
5, Examination of
loadometer data for
I-91
(northbound versus southbound) indicate that the
percentage of truck traffic split was 61 to 39 (in
terms of equivalent axle loads) in 1979 and 65 to 35
in 1981. Correspondingly, observation of the pavement condition at this time clearly indicates that
significantly more rehab i litation, full-depth patching, pavement distress, damage, and deterioration
exists in the northbound lanes than in the southbound lanes. This is further accentuated by the fact
that this distress and the maintenance observed was
confined to the outside lane, where most trucks
travel.

Connecticut Highways
1. The primary difference observed between the
condition of the Merritt Parkway and the parallel
section of I-95 is that the I-95 section exhibited
considerable amounts of faulting, particularly in
the outside lane, whereas none could be detected on
the Merritt Parkway. Faulting is a severe form of
pavement damage characterized by rough rides and
accelerated pavement deterioration. The difference
in this condition between the two facilities was
particularly apparent in comparisons between unoverlaid sections (primarily around toll booth areas
where faulting, cracking, and patching were more
prominent on I-95),
2. The primary reason for overlays on the
Merritt Parkway was identified by ConnDOT personnel
as the presence of excessive wheel track wear and
surface deterioration. The use of studded tires combined with channelized parkway traffic because of a
lack of shoulders was identified as the primary
cause of this deterioration . These same personnel
also noted that the reason for overlays on I-95 was
primarily to provide structural rehabilitation and
increased load-carrying capacity for a worn-out
pavement exhibiting both moderate and severe distress manifestations.
3. A comparison of adjacent sections of the
Wilbur Cross Parkway (no trucks) and the Berlin
Turnpike (normal truck traffic) provides more information relative to the effects of truck traffic.
Portions of the Berlin Turnpike (constructed in
1942) had to be reconstructed in 1954 because of

To summarize the observations in Connecticut,
rehabilitation has been accomplished on all highways, regardless of traffic, but it appears that,
both in terms of practical and engineering judgments, far more damage has been sustained by those
highways carrying truck traffic than by the parkways. Furthermore, it appears apparent that the
damage to the parkways has been significantly associated with studded tires, which are now banned and
are no longer affecting the roads. Thus this type of
damage has now decreased, and continued observation
of the highway system might well reveal that damage
in future years would be even more greatly associated with truck than with automobile traffic,

Baltimore/Washi ngton Highway s
An earlier section of this paper presented the description and recent condition survey observations
of the B/W Parkway and the nearby Capitol Beltway.
The findings may be summarized as follows.
1. The primary cause of damage on the B/W Parkway appears to be caused by the unfortunate combination of a 60-ft joint opacing and the uoe of an
expansive concrete aggregate known locally as Prince
George's aggregate. The effects of this combination
are excess horizontal movements at slab ends that
ultimately resulted in compression failures, blowups, full-depth patching at the joints during the
life of the original structure, and severe reflec-
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tion cracking and hot-mix patch heaving since overlay construction.
2. Because of the use of different types of cono:.-e t e aggregate on adjacent sections of the nearby
Capitol Beltway (I-495), a comparison of their performance was possible. The section between University Boulevard and New Hampshire Boulevard was constructed with a trap rock concrete aggregate,
whereas the sections both east and west of this
middle section were constructed with the same Prince
George's type aggregate used on the B/W Parkway. The
section wi th the trap rock aggregate exhibited little or no signs of distress, whereas the sections on
either side exhibited significant effects of the poor
aggregate in terms of pavement condition. Specifically, the western section exhibited considerable
amounts of joint failures, cracking, and patching.
The eastern section exhibited even more costly fulldepth PCC patching. In both cases the poor condition
of the joints appeared across all lanes, except for
locations where there was a recently constructed
inside lane.
In summary, although not as easy to sort out and
as conclusive as the observations in Connecticut,
the observations in the Baltimore/Washington area
still indicate that pavement damage is greater when
associated with mixed truck and automobile traffic
than with automobile traffic alone. The relative
effects of traffic on the pavements studied are certainly masked to some degree, however, by the poor
materials involved in construction and a poor selection of jo i nt spacing.

tive costs are not possible within the limits of
this study, the results are more than adequate to
refute recent claims by industry representatives
concerning the effects of truck traffic on the nation's highways.
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Overlay Thickness Design for Flexible Pavement
MICHAEL S. MAMLOUK and BOUTROS E. SEBAALY

ABSTRACT

An overlay design method for flexible pavement is presented in which both functional
and structural types of performance are considered. The method relates the overlay
thickness to various types of failure of the
overlaid pavement, such as fatigue and lowtemperature cracking, rutting, and roughness. The viscoelastic, plastic, and fatigue
properties of the pavement materials are
considered. The computer program OVERLAY is
developed by modifying the FHWA program
VESYS-3-A in order to determine the optimum
overlay thickness. The method provides a
probabilistic solution and allows for the
use of different material properties for
different seasons. The use of the method is
verified by determining the required overlay
thicknesses for two typical pavement conditions under typical traffic volumes, material properties, and environmental conditions. The use of the method is justified in
view of the rising cost of pavement rehabilitation.

An important part of the U.S. infrastructure is the
highway system. The unfortunate fact is that the
system is deteriorating in many areas of the country
at an alarming rate. New rationally based methods
should be developed to upgrade the performance of
the existing highway system.
The performance of the overlaid flexible pavement is a function of various distress types such as
fatigue cracking, rutting, and roughness. Fatigue
cracking is usually controlled by the magnitude of
the repeated tensile strain at the bottom of the
asphalt-bound layer (_!,_£) • On the other hand, rutting is assumed to be controlled by the subgrade
strain (_l,_!), stresses in the other layers (5), or
the strain in the asphalt-bound layer (3) :--- Most
methods of overlay design, however, limit the performance of the overlaid pavement to a single design factor such as fatigue cracking, rutting, or
roughness. Therefore, each method makes the assumption that, if the specific design factor being considered is adequately controlled, other forms of
distress or performance will also be controlled (1).
Other methods of overlay thickness design are based
on observations and correlations developed for specific pavements that do not necessarily represent
pavements under other conditions. These methods are
usually restricted to material types,, traffic characteristics, and environmental conditions considered
in the original investigations.
The performance of highway pavement can be separated into two main parts: functional and structural. Functional performance describes how well the
pavement serves the user, whereas structural performance is related to the ability of the pavement to
sustain the load. Although the two types of performance are related, there is currently no welldefined relationship between structural distress and
functional performance (_!) • It is important to de-

velop an overlay design method that considers both
functional and structural types of performance and
relates the overlay thickness to various types of
pavement failure during the useful life of the overlay. It is also important to consider the realistic
behavior of pavement materials, such as the viscoelastic and plastic properties of various layers and
the variation of these properties, and not simply
assume linear elastic behavior with one set of deterministic conditions.

OVERLAY THICKNESS
The overlay thickness design method suggested herein
evaluates the required overlay thickness, assuming
that a decision has been previously taken to provide
an overlay. The method considers the functional as
well as the structural types of pavement performance. In other words, the trends of the common
failure types--cracking, rutting, and roughness--are
evaluated throughout the expected useful life of the
overlay. The method is based on obtaining an overlay
thickness that provides a serviceability index (SI)
at the end of the design life of the overlay equal
to or higher than a predetermined limiting SI value.
The AASHO SI limits Ci> or other arbitrary values
can be used for this purpose.
In this study the pavement serviceabili tv under
various conditions is determined by using the VESYS3-A computer program developed by FHWA in cooperation with other agencies (7). The current version of
this program considers the viscoelastic material
properties as well as the plastic and fatigue properties. The program can handle up to seven pavement
layers, which can further be increased within the
available computer storage memory. In this i:>rogram
strain and deflection responses are computed and
used in conjunction with other criteria to predict
pavement distress in terms of fatigue as well as
low-temperature cracking, rutting, and roughness.
Fatigue cracking is predicted by using a probabilistic Minor's hypothesis. The criterion for fatigue cracking is based on fatigue resulting from
the tensile strain at the bottom of the asphaltbound layer. It is given as
(1)

where
increment to the crack index resulting
from a repetition of loads in the qth
incremental analysis period,
number of axle loads applied to the
pavement in the qth incremental
analysis period, and
number of loads to failure under
temperature and strain conditions
of the qth time intervali that is,
(2)

where R7 is the radial strain response,
K2q are material fatigue properties.

and

Klq and

The crack index at any time is obtained by the
summation of the incremental crack indices for pre-
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FIGURE 1 Load pulse and pavement
deflection response at the nth
repetition ( 7 ).

DEPTH OF CRACK

DEPTH OF CRACK

INITIATION

INITIATION

vious incremental analys i s periods . A crack is initiated at the bottom of the asphalt-bound layer when
the expected value of the crack index equals one.
The expected area cracked in square feet per 1,000
square feet is further calculated Ill .
Rut depth is determined by using viscoelasticplastic layer theory and repeated load laboratory
testing . The wheel load is represented by a haversine pulse, whereas the flexible pavement deflection
response curve caused by the nth load repetition
takes t he form s hown in Figure 1 !ll· The permanent
deformation is represented for each incremental
analysis period as

FINAL

INCREASE

SI

110

OVERLAY
THICKNESS

OVERLAY THICKNESS

FIGURE 2 Flow diagram for the OVERLAY computer program.

(3)

where

f (n)

permanent deformation at load
repetition n,
deflection response of pave.men t
surface as a func tion of l oad
duration and temperature, and
monotonically decreasing function of
the number of previously applied
loads.

The integration of Equation 3 for various layers
over the expected number of load repetitions yields
the accumulated rut dept h . Therefore, the rut depth
is the summation of the permanent deformations of
all layers.
On the other hand, slope variance occurs because
of the accumulated deformation along the longitudinal profile of the roadway wheelpath, which is
assumed to differ because of the randomness of
loads, materials, and construction practices. Cracking, rutting, and slope variance are used to def:ne
the pavement performance in terms of the life history of the present serviceability index (PSI). The
AASHO definition of PSI is used as follows:
PSI

= PSI I

on deteriorated flexible pavements. The VESYS-3-A
package, which consists of a main program and a number of subroutines, was included as a part of the
OVERLAY program. In this case the original VESYS-3-A
main program was converted to a subroutine after
minor modifications. During operation the OVERLAY
program calls the VESYS subroutine, which in turn
interactively calls other subroutines. The program
requires the input of the existing layer thicknesses,
material properties of the existing layers and the
overlay, traffic data, pavement conditions, and environmental conditions, which are summarized as follows:
l. Number of existing layers and layer thicknesses;
2. Properties of materials for each layer, including the overlay, under various environmental

in.

ASPHALT COii CRETE OVERLAY

in .

ASPHALT CONCRETE SURFACE

8 in.

CRUSHED STONE BASE

12 in.

SILTY SAND SUBBASE

Semi-

SILTY CLAY SUBGRADE

- l.91 log (1 + SV) - O.Ol IC

- 1.38 (RT)

2

(4)

where
PSII = initial serviceability index,
sv
slope variance (10 6 radians),
C
area cracked (ft 2 /l,OOO ft 2 ) , and
RT= rut depth (in.).
A new computer program (OVERLAY) is developed in
this study to select the optimum overlay thickness

infinite

FIGURE 3 Pavement materials and layer
thicknesses.
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TABLE 1 Material Properties of Asphalt-Bound Layers at Various Seasons When the
Existing Surface Layer is Uncracked
Season

Material Properties
Modulus (psi)
Poisson's ratio
Fatigue properties

K1
K2
Permanent deformation properties
µ

°'

Winter
(40°F)"

Spring
(60°F)"

Summer
(85°F)"

Fall
(70°F)"

1,100,000
0.35

400,000
0.35

100,000
0.35

250,000
0.35

0.158 x 10- 4
2.94

0,155 x 10· 3
2.89

0.284
2.81

0.04
0.75

0.07
0.75

0.10
0.75

X

10-I

0.932 x 10· 3
2.86
0.08
0.75

Note: For the detailed testing procedure, refer to Kenis (7).
3

Temperature values are the mean temperatures during various seasons.

TABLE 2 Material Properties of Base, Suhhase, and Suhgrade

EVALUATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Material Properties

Base

Sub base

Subgrade

Modulus (psi)
Poisson's ratio
Permanent deformation properties
µ

30,000
0.40

15,000
0.40

4,000
0.45

0.04
0.75

0.05
0.75

0.06
0.65

The use of the overlay thickness design method described herein requires the knowledge of various material properties for all layers such as moduli,
Poisson's ratios, permanent deformation properties,
and fatigue properties of the asphalt-bound layer.
Because there is no adequate evidence that nondestructive testing of pavement can provide the necessary material properties, these properties have to
be determined in the laboratory. Detailed laboratory
procedures for the evaluation of the required material properties are discussed elsewhere <2.l.
It should be noted that the practical values of
overlay thickness vary in increments of 0.5 in.
Therefore, the overlay thickness is not sensitive to
minor changes in some material properties. Consequently, the method can be simplified by assuming
some typical material properties based on the types
of materials instead of on extensive laboratory
testing. The user can also neglect some failure
modes if previous experience indicates that they are
not significant for the specific pavement in question. Attention should be also exercised in evaluating the modulus and permanent deformation properties
of the existing asphalt-bound layer if cracks are
present. Obviously, when the severity of the cracks
increases, the material properties change. Therefore, the material properties of the cracked asphalt-bound layer vary between the properties of
uncracked asphalt-bound layers and the properties of
the base material, depending on the severity of the
cracks.

°'

Note: For the detailed testing procedure, refer to Kenis (7).

conditions; the material properties are summarized
as follows: (a) moduli and Poisson's ratio for all
layers, (b) fatigue properties of the asphalt-bound
layer, (c) permanent deformation properties for all
layers, and (d) coefficients of variation of the material properties for all layers;
3. Pavement condition before overlay, including
the cracking class (,!!);
4. Traffic data in the different seasons, which
include (a) expected daily 18-kip equivalent axle
loads (EALs) in the design lane throughout the design life of the overlay and (b) tire pressure and
radius of tire imprint;
5. Environmental conditions such as the mean
temperatures for various seasons;
6. Initial SI after overlaying and limiting SI
at the end of the overlay design life; and
7. Desired design life of the overlay.
The OVERLAY computer program evaluates the trend
in the individual types of pavement failure after
overlaying and combines them by using the serviceability equation. During the evaluation of fatigue
cracking, the condition of pavement before overlaying is considered. If no cracks exist in the old
pavement, the depth at which the cracks may start
after overlaying is assumed to be at the bottom of
the old asphalt-bound layer. On the other hand, if
the old surface is extensively cracked
[AASHO
classes 2 or 3(8)], the potential cracks after overlaying are assumed to start at the bottom of the
overlay.
An initial minimum overlay thickness of 0.5 in.
is assumed, and the SI is calculated and compared
with the predetermined limiting SI value. If the SI
value at the end of the design life is equal to or
larger than the limiting SI value, the overlay
thickness is taken as the assumed value. If the SI
condition is not satisfied, the overlay thickness is
increased by an increment of 0. 5 in. and the SI is
computed. This process is repeated until the SI condition is satisfied. A flow diagram of the OVERLAY
computer program is shown in Figure 2.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES
A multilane primary road was constructed with four
layers and with material types and thicknesses as
shown in Figure 3. The material properties of the
different layers under different climatic conditions
are given in Tables 1 and 2. The old pavement is
rutted, and there are no cracks at the surface. The
initial 18-kip EAL is 1,000 with an expected traffic
growth rate of 3 percent. It is required to determine the overlay thickness so that it will last for
5 years.
The computer program OVERLAY was used to determine the required overlay thickness. In this example
the pavement system after overlaying consists of
five layers, where the overlay thickness is incrementally increased until the expected SI value at
the end of 5 years satisfies the SI limit (2.5 for
primary roads). Because the old surface layer is
uncracked, the potential cracks after overlaying are
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FIGURE 4 Fatigue cracking index versus age
for the two pavement conditions.
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assumed to start at the bottom of the old surface
layer. The results indicated that an overlay thickness of 1 in. is required to last for 5 years.
AnctheL example was done with the same conditions
as before, except that the existing pavement surface
is severely cracked (type 3 cracking) with a modulus
value of 38, 000 psi. In this case the potential
cracks after overlaying are assumed to start at the
bottom of the overlay. An overlay thickness of 1. 5
in. is needed in this case for a lifetime of 5 years.
The trends of the failure components--fatigue
cracking index, rut depth, and slope variance in the
two axamplas--ara shown in Figures 4-6. Also, the
change in SIS with age is shown in Figure 7. It
should be noted that these trends are not uniform
because of the change in material properties in
various seasons.

CONCLUSIONS
The overlay design method presented herein can consider both functional and structural types of pavement performance and can relate the overlay thickness to various types of pavement failure such as
cracking, rutting, and roughness during the design
life of the overlay. The method can consider the
realistic behavior of pavement materials such as
viscoelastic, plastic, and fatigue properties. In
this study the computer program OVERLAY has been
developed by modifying the FHWA computer program
VESYS-3-A in order to determine the optimum overlay
thickness. The method described he:rein allows for
the use of different material properties for different seasons, such as a brittle and stiff asphaltbound layer in the winter, a soft and plastic asphalt-bound layer in the summer, a weak subgrade
material during the spring-thaw season, and so
forth. Also, because the materials are not always
homogeneous, the method considers the random variation in the material properties. In addition, special considerations are available for the variation
in traffic loads and volumes such as the use of seasonal load limits during the spring-thaw period.
The use of the method is verified by determining
the required overlay thicknesses for two typical
pavement conditions under typical traffic volumes,
material properties, and environmental conditions.
Although the proposed method is sophisticated, its
use is justified in view of the escalating cost of
highway rehabilitation programs.

l/)

AGE (YEARS)

FIGURE 6 Slope variance versus age for the
two p~vement r.omlitionR.
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Nondestructive Testing of Pavements Using Surface Waves
SOHEIL NAZARIAN and KENNETH H. STOKOE II

ABSTRACT
A nondestructive method of determining the
moduli and thicknesses of pavement systems-the spectral-analysis-of-surface-waves (SASW)
method--was introduced in 1982. With this
method surface waves containing a wide range
in frequencies are generated in the pavement
system by impacting the surface. Propagation
of the waves through the system is monitored
with two receivers located on the pavement
surface. By analysis of the phase information
for each frequency determined between receivers, Rayleigh wave velocities and wavelengths
over the frequency range of interest are determined. Velocity versus wavelength information represents a dispersion curve that on
inversion gives Young's modulus profiles
along with the thicknesses of the layers. Advancements in the theoretical aspects of the
inversion method are presented in this
paper. A new, rigorous inversion technique
has been developed that is theoretically
based and eliminates many of the earlier
simplifying assumptions. The versatility and
accuracy of the new inversion technique is
illustrated by two series of tests that were
performed on two rigid pavement sections of
an airport runway with different cross-sectional profiles. In addition to being nondestructive, fast, and economical, the SASW
method is shown to be capable of detecting
thin layers in pavement systems with an accuracy of less than 0.5 in. and finding moduli within about 20 percent, based on comparisons with soil borings and crosshole
seismic tests at the same sites. In this
regard, no other nondestructive technique
has the power and versatility of this method.

Many major highways and airport runways are approaching the end of their serviceable lives. A
fast, economical, and precise method for evaluating
the properties of these pavements is necessary if
meaningful maintenance inspections are to be performed regularly or if overlays are to be designed
effectively. The most common nondestructive tests
(NDTs) being performed for these purposes are the
Dynaflect and the falling weight deflectometer. Although these tests are carried out quite rapidly in
situ, in-house data processing can be tedious, and
the final solutions are not unique. Another potential deficiency with these methods is that, although
a dynamic load is applied to the surface in the
field, static elastic theory is employed to reduce
the data. Under certain conditions, stress and
strain distributions in these dynamic tests can be
different from those assumed in the static analyses.
The latest developments in the spectral-analysisof-surface-waves (SASW) method are discussed herein.
The SASW method, which has been under development
for some time (1-4), is a nondestructive testing
technique that is -based on the theory of elastic
waves in a layered system. In addition to elastic
moduli, layer thicknesses can be determined precisely from the modulus profile. A brief overview of
the SASW testing technique is presented herein, followed by recent developments in data analysis that
are needed for achieving high-quality Young's modulus profiles and precise layer thicknesses. The
results of a case study on two rigid pavement sections using the rigorous data reduction technique
are presented to illustrate the value of the SASW
method. In conjunction with SASW tests, crosshole
seismic tests were performed at each site. Crosshole
tests are known as a precise way of determining the
stiffnesses of different layers at a site. Young's
modulus profiles obtained from these two tests are
in excellent agreement, as are the layer thicknesses
obtained from the SASW tests and borings.
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BACKGROUND
SASW Method
The SASW method is a new method of seismic testing
that is being developed for determining shear wave
velocity and shear modulus profiles at soil si tes
and Young's modulus profiles at pavement sites
(3, 4) . Evaluat ion of Young's modulus profiles at
pive-ment sites can be used in overlay design or material characterization (5) or the profiles can be
used indirectly as a tool-to control compaction during c o nst ruction <il . All testing is performed at
the g round s.u rface, and hence the procedure is nondestructive. The key point in SASW testing is generation and measurement of surface waves (Rayleigh
waves).
The source is simply a transient vertical impact
on the pavement surface. The impact generates a
group of Rayleigh waves (R-waves) of various frequencies. Two vertical receivers, located on the
surface, are used to monitor the propagation of
Rayleigh wave energy past them. The output from the
receivers is simultaneously captured and recorded on
a Fourier spectral analyzer. With the Fourier analyzer, the complicated transient waveforms are divided into a group of simple harmonic waveforms that
are analyzed to determine wave velocity and moduli.
The general configuration of the source, receivers, and recording device is shown in Figure la.
The common receivers midpoint (CRMPi geometry iii is
used for testing. With this geometry, the two receivers are moved away from an imaginary centerline

midway between the receivers at an equal pace, and
the source is moved such that the distance between
the source and the near receiver is equal to the
distance between the two receivers. In addition, the
location of the source is reversed for each receiver
spacing so that forward and reverse profiles are
run. By averaging the forward and reverse profiles,
the effect of any internal phase between receivers
is eliminated. This testing sequence is shown in
Figure lb. As the method is still in research
stages, testing time at each site is approximately
30 min. However, after the testing procedure is
automated, the testing period will be only minutes,
and thus comparable with other NOT methods.
By analysis of phase information for each frequency determined between the two receivers, Rayleigh wave velocity, shear wave velocity, and eventually Young's modulus are determined. Rayleigh wave
velocity (VR) is constant in a homogeneous halfspace and is independent of frequency. Each frequency (f) has a corresponding wavelength (LR) according to
(1)

Rayleigh wave and shear wave velocities are related
by Poisson's ratio. The ratio of R-wave to s-wave
velocity varies slightly with Poisson's ratio but
can be assumed equal to O. 90 with an error of less
than 5 percent.
If the stiffness of a site varies with depth,
then the velocity of the Rayleigh wave will vary
with frequency. The variation of R-wave velocity
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FIGURE 1 Schematic of experimental arrangement for SASW tests.
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holes. A vertical impulse, which simultaneously activated the recording device, was then applied to
the source. The impulse was detected by receivers in
the other holes as the body waves passed. The source
consisted of a sampling tube attached to a 1-in.diameter rod. A vertical velocity transducer secured
to the rod just above the sampling tube served as
the trigger for the recording device. The receivers
consisted of three-dimensional velocity transducers.
A typical record detected with the vertical geophone at a distance of 3. 5 ft from the source is
shown in Figure 3a. The upper portion of the figure
is the impulse monitored by the source geophone. A
time delay was used at the beginning of the record
so that the triggering point could be easily distinguished (marked as I on the record). The lower
part of the figure shows the record of body waves
monitored by the vertical geophone. The direct Pand s-wave arrivals are marked by P and S, respectively. Shear and compressional travel times are
simply the time differences between point I and
points S or P, respectively. Although P-wave velocity can be identified on this record, it is preferred that this velocity be determined from a record obtained by using a transducer that is oriented
in the direction of propagation (i.e., a radial,
horizontal geophone). A typical travel time record
monitored with a radial, horizontal geophone is
shown in Figure 3b. The triggering time and direct
arrival of the P-wave are marked as I and P, respectively. The amplitude on the travel time record of
the P-wave is larger and easier to identify in Figure 3b than in Figure 3a because of the proper orientation of the receiver.
Propagation velocity is determined simply by dividing the distance between the source and receiver
by the travel time over this distance. Moduli and
Poisson's ratio are then determined according to
elastic theory as

with frequency (wavelength) is known as dispersion,
and a plot of velocity versus wavelength is called a
dispersion curve. The dispersion curve is constructed based on data collected in the field.
Inversion of the R-wave dispersion curve is the
procedure of determining the actual propagation velocities at different depths from the dispersion
curve. Inversion consists of determination of the
depth and shear wave velocity of each layer from the
R-wave velocity versus wavelength data. Inversion is
the most important stage in determining a meaningful
profile by the SASW method, and inversion is discussed in detail herein.

Crosshole Seismic Test
A second seismic test--the crosshole test--was used
in the field to develop independently modulus profiles to compare with the SASW results. The basic
concept of the crosshole test involves measurement
of body waves (compression and shear) propagating
along horizontal travel paths at different depths in
the medium. Propagation velocities at these depths
are calculated once travel times and distances have
been measured. By means of elastic theory, moduli of
each layer are then evaluated. The thicknesses of
the layers are determined from the borings used in
the crosshole test.
A schematic of the crosshole testing procedure
used at the pavement sites is shown in Figure 2. The
borehole array at each site consisted of three boreholes arranged in a linear array with approximately
3.5-ft spacing between adjacent boreholes. Each
borehole was advanced to the appropriate measurement
depth by using solid-stem augers. At each testing
depth the drilling operation was stopped and the
source was placed in the bottom of one hole. The receivers were located at the same depth in the other
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FIGURE 2 Crosshole testing technique used at runway sites.
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compression wave velocity,
shear wave velocity,
shear modulus,
Young's modulus or modulus of elasticity,
constrained modulus,
total unit weight of the material,
gravitational acceleration, and
Poisson's ratio.

Values of these parameters determined from seismic
measurements represent the material behavior at
small shearing strains, that is, strains less than
0.001 percent (7). In this strain range material behavior, particularly subgrade material, is typically
independent of strain amplitude.
A typical example of the variation in E with normal strain ( £) for subgrade is shown in Figure 4.
An undisturbed sample of unsaturated clay from San
Antonio, Texas, was tested by using the resonant
column method (_!!.) • The variation in E with log £

at several confining pressures is shown in Figure
4a. It is evident that, below strains of about 0,001
percent, E is constant and independent of strain at
each pressure.
The effect of strain on modulus is easily seen by
plotting
the
variation
of
normalized
modulus
(E/Emaxl with log £, as shown in Figure 4b. In
Figure 4b, E'.max is taken as the maximum value of
Young's modulus at each confining pressure and is
often termed the low-amplitude modulus or elastic
modulus. Note that Young's modulus is constant below
a strain of about 0. 001 percent and is equal to
E'.max· As such, any seismic measurement in which
modulus is measured at strains below about 0.001
percent
results
in
measurement
of
a
strainindependent modulus CF.max> • This is a beneficial
characteristic of seismic measurements in that different techniques, if properly performed, result in
essentially the same value of modulus, Emax• In
addition, if a normalized modulus versus strain
curve such as that shown in Figure 4b is available
for the material, then the reduced modulus in the
nonlinear range can be determined once Emax has
been measured seismically.
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EXPERIMENTS ON RIGID AIRPORT PAVEMENTS
The SASW method was used at two sites in the apron
area of Tyndall Air Force Base (AFB) near Panama
City, Florida, in June 1983. The method was used to
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determine the variation of in situ shear wave velocity and Young's modulus with depth for two pavement
systems. In conjunction with SASW testing, crosshole
tests were also performed as previously described.
The crosshole tests were conducted so that Young's
modulus profiles could be compared with those determined by SASW tests at each site.

Location
Two sites were tested in the apron area at Tyndall
AFB. An overview of the sites and the test locations
is shown in Figure 5. The apron consists of two different pavement sections constructed at different
times. Slabs A and B in Figure 5 correspond to old
and new pavements, respectively.
The old pavement, which was constructed during
the World War II era, consists of approximately 6
in. of unreinforced concrete underlain by sand. The
dimensions of individual slabs in this area are 10
ft by 15.5 ft. The new pavement, which was constructed recently, consists of approximately 10 in.
of unreinforced concrete underlain by approximately
4 in. of cement-treated base and then natural sand.
This area is divided by sawed joints into slabs
about 14.5 ft wide and 25.5 ft long. No significant
cracking was evident within the slabs tested at
either location.
Procedure
The testing procedure (shown in Figure 1) was carried out at each site. Vertical geophones with a
natural frequency of 4.5 Hz were used. Also, a
series of back-up data was collected at each site by
using geophones with a natural frequency of 2 Hz. In
the case of the old pavement, geophone spacings of
1, 2, 4, 8, 14, and 24 ft were used. The closer
spacings were used to sample near-surface material,
and the larger spacings were used to sample deeper
materials. As shallower depths correspond to higher
frequencies, a frequency range of O to 12,800 Hz was

selected for the geophone spacing of 1 ft. The upper
limit of this frequency range was then decreased as
the spacing increased to a final limit of 400 Hz at
the 24-ft spacing.
Geophone spacings used on the new pavement were
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 ft, and the frequency limits
were similar to those used at the old pavement. Different sources were also used with different geophone spacings. At close spacings (1 and 2 ft), a
small chisel and hammer were used. A claw hammer was
used for a spacing of 4 ft, and a 15-lb sledge hammer was used for spacings equal to or greater than 8
ft.
At each site the last receiver spacing was
greater than the length of the slab, and the geophones were located across joints. These joints had
a minor effect on the measurements because of the
low frequencies (long wavelengths) measured with
this spacing. As such, the wavelengths were significantly longer than the depth of the joints, causing
negligible disturbance in the wavepath.

Construction of Dispersion Curves
A spectral analyzer was used to record and analyze
outputs from the two receivers. After each travel
time record from the receivers was captured in the
time domain, the signals were transformed into the
frequency domain and spectral analyses were performed. The portions of the spectral analyses of interest in SASW testing are the phase information of
cross-power spectrum and the coherence function. The
coherence function is an indicator of the amount of
random background noise at each frequency that is
interfering with the actual impact. The coherence is
a real-valued function analogous to a signal-tonoise ratio and ranges between zero and one. A coherence of unity at a given frequency can generally
be translated into complete elimination of undesirable background noise and total correlation between
the signals detected by the two receivers if it is
based on the average of several impacts. The phase
information of the cross-power spectrum is indica-
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1.0

Example
Given • I= 1500 Hz

cf>'= 118. 2 °
:t =

2!t

(I) Actual Phase, cf> '
Range

of

Good

Coherence

</> = 100 + 100 - 110 . 2

241.0°

(2) Period, T•

T = 1/f

0

3000

Frequency, Hz

(3) Travel time, I:

I

a) Coherence

180

(4)

I= 1500Hz
.~ { cf>-116
·.2 0

------- ----

111500

= 0 .667msec

( fq 6)

= (241.6 I 360] x 0 . 667 = 0 .448 msec

Roylefgh Wove Velocit y,V6 • (Eq 7)
VR

I

=

=

2 I 0 .448

10-

X

3

= 4466fps

I

(5) Wovelen9lh, LR :

I

( £q

B)

I

phase
(~)

I

LR" 4466 / 1500• 2 .9611

I

I
I
I
-180
0

3000

Frequency, Hz

c) An Example of Construction of the
D1spe1·sion Curve

b) Cross Power Sepctrum

FIGURE 6 Typical coherence and cross-pawer spectrum used in construction of dispersion
curve.

tive of the relative phase differ ence between signals at each frequency in the range of the measured
frequencies.
A typical coherence function and phase information from the cross-power spectrum are shown in Figure 6. From the coherence function, the range of
frequencies that should be initially considered in
data reduction is chosen. For each frequency in this
range the phase shift associated with that frequency
is determined by using the phase of cross-power
spectrum (Figure 6b). A phase shift equal to 360 degrees corresponds to a travel time equal to one
period. As such, the travel time of the Rayleigh
wave within the distance between the two receivers
for a given frequency (f) can be calculated from
t = (4>/360)

•

(6)

T

where
t
i>

T

travel time of the Rayleigh wave,
phase shift, and
l/f = period corresponding to the given
frequency (f).

As the distance (X) between the geophones is
known, the Rayleigh wave velocity (VR) for the
known frequency (f) is equal to
VR

= X/t

(f)

The
is

wavelength

(7)
(Lp_)

associated

with

frequency

On the basis of studies at several soil sites,
Heisey et al. (l_) suggested that the distance between receivers (X) should be less than two wavelengths and more than one-third of a wavelength.
Based on these criteria, any point with a wavelength
less than half of the geophone spacing or more than
three times the distance between the geophones is
eliminated from construction of the dispersion
curve. Fortunately , po rt ions of the di s per sion curve
from different r eceiver spacings par ti a lly overlap,
and the final dispersion curve is continuous.
Dispe r sion curves from the old a nd new paveme nt
sections are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, r espectively. Scatter in the first few feet of wavelengths
is basically because of scaling of the figure. In
other words, the scale of the wavelength axis is so
large that the data points appear to form horizontal
lines . To demonstrate the actual distribut i on of
points, two portions of the dispersion curve for the
old pavement (Figure 7a) are shown in Figure 8. Different branches of the dispers i on curve can be easily distinguished . These branches represent different modes of Rayleigh waves (9). These modes could
not be detected clearly in the-earlier work ( 3 ) because only a few data points from each cross-:power
spectrum were picked manually. In the past year construction of dispersion curves has been fully automated . As such, all data points on the digitized
records of the cross-power spectrums (which are
within the filter criteria) are used. This results
in a comprehensive dispersion curve that consists of
thousand s o f data points, as opposed to a few hundred points in the past.

(8)

Inversion of Disper sion Curve
iii

By repeating this procedure for other frequencies on
each record, a number of data points (representing
R-wave velocity versus wavelength) are obtained,
from which the d i spersion curve is constructed. A
numerical example that uses Equations 6-8 to find
the R-wave velocity at one wavelength (frequency) is
shown in Figure Ge.

Inversion of the dispersion curve (or simply inversion) is the process of determining the layer thicknesses and shear wave velocity profile from the dispersion curve. The most crude type of inversion that
has been used for many years is to assume that the
sampling depth is equal to one-half to one-third of
the wavelength and the shear wave velocity is equal
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to 1.1 times the Rayleigh wave velocity (3,8). In
other words, simply multiply the scale of the-wavelength axis by one-half or one-third and the scale
of Rayleigh wave velocity axis by approximately 1.1
to obtain the s-wave velocity profile. Exis~ence of
a layer that has a significantly higher or lower vel ocity at the surface of the medium affects measurement of the velocities of the underlying layers. As
such, R-wave velocities determined by this method
are not actual velocities of the layers but are apparent R-wave velocities. Naturally, the shear wave
velocity profile determined by this method is in
error. However, in a layered medium in which no significant contrast in velocities exists, the apparent
and actual R-wave velocities are approximately equal.
Nazarian et al. (4) presented an approximate inversion process. In this process the depths of the
layers were assumed to be equal to one-third of the
wavelength. Based on Haskell's (10) matrix for elastic surface waves in a layered-media and assuming
that the apparent and actual R-wave velocities of
the top layer are equal, the s-wave velocity profile
was constructed from the top to the bottom sequentially.
The new inversion process is rigorous, and all
simplifying assumptions made in other techniques
(such as sampling depth) are eliminated. The only
assumptions are that
1. The layers are horizontal, and thus if any
dipping layers exist in the p rofile the average
property of those layers are determined, and
2. The layers are laterally homogeneous over the
geophone spacing and are linearly elastic.
The inversion process is based on a modified version of Haskell's (10) and Thompson's (11) matrix
for elastic surface -;aves in a multilayered solid
media. In this process shear wave velocities of different layers are assumed and a theoretical dispersion curve, based on this profile, is generated.

0.5

...........

......................
······· ··········.
..........

I

I

Poisson's ratios and mass densities are assumed.
However, Grant and West (9) and Ewing et al. (12)
indica te that the effect of these two parameters-On
the process of inversion is not significant (especially in the case of pavement materials and soil
layers in which these two parameters have reasonably
narrow ranges;. This theoretical curve is then compared with the experimental dispersion curve constructed from field data. If the two curves agree
reasonably well, the shear wave velocity profile is
obtained. If the two curves do not match, velocities
of the layers are changed, and a new theoretical
curve is generated and compared. This iterative
process is continued until the two curves (theoretical and experimental dispersion curves) match. It
should be mentioned that, as an initial trial, use
of the first crude inversion process is advised (especially for soil sites).
To illustrate the matching process, the dispersion curves from the first 8 ft of the old pavement
section (Figure 8) are compared in Figure 9 with the
theoretical dispersion curves generated with the inversion algorithm. Symbols u and L represent the upper and lower boundaries, respectively, of possible
locations of a theoretical data point in the figures. Upper and lower boundaries are displayed (as
opposed to a mean value) so that the resolution of
the theoretical solution can be interpreted. The
symbol O is used to show a perfect match, and the
symbol X is used to represent a point where the upper and lower boundaries overlap. As can be seen in
Figure 9, the trends in the experimental data follow
the theoretical dispersion curves quite closely. At
this site the scatter in experimental data was unusually high for unknown reasons. However, the
trends are still predicted closely. It is estimated
that the accuracy with which R-wave velocities were
measured and the use of the inversion process together cause less than a ±10 percent error in
shear wave velocities reported herein.
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Soil profiles under the old and new pavements are
shown in Figures lOa and lOb, respectively. From the
borings for the crosshole tests, the old section was
determined to consist of 6 in. of concrete underlain
by approximately 4.5 ft of loose gray sand and then
dense sand. The material profile at the new pavement
section was made up of 10 in. of concrete underlain
by approximately 14 in. of cement-stabilized base,
which was followed by loose sand underlain by dense
sand.
The shear wave velocity profiles of the two sections are shown in Figures 11 and 12. A total of 16
layers was selected in the first 9 ft of the profile
to analyze (in the inversion process) the old pavement (Figure lla). The layer thicknesses became progressively thicker with depth, as the properties of
the near-surface materials were most important in
this study. The number of layers selected to analyze
the new pavement was 18 layers, as shown in Figure
12a. No other NDT method has the ability to enable
the user to choose such a fine layering or to have
such accuracy.
Also shown in Figures 11 and 12 are the shear
wave velocities determined by the crosshole method.
In stiff material such as concrete, the crosshole
test can have the drawback of not generating measurable shear waves, as was the case in this study.
However, the compression wave velocity was obtained
very accurately. As such, shear wave velocities determined by the crosshole test in the concrete and
the near-surface base material were back-calculated
from P-wave velocities assuming Poisson's ratios of
0.15 and 0.25, respectively.
The shear wave velocity profiles shown in Figures
11 and 12 are in excellent agreement. Shear wave velocities from the two methods for the old and new
pavement sections are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The average difference between velocities determined by the crosshole and SASW methods is
10 percent at the old pavement and 12 percent at the
new pavement.
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Presentation of Results
As mentioned, two types of seismic tests were performed at the runway sites. With the SASW test,
shear wave velocity profiles were first determined.
Shear wave velocity and compression wave velocity
profiles were obtained with the crosshole test. By
knowing shear and compression wave velocities from
the crosshole test, values of Poisson's ratio were
calculated by using Equation 5.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of Wave Velocities from Crosshole Seismic and SASW Tests on Old
Pavement Section

Depth
(ft)
(1)
0.3
1.0

(2)

-·
-·

Poisson's Ratio

Range of
Wave
Velocity from
Crosshole Tests
(fpc)

fromt
Crosshole
Tests

AssumedV

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

7950

11460-13740
[12800]

-

. 15

145

640

1100-1330
[1210]

.33

110

Shear Wave Velocity
Range
SASW
from
Tests
Crossholet
Tests

Compression ·~

.
-·

Assumed
Unit
Weight
(pcf)

1. 5

436-523
[484]

580

1000-1325
[1145]

.38 - .41
[.3g]

. 33

110

2.0

476-538
[507]

580

1000-1025
[1012]

.30 - .36
[.33]

.33

110

3.0

538-561
[548]

570

875-1022
[949]

.20 - . 28
[ .24]

. 33

110

4.0

695

700

1311

5.0

928

990

5571

*

.30

.33

110

.47

.49

110

.49

110

. 49

110

7.0

896-1009
[952]

890

5581-5708"
[5620]

.49

9. 0

870-954
(912]

890

5282-5531,
[5406]

.49

*

Inconclusive data
t Numbers in brackets are the average values
#As the soil is saturated, reported compression wave velocities basically represent wave velocities
in water not the soil skeleton
~ SASW analysis performed before crosshole data analyzed, therefore Column 5 differs from Column 6
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TABLE 2 Comparison of Wave Velocities from Crosshole Seismic and SASW Tests on New
Pavement Section
Shear Wave Velocity
Depth

fromt
Crosshol e
Tests

Assumed'V

Assumed
Unit
Wef ght
(pcf)

(5)

(6)

(7)

. 15

145

. 15

145

.25

125

. 25

125

.25

125

(ft)
(1)

(2)

(~)

(4)

0.5

-•

8750

12160-13770
[12736]

2290

3720

1.0
1.3
l. 5

2.0

-·
-·
-·
-·

SASW
Tests

2110
2080
1010

Poisson 1 s Ratio

Range of
Compresstont Wave
Velocity from
Crosshol e Tests
(fpc)

Range
from
Crosshol et
Tests

3248
3225
1046-1545
[1221 J

-·
-·
-·
-·
-·

2.5

595

1010

1182

.33

. 33

110

3.0

496

950

1271

.24

.33

110

4.0

608-609
[608]

560

954-1121
[l 038]

. 12 - .29
[.20]

.33

110

5.0

470-511
[496]

560

870-958

.27 - .30

.33

110

6.0

833-933

780

833-933#
[883]

.49

.49

110

7 .o

783-854
(818]

780

4897-5029 #
(4963]

.49

.49

110

10.0

783-816
[799]

837

5262-5123 #

.49

.49

110

•Inconclusive data
tNumbers fn brackets are the average values
#As the sofl fs saturated, reported compression wave velocities basically represent wave velocftfes
in water, not the sofl skeleton
o/ SASW analysis performed before crosshole data analyzed, therefore Column 5 different from Column 6

Determination of Elastic Moduli
Once the propagation velocities of each layer have
been determined, Young's moduli and shear moduli can
be easily calculated. In the case of the SASW
method, the shear wave velocities are determined
from which shear moduli (G) are calculated by using
Equation 2. Young's modulus and shear modulus are
related through Poisson's ratio by
E

= 2 (l

+ v)G

(9)

In crosshole tests both shear and compression wave
velocities are determined. Therefore, Young• s modulus can be calculated from either Equation 3 or 5.
Young's modulus profiles from the old and new
pavements are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The profiles obtained from the crosshole and
SASW tests are in good agreement, except in the
range of 2 to 3 ft, over which some scatter exists.
The assumed mass densities and Poisson's ratios and
calculated Young's moduli are presented in Tables 3
and 4. The excellent agreement between the profiles
from these two independent testing techniques illustrates the value and versatility of the SASW method.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Nondestructive testing of rigid pavement with the
SASW method is discussed. This method has been under
continuous development during the past few years.
construction of dispersion curves from data collected in situ is fully automated, resulting in a
comprehensive dispersion curve consisting of thousands of data points. As a result, different modes

of the Rayleigh wave can now be detected, serving as
a multiple check on the accuracy of the data reduction.
A new, rigorous inversion process has been developed that eliminates all significant simplifying assumptions used in the past. This new inversion process was applied to data collected at two airport
runway sites. Young's modulus profiles obtained by
the SASW method illustrate the power of this method
in determining fine layering in the pavement section
with excellent accuracy. Also, Young's modulus profiles agreed closely with those determined by the
well-established crosshole seismic method.
In the aspect of automation, the SASW technique
is still in research and development stages. Once
the system is automated, it would be just as fast to
perform a test in situ with this method as any other
NDT method carried out today. In addition, the
method has the advantage of developing a unique profile and determining layer thicknesses with great
accuracy.
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TABLE 3 Comparison of Young's Moduli from Crosshole Seismic and SASW Tests on Old Pavement
Section

Depth

Of fference (percent)

Young's Hodul us (psi)
Crosshol e
Using Sheart
Using Compressfont
Wave Velocity
Wave Velocity
(range)
(range)

SASW

(ft)

~t

~t

(range)

(range)
(6)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(4.11-5,go) \ 10 6
[5.14 x 10 l

-*

9.7 - 29.7
[13. l]

(1)

(2)

0.3

4.55 x 10

i.O

2.6 x iO"

(1 .95-2 .84) ~lo"
[2 .35 x 10 l

-·

1. 5

2.13xlo"

(l.60-2. 81 J ~lo"
(2 . 13 x 10 l

2.0

2.13 x 10"

3.0

7. 0 - 25. 0
[9.6]

-·
-·

(l.26-1.83) x lo"
[l.56xlO"J

9.0 - 24 . 9
[0.0]

14.l - 40.8
[26.9)

(l.60-1.68) 'I. lo"
[1.64 x 10 J

(l.46-1.79) ~ 10"
[l.63 x 10 l

21.l - 24.9
[23.0)

16.0 - 31.5
[23 . 5)

2.06 x lo"

( 1. 23-1. 67) ~ 10"
[l.45 x 10 l

(1.63-1.91) ~ 10"
(l.77 x 10 J

18.9 - 40.3
[29.6]

7.3 - 20.9
[14 . l J

4.0

3.13 x 10"

2.1s x lo"

2.98 x lo"

12.1

5.0

6.91 x 10

-#

6.01 x lo"

7.o

5.62 x lo"

-#

(5.68-7 .09) ~ 10 4
[6.39 x 10 l

9.0

5.62 x 10"

-#

(5.35- 6.39) ~ 10"
[5.87 x 10 l

6

4

4. 8

- M
- It
-

#

13 . 0
l. 1 - 26. 2

[13 . 7)
4.8 - 13 . 7
[4 .4)

* Inconclusive data
t Numbers in brackets are the average values
#As the soil is saturated, reported compression wave velocities basically represent wave velocities in
water, not the soil skeleton

TABLE 4 Comparison of Young's Moduli from CroSBhole Seismic and SASW Tests on New Pavement
Section

Depth

Of fference (percent)

Young's Modulus (psi)
Crosshol e
Using Sheart
Using Compressiont
Wave Velocity
Wave Velocity
(range)
(range)

SASW

(ft)
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.5

5.51 x 10

1.0

3.55 x 10

l.3

3.00 x 10

(4.62-5 . 93) x 10 6
(5.09 x '10 6 ]

5

3.73 x 10

5

2.37 x 105

5

5

5

1.5

2.93 x 10

2.8 x 10

2.0

6,42 x 10"

(2.46- 5.36) !I. 10
(3.47 x 10 J

4

2. 5

6.42 x lo"

2.24 x 10"

3.0

2.03 x lo"

2.59 x 10

4.0

1.99 x 10

4

(l.46-2 . 01) ~lo"
[l.74 x 10 l

5.0

1.99 x lo"

(1.21-1.47) 'I. lo"
[l.34 x 10 J

6.0

4.30 x lo"

_,

7 .o

4.30 x lo"

-#

4

~t

(range)

(range)

(5)

(4)

6

~t

-•

7.6 - 16.2
[7. 7]

-·_,.

5.1
21.4

-*

4.4

--

61.7 - 16.5
[45.9]

2.23 x 10
l.58xl0

4

65 . l

4

-·
-·
-·
-·

-·
65.3

8.5

44.2

(1.96-2. 27) !I. 10"
[2.12 x 10 l

26.l - 1.0
[17 .8)

1.51 - 14.1
[6.3)

(i.39-1.61 J ~lo•
[l.50 x 10 J

26.1 - 39.2
[32.7]

19.1 - 30.2
[24.6]

-#

13.4 - 42.0
[27. 7)

11

0. 7 - 19.,
[9.9]

(4.91-6.15) !1.10
[5.53 x 10 l

4

(4 .33-5. 12) !I. lo"
[4.73 x 10 ]

15.3 - 7.8
(4. 33-4. 70) 'I, 10"
-#
[11.6]
[4.52 x 10 l
• Inconclusive data
t Numbers in brackets are the average values
I As the soil is satruated, reported compression wave velocities basically represent wave velocit1ils fn
water, not the soil ske1 eton

10.0

5.11 x 10

-#

...
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